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ABSTRACT

IMPROVING STATISTICAL METHODS TO

UNDERSTAND D IFFERENCES IN CANCER SURVIVAL

BY

Elisavet Syriopoulou

Cancer survival varies substantially across population groups. For instance, there are
differences across socioeconomic groups that persist irrespective of how deprivation is
defined. The underlying determinants are not well understood as they are driven by com-
plex mechanisms. Identifying drivers of variation is important and can lead to targeted
interventions to improve survival. This thesis involves the development and application
of statistical methods to understand and report population variation; largely focussing on
cancer-related differences through a relative survival setting. The developed methodology
is applied using English registry data for several cancer types. Differences in all-cause
survival arise from both cancer-related and other-cause factors: the advantage of using the
relative survival framework is the possibility, under assumptions, to isolate differences due
to cancer-related factors.

There have been past examples of exploring differences across population groups, and this
thesis sets those approaches into an appropriate causal framework. Causal inference and
mediation analysis are extended to the relative survival framework and marginal measures
of interest are defined. Contrasts between subgroups in terms of net and all-cause measures
are introduced and shown to be identifiable under assumptions. Mediation analysis allows
the possibility to delve deeper into observed differences and explore the role of interme-
diary explanatory factors. The potential impact of removing differences is explored and
quantified as the number of avoidable deaths under hypothetical interventions. Marginal
estimates are obtained using regression standardisation, inverse probability weighting, or
doubly robust standardisation.

Methodology that allows excess mortality to be partitioned into components due to specific
non-cancer causes is also provided. Finally, additional reporting measures such as loss in
life expectancy are utilised to help understand the lifetime impact of a cancer diagnosis.

The extensions proposed in this thesis, and the focus on a broad range of intuitive metrics,
could have wide-ranging impact in cancer (and other disease) epidemiology.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 CANCER AND CANCER REGISTRIES

Cancer is a class of diseases that arises from the abnormal growth of cells in the body.

Sometimes the abnormal cells grow beyond their usual boundaries and spread to other

organs; this is called metastasis or secondary tumour. The progression of the disease for

an individual is described with information on cancer stage. Stage provides information

on the size of the tumour and whether it has spread to other tissues or parts of the body

[1].

There are more than 200 different types of cancer with different aetiology, symptoms, and

prognosis. It is estimated that in 2018 there were 18.1 million new cases of cancer and 9.6

million cancer deaths globally resulting in cancer being the second leading cause of death

globally [2]. The cancers with the highest incidence worldwide are lung, female breast

and colorectal cancers while the most common cancer deaths are from lung, colorectal,

and stomach cancers [3]. In UK, there are more than 350,000 new cases of cancer and

more than 160,000 deaths that are attributed to cancer every year. According to the Cancer

Research UK (CRUK) website, 1 in 2 people will get cancer at some point in their lifetime

[1, 4].

Risk factors for developing cancer vary by cancer type and are difficult to identify. How-

ever, there are certain risk factors that may increase an individual’s probability of devel-

oping cancer. Some of these factors are family history, age, alcohol, diet, tobacco use,

exposure to chemicals or other substances, radiation, infections, and sunlight [5–10]. Even
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though some of these factors may be impossible to change such as age, some others are

easier to control by avoiding risky behaviours. Screening of healthy individuals in order

to detect cancer in an early stage before signs or symptoms appear is also common [11].

For instance, the UK has screening programmes on a national level for breast, cervical and

colorectal cancers [12–14].

Further exploration of the cancer impact, is becoming increasingly possible due to the

development of large, linked data resources. Cancer registries include information on all

patients diagnosed with cancer in a specific geographical region and have an important

role in cancer surveillance and monitoring of temporal changes. Relevant actions include

prevention, detection, diagnosis, treatment, and quality of life [15]. Cancer registries en-

able the assessment of the health care system’s effectiveness in diagnosing and treating the

cancers that arise. There are three measures that are commonly estimated by cancer reg-

istry data: incidence, mortality and, the focus of this thesis, survival [16]. By monitoring

and collecting data on all individuals diagnosed with cancer, cancer registries provide the

resources and support researchers to further investigate and understand cancer. Cancer reg-

istry at a national level, the National Cancer Registration and Analysis Service (NCRAS),

is available in England and includes population-based data on all patients diagnosed with

cancer within England.

1.2 MEASURING CANCER SURVIVAL

When investigating survival using cancer registry data, the event of interest is usually

death due to a specific cancer. However, other events that can potentially impede the

occurrence of the event of interest may be present. These types of events are known as

competing risks [17, 18]. To measure cancer prognosis, based on the research question,

we can choose either to accommodate or eliminate the competing events. The former

approach is conducted by estimating crude probabilities i.e. the risk of a patient to die

from the cancer of interest before dying from the other causes. In the competing risks

literature, crude probabilities are often referred to as cause-specific cumulative incidence

functions [19]. Crude estimates are useful for patients and clinicians as they quantify risk

in a real-world setting and they can also aid in policy decisions e.g. on resource allocation

[20]. In the latter approach of eliminating competing risks, net survival is estimated
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instead. Net survival is a measure of cancer survival in a hypothetical world (i.e. net-world

setting) where the only possible cause of death is the cancer of interest, and is useful for

comparing survival between different populations such as countries or socio-economic

groups as it is not affected by background mortality [21]. It can also be a measure of great

interest for studying the aetiology of a disease or temporal trends [22, 23]. Net survival

can be estimated either by using cause-specific survival or relative survival [16, 24]. Both

estimates require certain assumptions to hold and these are discussed in more detail in

Section 2.5. When assumptions hold, the estimates are equivalent (asymptotically) and can

be interpreted as net survival. The focus of this thesis is on the relative survival framework

and more details on this measure are given in Chapter 2.

1.3 CANCER SURVIVAL AND POPULATION VARIATION

Cancer survival has improved significantly in recent years, both for short-term and long-

term survival [25]. However, there is substantial variation by deprivation group, age and

to some extent sex. In particular, cancer survival is higher in the least deprived patients, in

people diagnosed under the age of 40 years old, with the exception of breast, colorectal

cancer and prostate cancers for which survival is highest in middle ages, and finally higher

in women than men [26–29]. Information on the deprivation status of cancer patients in

England is based on the deprivation index of the area of residency at time of diagnosis.

Understanding which factors drive differences in survival between population subgroups is

very important as it can lead to improvements in survival for those with worse survival and

reduction of cancer inequalities. A common example of cancer disparities is that of survival

differences by socioeconomic groups that are observed even in counties with a universal

health care system and irrespectively of how deprivation status is determined [30–35]. To

address such inequalities, it is essential to know how much of the observed variation can be

explained by differences in a third variable e.g stage at diagnosis, comorbidity or treatment

use (i.e. potential mediators). Delving deeper into the underlying determinants that drive

differences helps to detect groups with worse prognosis and allows targeting the most

affected groups with relevant interventions. Such interventions involve health policies

aimed at modifiable risk factors. For example, if survival differences across deprivation

groups are largely driven by differences in stage at diagnosis, then policies and awareness
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campaigns could be implemented to encourage earlier detection in the most deprived

groups to try to eliminate or reduce the differences.

However, identifying the factors that are responsible for survival differences across groups

is a challenging task. This is because all-cause survival differences are the result of

complex mechanisms that involve both cancer-related and other-cause factors. Therefore,

there is a need to develop methods that can accommodate the complexities. The relative

survival framework can be utilised to address such issues, as it allows isolation of cancer-

related differences, the determinants of which might be easier to identify.

1.4 COMMUNICATION OF CANCER STATISTICS

Interpretation of cancer statistics such as relative survival estimates is widely misunder-

stood. This is because relative survival has a non-intuitive interpretation in a hypothetical

world where the cancer of interest is the only possible cause of death. For example, on

the CRUK website it is stated that “Almost 6 in 10 (57%) people diagnosed with bowel

cancer in England and Wales survive their disease for ten years or more” [36]. However,

it is unclear whether “survive their disease” refers to all-cause survival, cause-specific

survival or net survival. This is actually an estimate of marginal relative survival and this

interpretation refers to the net-world setting where bowel cancer is the only possible cause

of death. In the real-world setting, other causes of death are also present and therefore the

number of patients who will still be alive 10 years after diagnosis is expected to be lower

than 57%. Thus, there is an emerging need to improve understanding and communication

of cancer statistics for both clinicians and patients.

The development of methods is only one aspect for improving our knowledge of cancer.

Further attempts should focus on the way that the methodology is used and how the

findings are communicated. Results of the models should be reported using metrics that are

easy to understand such as probabilities in the real-world setting, natural frequencies and

the impact on life expectancy [37, 38]. Using more intuitive measures would significantly

improve the communication of cancer statistics and enable a better understanding of the

disease.
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1.5 AIMS OF THIS THESIS

This thesis involves the development and application of methods for population-based data

and aims to explore and quantify cancer survival variation across population groups. Novel

statistical methods will be developed and applied with the key aim to answer important

clinical questions and communicate results in a meaningful way to a broader audience.

The thesis will explore differences in the impact of a cancer diagnosis across popula-

tion groups. To encourage better ways of reporting cancer statistics, intuitive measures

that make communication of cancer survival more straightforward will be utilised as an

additional way to quantify differences in survival. Such measures include loss in life ex-

pectancy due to cancer (LLE) that is defined as the reduction in life expectancy following

a diagnosis of cancer. Conditional measures that provide updated estimates given that a

patient has survived their cancer a number of years will also be provided. LLE measures

estimate the impact of cancer on a patient’s whole lifespan and can be interpreted in the

real-world setting where both cancer and other causes of death are present. They can also

be measures of great interest for public health as they can be used to quantify the disease

burden in society and to address various research questions such as the impact of a cancer

diagnosis on life expectancy among different populations.

Survival differences between groups of cancer patients can be the result of many different

factors. To understand variation and causes of the long-term impact of cancer across pop-

ulation groups the excess mortality that is observed in a cancer population (in comparison

with a population without the cancer) will be partitioned into components: excess DCS

(diseases of the circulatory system) mortality and remaining excess mortality. This is

particularly useful for cancers like breast cancer and Hodgkin lymphoma for which an

increased number of deaths from cardiovascular diseases have been reported by several

studies [39–44]. Some of these studies suggested that cardiovascular deaths observed

many years after diagnosis could be the result of a long-term treatment effect. Consider

survival differences by socioeconomic groups for example: if the most deprived patients

have higher excess DCS mortality but this is not the case for the least deprived patients,

then some of the survival differences between socioeconomic groups could potentially

be attributed to treatment. Of course, even though access or allocation of treatment has
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been suggested before as a potential factor that drive differences between subgroups there

might be reasons, e.g. comorbidities, why it may not be possible for some groups to re-

ceive treatment [22, 45–50]. The findings of such a descriptive analysis may then indicate

the need for more causal studies where treatment information and more relevant covariates

are available.

A causal basis for investigating survival differences between groups of cancer patients will

also be introduced by extending the relative survival setting to the causal inference frame-

work. Various measures of interest will be defined with a discussion on the assumptions

required for their identification. This is particularly important as it will strengthen research

aimed at eliminating health disparities and can be adapted to clarify research questions

and guide analyses in public health research.

The underlying determinants of survival differences seen among different groups will fur-

ther be explored through the extension and development of mediation analysis methods.

Mediation analysis methods can be applied when interest lies in disentangling the causal

structure of an observed association. The importance of mediation analysis in epidemio-

logical studies is driven by the need to explore different pathways that could explain the

effect of a risk factor on an outcome. If, for example, a researcher wants to assess the

extent to which the effect of socioeconomic status on survival is explained by differences

in stage at diagnosis (or treatment) then mediation analysis can be applied. Understand-

ing variation of cancer survival at a population level has the potential to inform policy

intervention decisions and awareness campaigns aimed at improving survival in the most

affected groups and ultimately reduce the observed cancer inequalities.

As cancer data can be quite complicated with many relationships that involve interactions

and non-proportional effects, it is essential to utilise appropriate statistical models that

can incorporate such effects and model the relevant factors appropriately. For instance,

the effect of the socioeconomic group often varies substantially by age and time from

diagnosis and thus including interactions and allowing for non-proportional hazards is

essential. This will be enabled in this thesis by the use of flexible parametric survival

models than can easily incorporate complex effects.
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1.6 AVAILABLE DATA RESOURCE & ETHICAL APPROVAL

Throughout this thesis, I will be using various subsets of data on cancer patients collected

by the cancer registries in England and are made available by Public Health England

after request. For the identification of the cancers, International Classification of Diseases

10 (ICD-10) is used: lung cancer (C34), stomach cancer (C16), ovarian cancer (C56),

bladder cancer (C67), colon cancer (C18), rectal cancer (C19, C20), breast cancer (C50),

melanoma (C43), prostate cancer (C61), Hodgkin lymphoma (C81). If more than one

tumour was recorded for an individual, then only the first tumour for each type of cancer

is included in the analysis.

The available data include patients diagnosed with a range of cancer types between 1998-

2013 in England, with follow-up to the end of 2013 and information on patients’ sex, age

and stage at diagnosis as well as deprivation status. Completeness of stage at diagnosis

has greatly improved after 2012 but before that there is a large proportion of missing data.

Deprivation status is a categorical variable with the deprivation quintiles calculated using

the 2010 Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) [51]. Deprivation status is determined based

on a range of factors: income, employment, heath and disabilities, education, housing and

services, living environment, and crime. This is an area-level measure, rather than an

individual-specific measure, and as a result not every person in a highly deprived area will

themselves be deprived. There are five ordinal deprivation groups, with group 1 for the

least deprived patients and group 5 for the most deprived.

The applications of this thesis have also been reviewed and received a favourable ethical

opinion by the Proportionate Review Sub-committee of the Wales REC 7 (REC refer-

ence:18/WA/0093).

1.7 CONTRIBUTION TO THE THESIS

The sensitivity analysis of FPMs, described in Chapter 3 was conceived and planned by

myself in collaboration with my two supervisors Paul Lambert (PL) and Mark Rutherford

(MR). I analysed the results, and interpreted them with critical contributions from PL and

MR as well as Sarwar Mozumder. The interactive graphs were developed in collaboration
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with PL, who created a rough prototype. Then, I updated the results by adding age-

standardised estimates, added more options such as drop-down menus and made changes

on how the information is displayed e.g. adding a title for the plot, age histogram, etc.

The published paper that describes the findings of the sensitivity analysis was written by

myself, with input and feedback from PL, MR and Sarwar Mozumder.

Chapter 4 explored loss in life expectancy measures based on the approach by Andersson

et al. [52]. I planned the evaluation of extrapolation assumptions together with PL and

MR. This evaluation includes an extension of the approach by Andersson et al. that was

then utilised for the application of Section 4.5.1. I analysed the data, and interpreted the

results with critical input from PL and MR. The first application described in Section 4.5.1

was planned and conducted by myself, PL and MR. I analysed the data, and interpreted the

results with critical input from PL, MR as well as Therese Andersson and Hannah Bower.

I also wrote the manuscript that summarises the results of this application, with input

and feedback from all co-authors. The second application described in Section 4.5.2 was

planned and conducted by myself, PL and MR. I carried out the analysis, and interpreted

the results with critical input from PL, MR as well as Eva Morris, Paul Finan. I also wrote

the relevant manuscript, with input and feedback from all co-authors.

The work described in Chapter 5 was conceived and planned by myself, PL and MR. This

chapter extends the work by Eloranta et al. to allow for more flexibility [53]. I cleaned

and analysed the data, constructed the population lifetables required for the application

on Hodgkin lymphoma, and interpreted the results with critical input from PL and MR.

To enable the estimation of crude probabilities of death after fitting separate models for

each outcome of interest, I added the option crudeprobpart to the standsurv Stata

command.

The extension of causal inference and mediation analysis methods into relative survival

(Chapters 6 and 7) was developed by myself with continuous feedback and guidance from

PL and MR. I prepared the code required to obtain the measures of interest described in

Chapter 6 as well as the natural direct and indirect effects of Chapter 7. I also analysed

the data of the illustrative example. All the standardised estimates were obtained in Stata

using the command standsurv that was developed by PL. I wrote the paper that describes

the methods introduced in Chapter 6 and prepared a draft for the work of Chapter 7 with
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critical input from PL and MR.

The sensitivity analysis of Chapter 8 was conceived and planned by myself, PL, MR. I

developed the code required to simulate data, fit each model, and obtain the predictions

of interest. I analysed the results of the simulation study, and interpreted the results

with critical input from PL and MR. The incorporation of relative survival into inverse

probability weighting was based on an extension of the marginal relative survival model

described in Section 8.3.1 that was implemented in Stata by PL (command mrsprep).

1.8 STRUCTURE OF THESIS

The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows.

First, the fundamentals of survival analysis will be introduced in Chapter 2. This will

include definitions of left truncation and right censoring as well as key survival mea-

sures. Net survival measures, including relative survival that provides the basis for the

methodological developments of this thesis, will also be introduced. Next, non-parametric

methods to obtain such measures will be described, followed by parametric and semi-

parametric models as well as flexible parametric survival models which will be utilised

throughout this thesis. Finally, causal inference and mediation analysis methods will be

introduced. These will be extended in the relative survival framework in Chapters 6 and 7,

respectively.

Chapter 3 will describe a sensitivity analysis that was performed using cancer registry

data to assess the robustness of estimates from flexible parametric survival models in the

specification of the model parameters. This is an extensive sensitivity analysis that includes

60 models for each of the 10 cancer types considered and evaluates the performance of

the models that will be used in this thesis.

In order to improve the communication of cancer statistics, additional reporting measures

will be discussed in Chapter 4. The described measures estimate the impact of cancer

through a patient’s whole lifespan: loss in life expectancy, proportion of life loss, total

years lost in a year as well as measures conditional on a specific number of years. Two

applications have been conducted with the first estimating the impact of a cancer diagnosis
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by deprivation group using a range of cancer types and the second focusing on the poten-

tial impact of eliminating the observed survival differences by socioeconomic groups for

colorectal cancer.

In Chapter 5, flexible parametric survival models will be utilised to partition the excess

mortality that is observed in a cancer population into components, such as excess DCS

mortality and remaining excess mortality. The partitioning of excess mortality will help

explore whether survival differences are due to factors directly or indirectly attributed to

cancer. For instance, indirect cancer deaths include late adverse effects of the treatment,

secondary malignancies or even suicides. An illustration on Hodgkin lymphoma will also

be provided.

In Chapter 6, causal inference methods will be extended in the relative survival framework.

First, marginal estimates of interest such as marginal relative survival, marginal all-cause

survival, and marginal crude probabilities of death will be introduced. Then, contrasts be-

tween subgroups of the population, which under assumptions have a causal interpretation,

will be defined. All measures will be estimated using regression standardisation.

Survival differences by population groups will be further explored in Chapter 7 using

mediation analysis methods. Mediation analysis methods will be extended to incorporate

relative survival as a useful tool for investigating the effect of a third variable in the

association of an exposure and cancer survival. Identification of the natural direct and

indirect effects is possible under certain assumptions.

In Chapters 6 and 7, the marginal estimates will be estimated using regression standard-

isation methods. In Chapter 8, alternative methods for obtaining marginal estimates will

be explored by extending inverse probability weighting and doubly robust standardisation

methods to the relative survival framework. A comparison of the methods will be per-

formed by assessing the impact of a model misspecification with a Monte Carlo simulation

study.

Finally, the main results of the thesis will be summarised in Chapter 9, together with

the strengths of the methodological developments. Further discussion will focus on the

limitations and potential extensions of the methods and research work.
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2

BACKGROUND

2.1 CHAPTER OUTLINE

This chapter will introduce the fundamental principles of survival analysis and causal

inference that form the basis of this thesis. The main characteristics of survival data will be

described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 and key relationships of survival analysis will be defined

in Section 2.4. An introduction to net survival, which is a commonly reported measure in

population-based cancer studies, will be provided in Section 2.5. Non-parametric methods

for the analysis of survival data will be discussed in Section 2.6, followed by an outline

of modelling approaches in Section 2.7. Section 2.8 will introduce the concept of period

analysis and some motivation for its use. Finally, in Section 2.9, the basic principles

of causal inference and mediation analysis methods will be described, together with the

assumptions under which the measures of interest can be identified.

2.2 INTRODUCTION

Survival analysis, also known as failure-time analysis or time-to-event analysis, refers to

the statistical methods used for the analysis of survival data [19, 54]. Survival data consist

of data in which interest is not only on whether the event occurred or not but also on the

time that this event occurred. Examples of time-to-event outcomes arise from various

areas of statistics and include both clinical outcomes such as time to death, time to the

onset of a disease as well as non-clinical outcomes such as the time until the flowering of
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plants, time until an equipment’s failure and many more [55–58]. This thesis focuses on

medical applications and, more specifically, using cancer registry data.

There are four main quantities that someone needs to consider for the analysis of survival

data. It is important to clearly define i) the time origin, ii) the time of entry, iii) the event

of interest and iv) the time at which individuals exit the study. The time origin is what

is defined as time zero for a study. As it is the case with cancer registry data, not all

individuals enter the study at the same calendar time. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

The time scale can vary based on the research question. While time since the beginning

of the follow-up is the most common choice, one might also consider age as the time

scale. In this case, date of birth would be the time origin and age at the beginning of

follow-up, e.g age at diagnosis, is used as the entry time. Typically there will be one event

of interest but sometimes it is also possible to have multiple events or recurrent events

[59]. A special feature of survival data is that not every individual will experience the

event of interest. Some individuals will still not have the event of interest when the study

finishes, e.g individuals A and D in Figure 2.1. Some other individuals might drop out or

get lost from follow-up e.g individual E in Figure 2.1. Therefore, the time to event will be

unobserved for some individuals. This is described in survival analysis as censoring.

A

B

C

D

E

In
di

vi
du

al
s

0 2 4 6 8 10
Follow-up (years)

censored
event

F IGURE 2.1: Illustration of survival data for individuals A-E.
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2.3 CENSORING

The main types of censoring are right censoring, interval censoring and left censoring

[54]. Right censoring refers to those individuals that either had the event of interest only

after the end of follow-up or those who were lost to follow-up and we cannot study them

anymore. The only information on this individual is that the survival time is larger than

a certain timepoint. Interval censoring occurs when the event of interest is only assessed

at specific points in time, so we know that an event was realised between two visits but

we do not the exact time. Finally, left censoring occurs when individuals enter the study

having already experienced the event. In cancer survival data, the most common type of

censoring is right censoring and this is the only type of censoring considered in this thesis.

Censoring times can either be of Type I or Type II [60]. In Type I censoring, all individuals

who remained in follow-up without having the event of interest until the end of the study

are censored at the end of the study. This is also known as administrative censoring and is

what we usually observe in medical studies. Type II censoring occurs in studies that stop

after a prespecified number failures e.g. in animal studies that stop when a certain number

of animals have developed a tumour.

Censoring times can also be classified as independent or informative [54]. Censoring is

independent (or non-informative) when the censoring times are non-informative of the

event times, so that among individuals with the same baseline characteristics a censored

and non-censored individual have the same expected survival at a specific point in time.

An example of independent censoring is the administrative censoring. On the other hand,

informative censoring occurs when the censoring times depend on factors that relate to

the study and can lead to biased estimates if not accounted for properly. For instance,

participants in a cancer clinical trial might be withdrawn from the study because of adverse

treatment events or HIV patients that are enrolled in a treatment study in sub-Saharan

Africa might be lost from follow-up because they are more severely diseased and cannot

attend a visit.

A special case of censoring occurs because of competing events [18]. Competing events are

events that prevent the occurrence of the event of interest and can result in both independent

and informative censoring. For instance, when studying the survival of colorectal cancer,
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some of the patients might die from something else before they die from their cancer and

this could be due to independent censoring. However, if the death from other causes is

a result of adverse treatment effects, then this is a case of informative censoring. The

analysis of competing events has been addressed by many studies that tried to handle the

complications induced by potential associations between the competing events [17, 61].

Finally, another reason for incomplete data is truncation with the most common type being

left truncation (also known as delayed entry). Left truncation refers to individuals who

had not been followed from the start of follow-up but they enter the study later on. For

instance, left truncated data are present when age is used as a time scale. A special case

of truncated data is period analysis, which is explained in more detail in Section 2.8.

Sometimes it is also possible to have both censored and truncated data. Excluding patients

with incomplete data would result in biased estimates and therefore it is essential to include

their information in the analysis of the data.

2.4 KEY MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS AND RELATIONSHIPS IN SURVIVAL

ANALYSIS

Let T be a non-negative continuous random variable that denotes the time until the occur-

rence of an event of interest. Realisations of the above random variables are denoted with

lower-case letters such as t for T . Let also f (t) denote the underlying probability density

function.

The most common ways to describe survival data are by using the survival probability

and the hazard function. The survival function, S(t), is defined as the probability that an

individual will survive past time t and it is the complement of the cumulative distribution

function F(t):

S(t) = P(T ≥ t) = 1−P(T < t) = 1−F(t),

with t taking values from 0 to infinity. The survival function is decreasing with time and

reaches 0 when all individuals experience the event of interest.

The distribution of T can also be described by the hazard function, commonly referred to

as the instantaneous failure rate. The hazard function is the event rate at time t, conditional
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on survival until that time, and can be written mathematically as the rate per unit of time:

h(t) = lim
∆t→0

P(t ≤ T < t +∆t|T ≥ t)
∆t

(2.1)

Equation 2.1 can be rewritten as a function of the density and survival functions:

h(t) = lim
∆t→0

P([t ≤ T < t +∆t]∩ [T ≥ t])
∆tP(T ≥ t)

= lim
∆t→0

P(t ≤ T < t +∆t)
∆t

1
P(T ≥ t)

=
f (t)
S(t)

(2.2)

This is a useful relationship as it allows us to write any of the three functions, f (t),S(t),

and h(t), as a function of the other two. It can also be rewritten as:

h(t) =
f (t)
S(t)

=−
(

1
S(t)

)
S′(t) =− ∂

∂ t
[lnS(t)] (2.3)

Another quantity that is also common in survival analysis is the cumulative hazard function;

it represents the accumulation of hazard over time and is given by integrating the hazard

rate over t:

H(t) =
∫ t

0
h(u)du.

By rearranging equation 2.3, the survival function can also be given as a function of the

cumulative hazard function:

S(t) = exp
[
−
∫ t

0
h(u)du

]
= exp [−H(t)] (2.4)

2.5 NET SURVIVAL

A common issue in cancer epidemiology is the presence of competing events. As men-

tioned above, competing events arise when one or more events are present and these

compete with the outcome of interest, so that their occurrence make it impossible for a

patient to experience the event of interest. To quantify cancer survival while accounting

for differential other cause mortality from competing events, a measure called net survival
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can be estimated. Net survival is survival in a hypothetical world (i.e. net-world setting)

where the only possible cause of death is the event of interest e.g. death due to cancer

[21, 62–64]. This is different to a real-world setting where both cancer and other causes

of death are present. In other words, net survival can be interpreted as the survival that

would be observed if it was possible to eliminate all competing causes of death. This

hypothetical construct where other causes of death are not present might sound not ideal

especially when interest in on the actual patients’ predictions. However, net survival

allows comparisons of cancer survival between populations without any possible distor-

tions from competing causes of death. For instance, differences in survival between two

groups of cancer patients could be explained not only by the cancer of interest but also by

other causes of deaths i.e. what we usually refer to as differential background (or other

cause) mortality. Net survival isolates cancer as the only possible cause of death and thus

is a useful measure for comparing cancer-specific survival between groups. There are

two approaches for estimating net survival: i) cause-specific survival and ii) relative sur-

vival (that is the survival analogue of excess mortality). Each approach requires different

assumptions, but if the assumptions hold they both estimate the same quantity [65, 66].

2.5.1 Cause-specific survival

In the cause-specific approach, patients who died from causes different than the cancer of

interest are censored at their time of death and only deaths due to the cancer of interest

are recorded as events. An important assumption for the interpretation of cause-specific

survival as net survival is that the times of the competing events are conditionally inde-

pendent i.e. there are no factors that influence both cancer and non-cancer mortality other

than the factors we have adjusted for. This is an assumption that cannot be tested based

on observed data and its validity is determined based on subject-matter knowledge. If the

independence assumption is satisfied then the cause-specific hazard rates provide estimates

of the rates that we would observe in the absence of competing causes of death.

An essential assumption when estimating cause-specific survival is that the classification

on the cause of death is accurate [67]. However, the information on the cause of death

obtained by death certificates might not be reliable or even not available at all [68]. Accu-

rate coding is particularly problematic for older patients who are more prone to die from
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causes other than their cancer as well as patients with multiple tumours, rare cancers and

as time since diagnosis increases [69]. In addition to quality issues regarding the classifi-

cation, other conceptual issues might also be present. For example, even in the presence

of complete data, it is challenging for the clinician to decide if death is the result of cancer

itself or a potential adverse event of the treatment received for the cancer [70].

2.5.2 Excess mortality and relative survival

In contrast with the cause-specific approach, the excess mortality circumvents the prob-

lems regarding the cause of death information by providing estimates without relying on

the cause of death. Instead, it accounts for differential background mortality by incorpo-

rating the expected mortality rates of a comparable group without the cancer of interest

and matching individuals from cancer and non-cancer populations based on several char-

acteristics.

The excess mortality rate of an individual i at time t, λi(t), is defined as the difference

between their observed (all-cause), hi(t), and expected mortality if they did not have the

cancer, h∗i (t), and is given by

λi(t) = hi(t)−h∗i (t) (2.5)

The expected mortality rates of the comparable group free from the cancer under study

are considered to be known and are incorporated in the data using available population

lifetables stratified by characteristics such as age, sex and calendar year. When interpreting

the excess mortality estimates, it is important to keep in mind that even though it is a

measure of the excess mortality in the cancer population, no conclusions can be made

on whether this is directly or indirectly attributed to cancer. For example, a death that is

caused by the failure of a vital organ in which the tumour developed would be directly

attributed to cancer. However, a death that occurred from adverse treatment effects is

indirectly attributed to cancer. This issue is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5, where

the excess mortality is partitioned into components.

By transforming the excess mortality to the survival scale, relative survival, Ri(t), is given

as the ratio of the observed (all-cause) survival of a patient, Si(t), divided by their expected
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survival, S∗i (t), [71, 72]:

Ri(t) =
Si(t)
S∗i (t)

, (2.6)

The observed survival can be written as the product of the expected and relative survival:

Si(t) = S∗i (t)Ri(t) (2.7)

Once again, the expected survival probability is considered to be known and is obtained

from available population lifetables on a comparable population. It is important to point

out that individuals in the cancer population are matched with individuals of the general

population based on their characteristics. This is essential as there is variation in both

expected and observed survival between individuals. Expression 2.7 refers to an individual

level but often it will be of interest to obtain the marginal relative survival. The use of

subscripts, i, has implications on how marginal effects will be derived later on in Section

2.6.2 and on whether the marginal relative survival is calculated as the average of the

individual-specific relative survival or the ratio of the marginal observed survival to the

marginal expected survival.

To interpret relative survival as net survival it is important for the following assumptions

to hold [73, 74]:

• The two competing risks, death due to the cancer of interest and death due to other

causes, are conditionally independent. This means that there are no other factors to

affect both competing events than the factors we have adjusted for.

• There is appropriate information on the expected survival probabilities. In other

words, the expected survival probabilities are representative of what the cancer

patients would experience if they did not have their cancer.

The independence assumption is the same as the one required for the cause-specific ap-

proach discussed in Section 2.5.1 and its validity cannot be tested formally. For the second

assumption, it is important to have sufficiently stratified population lifetables, so that the

cancer population and the general population have similar characteristics and their only

difference is the cancer under study. In cases where other factors need to be considered but
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they are not available at a population level, adjustments of the mortality rates have been

suggested [75–77]. Under these assumptions, relative survival can be interpreted as the

probability of survival in a hypothetical world where it is possible to eliminate competing

events.

2.6 NON-PARAMETRIC ESTIMATORS

For the estimation of the survival function in a population, non-parametric methods can be

applied. These are methods that do not require specific assumptions about the underlying

distribution of survival times.

2.6.1 Estimating the all-cause survival

Let ti, with i = 1,2, ...n, denote the failure times of n individuals. First, consider a case

with no censored observation times. The survival function of such population can then be

estimated by the empirical survivor function [54]:

Ŝ(t) =
Number of individuals with T ≥ t

Total population size
(2.8)

This gives a survival function that is equal to 1 when all patients are alive and starts

decreasing every time that an individual experiences the event. Since it remains constant

between two events, the survival function will be a step function. If everyone experiences

the event, the survival function will reach zero. In the presence of censoring when an

individual is lost to follow-up it is not possible to incorporate this information in equation

2.8.

A non-parametric approach that accounts for censored survival times is the product-limit

estimator that is commonly referred to as the Kaplan-Meier estimator [54]. Let T ∗ be a non-

negative continuous random variable that denotes the time until the event of interest of an

individual. In the presence of right censoring, let C denote a random variable representing

censoring time. The observed time will then be equal to T = min(T ∗,C) and the event

indicator will be D = I(T ∗ ≤C). To calculate the Kaplan-Meier estimator, the event times
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should be arranged in ascending order. Let the jth ordered event time be denoted by t j

with j = 1,2, ...r for r ordered event times and r ≤ n since it is possible for more than one

individuals to have the same survival time (i.e. ties). After splitting the follow-up time into

intervals, the Kaplan-Meier estimator at time t is defined as the product of the conditional

probabilities of surviving each interval:

Ŝ(t) = ∏
j|t j≤t

(
1−

d j

n j

)
(2.9)

with n j the number of individuals at risk before time t j and d j the number of deaths

observed at t j.

For the estimation of the Kaplan-Meier, some assumptions are made. It is assumed that the

events occur independently of each other and that censoring is non-informative. Also, if

there are ties between censoring and event times, it is assumed that the censored individuals

are at risk at the tied time. In the presence of many ties in survival times, the Kaplan–Meier

estimator might yield biased results as it performs best in continuous time. If that is the

case, then the actuarial method (also called life-table estimator) can be applied instead

[54]. The actuarial method works in a similar way to the Kaplan–Meier but it assumes that

censoring occurs uniformly through the interval.

2.6.2 Estimating marginal relative survival

The all-cause survival function is usually estimated using the Kaplan-Meier or actuarial

methods discussed in Section 2.6.1. As it is shown in equation 2.6, in order to obtain the

relative survival function expected mortality rates need to be incorporated. This is obtained

using data from available population lifetables that contain expected mortality rates by age,

year, sex etc. in the general population from which the cancer cases came from. Choosing

the most appropriate method for estimating marginal relative survival has caused a small

debate. Many non-parametric methods have been suggested for estimating the expected

survival for a population group: Ederer I, Ederer II, Hakulinen, with each one of them

making different assumptions regarding how long each individual is considered to be at

risk [24, 78, 79]. Another estimator for estimating relative survival was proposed more

recently and it is known as the Pohar Perme estimator [71]. The Pohar Perme estimator
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has been particularly important as it clarified potential errors that arise when estimating

marginal relative survival under some of the traditional approaches. In this section, I will

be focusing on the Ederer II and Pohar Perme approaches that are the ones used more

frequently.

To understand an essential difference between the two estimators, an important distinction

should be made. In expression 2.6, relative survival was defined on an individual level. If

we were to obtain the marginal relative survival function over the whole population, then

the left-hand side of the following expression would be estimated:

1
N

N

∑
i=1

Si(t)
S∗i (t)

6=

1
N

N
∑

i=1
Si(t)

1
N

N
∑

i=1
S∗i (t)

(2.10)

If the two assumptions mentioned in Section 2.5.2 were satisfied, then this estimate would

have the interpretation of net survival. Pohar Perme estimates this quantity and that is

why it is technically superior. The right-hand side of expression 2.10, instead of providing

an average of the individual-specific estimates, it gives the ratio of two averages i.e. the

average observed survival and the average expected survival. This is only an approximation

of the marginal relative survival and it provides an estimate of the marginal survival in

the cancer population in comparison with the marginal survival of the general population.

Some of the traditional estimates of relative survival, including the Ederer II, focus on

estimating this quantity and thus yield biased estimates. However, it has been shown that by

estimating the Ederer II estimator by age-groups, especially when these groups are narrow,

then the bias is negligible and provide a good approximation of the age-standardised

net survival [21, 74]. The Ederer II method also gives a more precise estimate than the

Pohar Perme method for long-term estimates and that is why it might be preferred in some

settings.
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2.6.2.1 Ederer II estimator

The excess hazard rate of Ederer II at the jth interval can be expressed as [74, 78]:

λ̂
E2
j =

(∑i di j−∑i d∗i j)

∑i yi j

and the relative survival as:

R̂E2 = exp(−∑
j

k jλ̂
E2
j )

with di j an event indicator, d∗i j the expected deaths, yi j the time at risk for the ith patient

during the jth interval and k j the length of the jth interval. The expected deaths are

calculated by d∗i j = − ln(p∗i j)yi j, with p∗i j being the interval specific expected survival

probability of individual i in the jth interval given their characteristics.

Potential bias for the Ederer II estimates might arise when interest is on estimating relative

survival in the whole population with a single number ( a marginal estimate). Within the

total population, there will be a large variation between patients; for instance, there is large

variation in relative survival between younger and older patients. The age distribution of

the population also affects the estimate for the marginal relative survival. The internally

age-standardised Ederer II gives a better approximation of the marginal Pohar Perme

estimate. This is because it reduces the variability in expected and relative survival and

provides good estimates of net survival in each age-group. The internally age-standardised

estimate is calculated as a weighted average of relative survival in each age group R̂a:

R̂s(t) = ∑
a

waR̂a(t)

with wa being the proportion of patients in age group a. The age-standardised Ederer II

estimate has been found to give a good approximation of the internally age-standardised net

survival and, despite the theoretical bias induced by its dependence on observed mortality,

it gives negligible bias even in extreme scenarios with large variation in excess hazard by

age [21, 74, 80].
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2.6.2.2 Pohar Perme estimator

An alternative approach for obtaining marginal net survival is the Pohar Perme estimator

that does not require separate calculations in each age group [71]. The Pohar Perme

estimator applies weights equal to the inverse expected survival to adjust for differences

between the real-world and net-world settings. The basic idea for these weights is to

give individuals with a higher risk of dying from other causes larger weights e.g. the older

patients will have larger weights. Based on the Pohar Perme estimator, the excess mortality

rate at jth interval is equal to:

λ̂
PP
j =

(∑i wi jdi j−∑i wi jd∗i j)

∑i wi jyi j
(2.11)

with wi j denote the weights for the ith patient at the jth interval. Weights change over

time and are calculated as the inverse of the expected survival. The Pohar Perme survival

estimate is equal to

R̂PP = exp(−∑
j

k jλ̂
PP
j )

In the initial paper, the Pohar Perme method was provided with continuous time but here

an adaptation of the method is provided, where survival time is recorded in intervals, in

order to enable the comparison with Ederer II [62].

Due to the weights that are embedded in equation 2.11, the Pohar Perme has larger standard

errors than the Ederer II estimate. The Ederer II estimator appears to have greater precision,

especially as time since diagnosis increases [74].

2.7 MODELLING SURVIVAL DATA

The non-parametric approaches described in Section 2.6 are useful for summarising the

survival of a population or for comparing two or more groups of patients but they cannot

accommodate more than one covariate at once. However, quite often it is of interest to

investigate the effect of several covariates on survival. Some of these variables might

also be continuous, meaning that the use of non-parametric methods would be possible

only after their categorisation. To deal with more complex settings, modelling approaches
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can be applied instead. A requirement for consistent unbiased estimates is once more the

assumption of independent censoring given covariates that was discussed in Section 2.3.

This thesis focuses on flexible parametric survival models. However, some other statistical

models that have been traditionally used in survival analysis will also be briefly described

in the following section.

2.7.1 Cox proportional hazards regression model

The Cox model is the most popular model for exploring the effect of an exposure to

failure time while adjusting for some other explanatory variables [81]. In this model, the

covariates act multiplicatively in the hazard function:

h(t|X) = h0(t)exp(βTX) (2.12)

with h(t|X) being the hazard function at time t, h0(t) the baseline survival function, β

a vector of regression coefficients for the vector of covariates denoted by X and T the

transpose operator. The baseline hazard represents the hazard rate if all covariates values

were set to 0.

A key feature of the Cox model is that the baseline hazard is unspecified without any

particular form being assumed about the distribution of the failure times. This yields a

semi-parametric model.

An important assumption made in the Cox model is that of proportional hazards. Assume

that there is only one binary variable included in the model with X = 1 for the exposed

and X = 0 for the unexposed. Then the hazard rate of the exposed group, h1(t), is written

as a function of the hazard rate of the unexposed:

h1(t) = h0(t)exp(β )

h1(t)
h0(t)

= exp(β )

The ratio of the two hazards is known as the hazard ratio and is a constant that does not
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depend on time. Thus, the hazard rates of the exposed and unexposed groups remain

proportional over time. This can be generalised for more coefficients with the regression

coefficients β being the log hazard ratios.

The estimation of the β coefficients is based on maximum likelihood methods. The

likelihood is the joint distribution of the observed data that is given as a function of

the parameters of interest. By maximising the likelihood, the most likely values for the

parameters based on the observed data are obtained and these form the estimates of the

coefficients. For computational reasons, the logarithm of the likelihood is maximised

rather than the actual likelihood. As Cox showed, the likelihood function of the Cox

model is given by what is commonly referred to as the partial likelihood [82]:

L(β ) =
r

∏
j=1

exp(βTX j)

∑l∈R(t j)
expβTXl

(2.13)

This is the likelihood in a population of n individuals with r distinct ordered failure times

and n− r censored survival times. The jth ordered time is denoted with t j, j = 1, ...r

with r ≤ n and the number at risk before t j, including both alive and censored individuals,

are denoted by R(t j). The above likelihood does not use directly the information on the

observed survival times but it utilises only the ranking of the survival times. The baseline

hazard h0(t) is also not included in the likelihood.

The partial likelihood is a product over the observed failure times of conditional proba-

bilities of observing a failure given the risk set at that time and it can be rewritten as the

product across all individuals i:

L(β ) =
n

∏
i=1

[
exp(βTXi)

∑l∈R(ti)
expβTXl

]di

(2.14)

with di denote an event indicator for the ith individual, with di = 0 if censored, and R(ti)

the number at risk before ti.

Estimates of the coefficients of the Cox model can then be obtained by maximising the
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logarithm of the partial likelihood given below:

lnL(β ) = di

 n

∑
i=1
βTXi− ln ∑

l∈R(ti)

expβTXl

 (2.15)

Cox’s method described above assumes that there are no ties in the data. In the presence

of ties, alternative methods have been suggested for the likelihood [81, 83, 84].

An advantage of the Cox model is that it is possible to obtain estimates for the model pa-

rameters without making any assumptions about the form of the baseline hazard. However,

there are cases where we need to estimate the baseline hazard function h0(t). There are

two main methods that have been suggested for estimating the baseline hazard function:

the Breslow estimator and the Kalbfleisch and Prentice estimator [85, 86]. In practice,

the two approaches are very close [87]. As the baseline is not estimated as part of the

model, estimating uncertainty in measures of absolute risks and other complex measures

makes estimation of standard errors complex. Boostrapping is often used, but it can be

computationally intensive with complex models and large datasets.

The Cox model provides estimates of the model coefficients under the proportionality

assumption but this assumption will not always be appropriate for the data [88, 89]. Quite

often time-dependent covariate effects will be present e.g. the effect of age might vary

with time or the effect of a treatment may lose effectiveness over time. An extended model

that incorporates time-dependent effects was discussed by Cox, and there have also been

other models trying to address this issue [81, 89–91].

2.7.2 Parametric regression models

The Cox model provides estimates for the coefficients, under proportional hazards, while

keeping the baseline hazard function unspecified. Alternative modelling approaches that

make certain assumptions for the form of the baseline hazard function might also be

considered. If a parametric distribution holds for survival times, parametric regression

models allow to obtain estimates of the survival and hazard functions as well as a range of

other predictions, relax the proportional hazards assumption more easily, and much more.
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There are three main parametric models that will be described here and each one of them

assumes either the exponential, Weibull or Gompertz distribution for the survival times

[54].

2.7.2.1 The exponential distribution

The exponential distribution assumes a constant hazard, λ , greater than zero with time:

h0(t) = λ

The corresponding survival function is then given by:

S(t) = exp
(
−
∫ t

0
λdu

)
= exp(−λ t)

and analogously to the Cox model in equation 2.12, the exponential proportional hazards

model is:

h(t|X) = λ exp(βTX)

2.7.2.2 The Weibull distribution

The exponential distribution makes a very restrictive assumption for the baseline hazard

that is unlikely to hold in many settings, including cancer studies where hazard might be

increasing or decreasing with time since diagnosis. The Weibull distribution relaxes the

assumption of a constant hazard and allows it to vary by time:

h0(t) = λγtγ−1

with λ and γ being the scale and shape parameters, respectively; both parameters are

assumed to be positive. The exponential distribution is actually a special case of the

Weibull distribution with γ = 1. If γ > 1 the hazard function is monotonically increasing

and if γ < 1 the hazard function is monotonically decreasing. The corresponding survival
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function of the Weibull distribution is equal to:

S(t) = exp
(
−
∫ t

0
λγuγ−1du

)
= exp(−λ tγ) (2.16)

and the Weibull proportional hazards model is:

h(t|X) = λγtγ−1 exp(βTX)

2.7.2.3 The Gompertz distribution

The survival times could also be assumed to follow the Gompertz distribution. The Gom-

pertz distribution assumes the following form for the baseline hazard:

h0(t) = λ exp(θ t)

with λ and θ being the model parameters and λ > 0. For the special case of θ = 0, the

survival times follow the exponential distribution. If θ > 0, the hazard function increases

monotonically with time. The corresponding survival function is given by:

S(t) = exp
(
−
∫ t

0
λ exp(θu)du

)
= exp

(
λ

θ
[1− exp(θ t)]

)

and the Gompertz proportional hazards model is:

h(t|X) = λ exp(θ t)exp(βTX)

2.7.2.4 Obtaining estimates

To obtain estimates for the coefficients from the parametric models described above the

maximum likelihood method is applied. The likelihood is given as the product of all

individuals i in a population of n patients:

L(β ) =
n

∏
i=1

h(ti)diS(ti)
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After obtaining the logarithm of the likelihood,

lnL(β ) =
n

∑
i=1

[di ln(h(ti))+ ln(S(ti))] (2.17)

a method such as the Newton-Raphson method can be applied to derive the maximum

likelihood estimates [92].

In the case of left truncated data (discussed in Section 2.3) a delayed-entry model is fitted

and the time when study individuals became at risk needs to be incorporated. Therefore,

the survival probabilities are now conditional on survival until t0. The log likelihood of

equation 2.17, can be extended to account for the conditional survival:

lnL(β ) =
n

∑
i=1

[
di ln(h(ti))+ ln

(
S(ti)
S(t0i)

)]
=

n

∑
i=1

[di ln(h(ti))+ ln(S(ti))− ln(S(t0i))]

(2.18)

2.7.3 Flexible parametric survival models

The parametric models outlined in the previous section enable a wide range of predictions

to be made, assuming that the survival times are following a specific distribution. In some

medical applications though, the hazard function might follow a more complex pattern.

For instance the hazard might be rapidly increasing after an intervention and decreasing

soon after that. The parametric distributions of Section 2.7.2 are not flexible enough to

adequately represent the hazard function of such complex scenarios.

Flexible parametric survival modelling is a methodology that was first introduced by Roys-

ton and Parmar and allows a wide range of hazard functions by using restricted cubic

splines for the effect of time [93, 94]. These models have been utilised in a broad range

of clinical areas [25, 95–97]. Flexible parametric survival models (FPMs) have many ad-

vantages in terms of modelling time-dependent effects, making predictions, extrapolation

and quantification, they have been extended to the relative survival framework and will be

used extensively for the developments of this thesis.

FPMs are based on a generalisation of the Weibull distribution on the log-cumulative
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hazard scale. An advantage of modelling the log cumulative hazard scale rather than

the log hazard scale is that the corresponding function is more stable and the process

of capturing the shape of the function becomes easier. This is due to the fact that the

log cumulative hazard is always a monotonically increasing function. FPMs explicitly

estimate the baseline log cumulative hazard by using restricted cubic splines for ln(t)

rather that assuming linearity with time [98–100].

Splines are flexible mathematical functions defined by piecewise polynomials [101]. The

points at which the polynomials join are called knots with the first and the last of the knots

being called boundary knots. The complexity of the spline function is determined by the

number of knots that are defined. Restricted cubic splines are a specific case of splines

to which some some continuity constraints are imposed to ensure smooth fitted functions

through the knots. First, the spline functions are forced to join at the knots. Then, the first

derivative (gradient) of the estimated functions needs to agree at the knots. This is in order

to ensure that there are no sudden changes in the direction of the function. The splines are

also forced to agree at the second derivative so that the rate of change in the gradient is

consistent between the knots. Finally, the splines are forced to be linear before the first

knot and after the last knot.

Fitted as a linear function of K− 1 derived covariates, where K is the number of knots,

restricted cubic splines are given by

s(x) = γ0 + γ1z1 + ...+ γK−1zK−1, (2.19)

with x = ln(t).

The derived variables zi, also known as the basis functions, are calculated as

z1 = x

zi = (x− k3
j)+−λ j(x− kmin)

3
+− (1−λ j)(x− kmax)

3
+,

where u+ = 0 if u≤ 0 and u+ = u if u > 0, kmin and kmax are the position of the first and

the last knot and

λ j =
kmax− k j

kmax− kmin
.
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As mentioned earlier FPMs are a generalised form of the Weibull distribution. First con-

sider the survival function of a Weibull distribution of equation 2.16 that is equal to

S(t) = exp(−λ tγ). (2.20)

By transforming the function to the log cumulative hazard scale and adding covariates

ln [H(t|X)] = lnλ + γ ln t +βTX,

with the log cumulative hazard being a linear function of log time.

A FPM with knots for the log baseline cumulative hazard, denoted by the vector k0, is

given by replacing the linear term with the spline function

ln [H(t|X)] = η(t) = s(ln(t)|γ,k0)+βTX (2.21)

where s(ln(t)|γ,k0) is a restricted cubic spline function of log time with γ being a vector

for the values for the parameters,X are the covariates andβ the corresponding coefficients.

In this way, a non-linear effect for the ln(t) is allowed in the model.

Note that this is a proportional hazards model and the interpretation of the covariates

is the same as for models on the log hazard scale. Non-proportional hazards i.e. time-

dependent effects, are easily incorporated in the model by introducing a new set of splines

for each one of the time-dependent effects considered. By including interactions between

covariates and spline functions for log time

ln [H(t|X)] = s(ln(t)|γ,k0)+βTX+
D

∑
j=1

s(ln(t)|δj,kj)X j, (2.22)

where D is the number of the time-dependent covariate effects and s(ln(t)|δj,kj) is the

spline function for the jth time-dependent effect with δj values for the parameters and

k j knots. As we actually model departures from the baseline log cumulative hazard,

modelling of time-dependent effects usually requires fewer knots than the baseline effects.

The estimation of the coefficients is once again performed by using a maximum likelihood

estimator as the one described in equation 2.17. The survival and hazard functions that are
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needed for the likelihood can easily be derived analytically [99]:

S(t) = exp{−H(t)} and h(t) =
∂

∂ t
H(t) (2.23)

For the proportional hazards model of 2.21 this is equal to:

S(t) = exp{−exp(η(t))} and h(t) =
∂ s(ln(t)|γ,k0)

∂ t
exp(η(t)) (2.24)

The hazard function requires the derivatives of the restricted cubic splines functions, but

this has been shown to be easy to derive [99]. Unlike incorporating splines on the log

hazards scale, integration is therefore not required and this reduces computational time.

When fitting a FPM the number and the location of the knots needs to be specified. The

knots are usually placed at equally distributed quantiles of the log of the event times. Addi-

tional boundary knots are also placed at the minimum and maximum of the distribution of

the log of the event times. Model estimates have been found to be quite insensitive to the

location of the knots [100, 101]. The choice for the number of knots is also subjective and

depends on the analyst. A sensitivity analysis is usually required to ensure that the choice

for the splines does not influence the model estimates. This issue is investigated in more

detail in Chapter 3, which describes a sensitivity analysis that was conducted to assess the

robustness of estimates obtained from FPMs. An extension of the Royston–Parmar models

that utilises generalized survival models that transform survival to a linear predictor, with

estimation using either maximum likelihood or penalized maximum likelihood have also

been suggested, but these involve choosing the penalised smoothing parameters as well as

a defined large number of knots [102].

2.7.4 The delta method

The standard error for nonlinear functions of the parameters, such as the log hazard-ratio

at a specific timepoint, can be obtained using the delta method [99]. The delta method

uses a Taylor series expansion of the infinitely differentiable function of the coefficients

and the data G(β̂,X) and then gives the variance. By using the delta method, the variance-
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covariance matrix of G(β̂,X) is given by:

Var(G(β̂,X)) = G′(β̂,X) Var(β̂)G′(β̂,X)T ,

where G′() is a matrix of first derivatives with respect to β̂. The variance-covariance

matrix can be obtained both analytically and numerically. More information on the delta

method will be provided in Section 6.4.4.

2.7.5 Flexible parametric survival models for relative survival

Flexible parametric survival models have been extended to the relative survival framework

[98, 99], with the main difference of modelling the log cumulative excess hazard as op-

posed to the log cumulative hazard as in equation 2.21. The cumulative excess hazard is

given by integrating equation 2.5:

Λi(t) = Hi(t)−H∗i (t), (2.25)

where Hi(t) is the observed cumulative hazard of patient i and H∗i (t) their cumulative

expected hazard.

A FPM for relative survival can be written as:

ln [Λ(t|X)] = s(ln(t)|γ,k0)+βTX (2.26)

Once more the maximum likelihood estimator is used for the estimation of the model

coefficients. The log likelihood of 2.17 is now adapted to the relative survival framework:

lnL(β ) =
n

∑
i=1

di ln[h∗(ti)+λ (ti)]+ ln[S∗(ti)]+ ln[R(ti)]

As S∗(ti) does not depend on any model parameters, only the expected mortality rates

at event times for those who died are incorporated in the likelihood. After omitting the

constant term the likelhood can be written as:

lnL(β ) =
n

∑
i=1

di ln[h∗(ti)+λ (ti)]+ ln[R(ti)] (2.27)
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The excess hazard, λ (ti), and the relative survival, R(ti), can be obtained analytically as

described in 2.24, with η(t) = ln(Λ(t|X)).

2.8 PERIOD ANALYSIS

Period analysis or delayed entry analysis, first introduced to the population-based cancer

setting by Brenner and Gefeller, is a way to obtain survival estimates that are more accurate

for newly diagnosed patients [103]. Applications of period analysis include cancer, cystic

fibrosis and HIV studies [104–106]. In a traditional analysis, patients diagnosed in the past

are used to predict survival of those diagnosed in recent years and thus survival for newly

diagnosed patients may be underestimated. Period analysis attempts to take into account

possible improvements in survival during the latest years that could arise for example from

more effective treatments [107–109].
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F IGURE 2.2: Illustration of period analysis with a period window from 2011 to 2013.

In practice, period analysis is applied by specifying a period window usually with the latest

years of follow-up and including in the analysis only the person time within this window.

This is essentially performed by a left truncation on all observations before the beginning

of the period window and is illustrated in Figure 2.2 for a hypothetical cohort of cancer

patients. The selected period window is from 2011 to 2013. Patients like individual C

who were diagnosed with cancer and had the event of interest before 2011 are not included
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in the analysis at all. The same is for patients who were censored before 2011. Patients

like individual E who were diagnosed during the period window, contribute to the analysis

from the time of diagnosis until the end of the period window (i.e. 2013) or the time of

the event or the time they exit the study depending on what occurred first. Finally, patients

who were diagnosed before 2011 and are still under follow-up in 2011 only contribute to

the follow-up time during the pre-specified window. For instance, individual B entered the

study in 2004 and had the event in 2012. However, the period analysis will only include

their follow-up after the 2011 and not the previous 7 years. In this way, newly diagnosed

patients contribute to short term survival and patients diagnosed further in the past, like

individuals B and D, contribute to long term survival estimates. Period analysis has been

found to provide more up-to-date predictions for recently diagnosed patients, it highlights

temporal trends in patient survival sooner than cohort methods [108, 110], and it will be

used throughout this thesis.

The estimates of period analysis are obtained by incorporating in the likelihood individuals

conditional on being alive at the start of the period window. The log likelihood of equation

2.27, is then adapted in a similar way as equation 2.18 for left truncated data:

lnL(β ) =
n

∑
i=1

di ln[h∗(ti)+λ (ti)]+ ln
[

R(ti)
R(li)

]
=

n

∑
i=1

di ln[h∗(ti)+λ (ti)]+ ln[R(ti)]− ln[R(li)],

where li is the time of entry for individual i.

2.9 CAUSAL INFERENCE FOR SURVIVAL DATA

In epidemiological studies, interest lies in examining associations between exposures and

an outcome. For instance, we might be interested in the effect of deprivation status on

survival or on whether a specific treatment improves survival time. An association between

an exposure and an outcome does not necessarily imply causality. For example, a study

found a strong association between chocolate intake per capita and the number of Nobel

laureates in various countries [111]. The authors suggested that chocolate consumption

enhances cognitive function, which, in turn, might increase the number of Nobel laureates
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in each country. This comes as a surprise and one might wonder about what does this really

mean and whether chocolate consumption will really boost their chance of winning a Nobel

prize [112]. Many factors, not accounted for in this analysis, could potentially explain the

observed association. For instance, both will be correlated with research expenditure, and

overall affluence of the country. Making conclusions on causal effects can therefore be

very challenging.

Causal inference methods provide the conceptual framework and algorithmic tools needed

for formalising such investigations and are used to make decisions on whether an associa-

tion is causal or not. A key point in causal inference is the understanding of assumptions

required for the identification of the average causal effect.

2.9.1 Counterfactual framework

The mathematical framework used for formulating statistical models and assumptions for

causal inference is that of potential outcomes (also known as counterfactual outcomes),

that is, the outcomes that would be observed if a patient had received a specific exposure

[113, 114]. Let X be a dichotomous binary variable with X = 1 for the exposed and

X = 0 for the unexposed. Only time-fixed exposures and confounders are considered here,

however, in the presence of time-varying exposures or confounders, causal parameters can

also be estimated using appropriate methodology [115–117].

Let also Y denote the outcome of interest. Even though in this thesis focus is on time-

to-event outcomes, for simplicity consider that Y can be either binary or continuous for

now and later on the special case of survival outcomes will be introduced. Intuitively,

we would consider the exposure X to have a causal effect on the outcome if different

levels of exposure yield different outcomes for an individual. Let Y 0
i denote the outcome

that would be observed if an individual i was unexposed (X = 0) and let Y 1
i denote the

outcome that would be observed if the same individual was exposed (X = 1). If Y 0
i 6= Y 1

i ,

then X has a causal effect on the outcome of the ith individual. However, individual causal

effects cannot be identified (i.e. cannot be expressed as a function of observed data) as

an individual can only belong either to the exposed or the unexposed group resulting in

missing data. One of the Y 0
i and Y 1

i outcomes will never be realised and that is why we
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refer to them as counterfactual or potential outcomes.

Since the identification of individual causal effects is not feasible, the average causal effect

in the whole population is estimated instead. An average causal effect will be present if

E[Y 0] 6= E[Y 1]. At this point, it is important to note that the absence of a population causal

effect does not necessarily imply that there are no individual causal effects. Many different

contrasts can be formed to study the average causal effect such as ratios or differences but

here focus is on the average causal difference which is defined as the difference between

the mean outcome if everyone in the population was assumed to be exposed and if everyone

in the population was assumed to be unexposed and can be written mathematically as

ACE = E[Y 1]−E[Y 0] (2.28)

2.9.2 Identifiability assumptions

To link the potential outcomes with the observe outcomes and obtain an estimate for the

average causal effect defined in equation 2.28, a number of assumptions are required [118].

First, an assumption that needs to hold is that of consistency [119, 120]. Consistency states

that the potential outcome under exposure level X = x is equal to what would have been

observed if they had indeed received the exposure X = x and this can be written as: Y x =Y

for individuals with X = x. Further, the assumption of conditional exchangeability (or else

no unmeasured confounding) should be valid. According to conditional exchangeability,

the potential outcomes are the same for the exposed and unexposed within strata of a

dichotomous confounder, Z. This is written formally as Y x ⊥⊥ X |Z for x = 0,1 and ∀z, and

can be generalised for multiple confounders. The validity of this assumption cannot be

tested formally and its validity is based on subject-matter knowledge. Finally, positivity

is assumed so that for every value of Z there is a positive probability of seeing both

exposures: P(X = x|Z = z) > 0 for all values z in the population of interest. Violations

of positivity can be either random that arise in finite samples due to chance or structural

when it is impossible for individuals with certain covariate values to receive a given level

of exposure [121].

Another condition for causality is that of well-defined intervention that would allow to
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conceptualise exposure as the treatment in a randomised experiment. It should be clear

what each exposure means so that the counterfactuals are clearly defined (manipulable ex-

posure). Consider a study where the exposed are individuals who got the treatment and the

unexposed are those who did not. If treatment can be obtained orally as a pill but has also

an injectable version, with these two versions having a different effect on an individual

then the interventions are not well-defined [122]. The assumption of well-defined inter-

ventions has been a contentious issue in causal inference. For instance, some argue that

quantifying the overall health effects of non manipulable variables in a formalized causal

framework is often a natural starting point for improving understanding on the underlying

factors that drive disparities, even if the ideal randomized experiment would be difficult to

precisely define [123–127].

Moreover, there should be no interference: the exposure of one individual should not

affect the potential outcome of another so that an individual’s outcome after receiving an

exposure is independent on the exposure of another individual [128, 129]. No interference

assumption might, for example, not hold if the vaccination status of one individual affects

the disease status of another individual or when an intervention that aims to promote

exercise is under study and a socially active individual influence their friend’s decision to

exercise.

Under the assumptions stated above, the average causal effect of equation 2.28 can be

estimated using the observed data. First by exchangeability,

E[Y x] = E[Y x|X = x,Z = z]

for x = 0,1 and then by consistency

E[Y x|X = x,Z = z] = E[Y |X = x,Z = z]

Hence the average causal effect in a specific stratum Z = z is:

ACE = E[Y |X = 1,Z = z]−E[Y |X = 0,Z = z] (2.29)

The average causal effect in the whole population is being taken as the weighted mean over
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all levels of the confounder Z. In practice, there might be high-dimensional data with many

confounders and some of them might have multiple levels. As a result, the estimation of

the average causal effect will often be via modelling rather than non-parametrically.

2.9.3 Estimation of the average causal effect

Estimation of the average causal effect is possible by using two main approaches: i) the

parametric G-formula (or direct standardisation) and ii) inverse probability weights (IPW)

approaches [118, 130–134]. The former builds on a model for the outcome of interest that

is sometimes referred to as the Q-model. The latter is based on a weighted model for the

outcome, marginal structural model, with weights being obtained from a regression model

on exposure given confounders that is commonly referred to as the propensity score.

More specifically, the first step of the G-formula is to fit a model for the outcome that

includes the exposure and baseline confounders e.g. a linear regression model if outcome

is continuous. Using the model parameters, the next step is to compute i) the conditional

means for each subject in the population, assuming that each subject was unexposed and

ii) the same means if each subject was exposed. The average causal effect is then derived

as the difference between the average of these conditional means if everyone was exposed

and if everyone was unexposed. For a population of N individuals this can be written:

ˆACE =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

Ê[Y |X = 1,Z = zi]−
1
N

N

∑
i=1

Ê[Y |X = 0,Z = zi] (2.30)

By estimating the mean for every individual in the population, we standardise predictions

to the empirical i.e. observed covariate distribution of the entire population that serves as

the standard. Standardisation can also be performed within subsets of the population such

as standardised estimates over exposed or unexposed by restricting our calculations to that

subset.

In the IPW approach, the main idea is to create a pseudo-population that is free of con-

founding meaning that there are no imbalances of the covariate distribution between the

exposed and unexposed. First, a regression model is fitted for the exposure including all

confounders. The model parameters are then utilised to calculate the conditional proba-
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bility of exposure given confounders (propensity score). The propensity score is used to

obtain a weighted dataset with the weights of the exposed being w =
1

P(X = 1|Z)
and the

weights of the unexposed equal to w =
1

1−P(X = 1|Z)
. Then, a marginal structural model

is fitted to the weighted data set: E[Y |X ] = θ0 +θ1X , with θ1 being the average causal ef-

fect. Sometimes stabilised weights might be applied instead, and these will typically result

in narrower confidence intervals. Stabilised weights are obtained by including the proba-

bility of being exposed or unexposed in the numerator:
P(X = 1)

P(X = 1|Z)
and

P(X = 0)
1−P(X = 1|Z)

respectively [135]. The statistical superiority of the stabilised weights is particularly pro-

found when the weighted model is not saturated and that is when the exposure has more

than two categories.

Confidence intervals for both methods can either be obtained analytically using statistical

theory to derive the corresponding variance estimator or using bootstrapping methods. The

former approach needs to account for the uncertainty that was introduced by the weights.

Bootstrap is performed by sampling with replacement from the study population to form

a sample of equal size with the study population and then obtain a prediction for each

bootstrap sample. In this way, some of the individuals will be included in the analysis

more than once while some other will not be included at all. Then, the 95% confidence

interval is given by the 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles of the bootstrap samples. A simulation

study investigated different methods of variance estimation when using a weighted Cox

proportional hazards model to estimate the effect of treatment [136]. They found that the

use of a bootstrap estimator resulted in approximately correct estimates of standard errors

while the robust sandwich-type variance estimator resulted in biased estimates. In this

thesis, different methods for obtaining causal effects as well as standard errors will be

discussed in Chapter 8.

2.9.3.1 Time-to-event outcomes

Both G-formula and IPW approaches traditionally assume that the outcome is fully ob-

served. However, this is not the case with time-to-event outcomes that are often incom-

pletely observed because of censoring. In the presence of censoring, appropriate models

should be chosen for the Q-model of the G-formula and for the marginal structural model
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of the IPW method to account for the incomplete observations. The most popular choice

for the survival model is a Cox proportional hazards model [137, 138]. More flexible mod-

els such as the flexible parametric models discussed in Section 2.7.3 can also be utilised.

Other models that have been suggested include the additive hazards models as well as an

approach that utilises pseudo-observations to deal with censoring [139, 140].

There are many ways to define the average causal effect in survival data and that could

involve either the survival or hazard functions. For instance, the outcome of interest could

be the survival probability at a given time point t :

S(t) = E[I(Y > t)]

In that case, the average causal difference would be defined as:

E[S(t|X = 1,Z)]−E[S(t|X = 0,Z)]

Using the standardisation approach (expression 2.30) the average causal effect can be

estimated as the difference between the average survival probability at a specific time if

everyone from the study population was exposed and the average survival probability at a

specific time if everyone was unexposed:

ˆACE =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

Ŝ[t|X = 1,Z = zi]−
1
N

N

∑
i=1

Ŝ[t|X = 0,Z = zi] (2.31)

For IPW, a survival model for the marginal distribution of the potential survival probabili-

ties is fitted in the weighted dataset and then the average causal difference is obtained.

2.9.4 DAGs

Quite often interest will be on exploring the potential relationship of an outcome and an

exposure in complex settings with many confounders and more complex relationships. So

far, discussion has focussed on how to obtain the average causal effect with modelling,

but in this section causal diagrams will be introduced as a way to help set a hypothesis

in an intuitive way, while incorporating a priori knowledge before evaluating it. Causal
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diagrams are a useful tool that can help us be explicit about the question under study

and conceptualise our prior subject-matter knowledge and assumptions about the causal

structure of variables of interest. In particular, the causal diagrams that will be introduced

in this section are directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) [135, 141–144].

DAGs consist of nodes representing variables (e.g. Y,X ,Z) and arrows between the nodes

that are called edges:

X Y

Z

They are called directed because the edges imply a direction e.g. the arrow from X to Y

implies that X may cause Y and not the other way around and they are also called acyclic

because a variable cannot cause itself either directly or indirectly through other variables.

The lack of an arrow between two nodes implies that there is no causal effect between

these two variables. The presence of Z in the above DAG implies that X and Y may or

may not have common causes. If Z was not included in the DAG, it would imply that X

and Y do not have common causes. The ancestors of a variable are all other variables that

affect it both directly and indirectly e.g. Z is the only ancestor of X . The descendants of a

variable are all other variables that are affected by it either directly or indirectly e.g. Y is

the only descendant of X .

The causation-association correspondence in causal diagrams is depicted with paths be-

tween two variables. A path is a route between two variables and does not necessarily

follows the direction of arrows. A causal path is, however, a route between variables

that follows the direction of the arrows. Paths can be either open or blocked and this is

determined based on two rules. The first rule states that a path is blocked if somewhere

along the path there is a variable that sits in a chain (→ Z→) or in a fork (← Z→) and we

have controlled for Z. The second rule states that a path is blocked if somewhere along the

path there is a variable Z that sits in an inverted fork (→ Z←) and we have not controlled

for Z. In this setting, Z is called a collider. Consider the following path for example:

X ← L→ Z← Y . Adjusting for L blocks the path between X and Y but adjusting for Z

leaves the path open. However, adjusting for both L and Z blocks the path.
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In general, if all paths between X and Y are blocked then X and Y are independent. Two

variables are d-separated if all paths between them are blocked. Moving back to the DAG

shown earlier for instance, let us assume that we want to investigate a potential causal

effect between X and Y . To do so we would like to block all other paths between X and Y .

By adjusting for Z we block the open path X ← Z→ Y and then if we find an association

between X and Y this can only be explained by a causal effect between them. This can also

be written mathematically as (Y 1,Y 0)⊥⊥ X |Z. It is important to note that such a conclusion

is possible only if the DAG is true. Failing to incorporate other important variables in the

DAG or if the arrows have a different direction could result in different conclusions.

DAGs will be used in this thesis to illustrate the settings of interest that will be investigated

with mediation analysis methods. A more detailed discussion on DAGs with more complex

settings can be found elsewhere [145, 146].

2.9.5 Mediation analysis & interventions

Sometimes it might be of interest to further investigate an observed association between an

exposure and an outcome by exploring the role of a third variable i.e. a mediator. In such

settings, mediation analysis methods can be applied as they allow to investigate whether an

exposure effect is partly explained by a mediator [147–152]. For instance, when studying

the effect of socioeconomic status on survival time, we may want to consider if differences

in stage distribution are responsible for some of the observed survival variation across

socioeconomic groups. More generally, mediation analysis helps us explore the extent

to which the effect of an exposure X on some outcome Y is mediated by an intermediate

variable M:

X M Y

Z

A baseline confounder, Z, not affected by the exposure, is also introduced in the above

DAG. The methods suggested below can be generalised to a vector of confounders Z. In
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this DAG, it is assumed, for simplicity, that the confounder Z can affect the exposure, the

mediator and the outcome. However, this is not necessary as it would be possible to have,

for instance, a different set of confounders affecting the mediator-outcome relationship

and a different set of confounders for the exposure-mediator relationship.

The effect of the exposure on the outcome can be partitioned into two components: i) a

direct effect from X on Y and ii) an indirect effect that is driven by the mediator M. There

are two main strands for conducting mediation analysis and identifying these effects: i) the

traditional mediation analysis that had been widely used in social sciences with structural

equations models (SEM) and ii) the causal inference framework [147, 153]. The former

approach is simpler to implement but the estimation of the direct and indirect effects

is based on the form that is specified for a particular model. As a result, it is mainly

applicable to linear models without interactions or non-linear effects. In this thesis, I will

be focussing on the causal inference framework, for which the definition of the direct and

indirect effects are independent of the specification of a particular model. As mentioned

earlier in 2.9.1, the causal inference framework utilises potential outcomes under a specific

level of the exposure to derive the estimates of interest. In addition to potential outcomes,

Y x, mediation analysis methods involve also potential mediators. The potential mediator,

Mx, is the mediator value that would be observed if a patient had received a specific

exposure X = x. For simplicity, both variables X and M are assumed to be binary. The

outcome is once again considered to be continuous or binary and the special case of time-

to-event outcomes is discussed later. Let also Y xMx
denote the potential values of Y that

would have been observed if X was set to value x and M to Mx. The potential outcomes

framework enables the comparison of exposed and unexposed groups and it can also be

applied to address questions about hypothetical interventions such as “What if the exposure

left each individual’s mediator value unchanged” or “What if the exposed patients had the

mediator distribution of the unexposed patients”.

The natural direct effect is defined as the difference in the mean outcome if everyone was

exposed compared to everyone being unexposed, but both groups had the same mediator

distribution as the unexposed group:

NDE = E[Y 1M0
]−E[Y 0M0

]
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This is a comparison of two hypothetical worlds: In the first one X is set to 1 and in the

second one X is set to 0. In both worlds, the mediator value is set to its natural value if

X = 0, i.e. M0, and so the exposure effect is not mediated by M. It is important to note that

the NDE is different from the controlled direct effect in which M is set to a fixed value m

rather than a specific distribution:

CDE = E[Y 1m]−E[Y 0m]

Similarly, the natural indirect effect is defined as the mean difference if everyone was

exposed and had their own mediator distribution versus if everyone was exposed but had

the mediator distribution of the unexposed:

NIE = E[Y 1M1
]−E[Y 1M0

]

The summation of the NDE and NIE defined above yields the total causal effect. However,

there are various definitions for the direct and indirect effects based on whether we use the

mediator distribution of the unexposed or exposed for the NDE and whether we set X = 1

or X = 0 for the NIE. Thus, caution is required when defining the effects of interest with

the right interpretation in mind.

The potential outcome Y 1M0
will never be observed as it refers to setting X = 1 but M =M0.

The mediation formula can be applied to estimate the direct and indirect effects [147–149].

The method requires a separate model for the mediator, adjusted for the exposure and

confounding variables: E(M|X ,Z) = β0 +β1X +β2Z. After fitting the model, predictions

are obtained for M0 for each individual in the study population. The term E[Y 1M0
] can be

estimated by setting X = 1 and M = M0 and obtaining an average across all individuals.

In mathematical terms, the NDE is estimated by:

N̂DE =∑
z

∑
m
{E(Y |X = 1,M = m,Z = z)−E(Y |X = 0,M = m,Z = z)}

×P(M = m|X = 0,Z = z)P(Z = z)
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and the NIE by:

N̂IE =∑
z

∑
m

E(Y |X = 1,M = m,Z = z)

×{P(M = m|X = 1,Z = z)−P(M = m|X = 0,Z = z)}P(Z = z)

To account for the randomness during the calculation of the predictions, either a non-

parametric or a parametric bootstrap can be applied.

2.9.5.1 Identification of the natural effects

The identification of the direct and indirect effects from observed data is possible under

certain assumptions that need to hold, in addition to the assumptions discussed in Section

2.9.2 [117, 154]. The no interference assumption is now extended to include that the

mediator value of one individual has no effect on the outcome of another as well as that

the exposure value of one individual has no effect on the mediator of another. Consistency

is also extended so that i) Mx = M when the observed value of the exposure was X = x and

ii) Y xMx
= Y for patients with observed exposure x and mediator M = Mx. Conditional

exchangeability is extended to include i) no M−Y confounding given Z and X , and ii) no

X−M confounding given Z. Finally, there should be no M−Y confounder affected by X ,

so-called intermediate confounders. This assumption is also referred to as the cross-world

independence assumption [155]. In the presence of intermediate confounders, additional

parametric restrictions are required [147, 156, 157]. Methods that relax the cross-world

assumption have also been suggested. A weighting-based approach can be applied with

the limitation that the natural direct and indirect effects are not adding to the total effect

[155]. A Monte Carlo-based regression approach that applies to multiple mediators has

also been proposed [158].

2.9.5.2 Time-to-event outcomes

The methods described in this section can be extended to time-to-event outcomes, but in

this case appropriate consideration of censoring should be given. The natural direct model

is now defined as the difference in survival probabilities at a given time if everyone was
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exposed compared to everyone being unexposed, but both groups had the same mediator

distribution as the unexposed group:

NDE = E[S(t|X = 1,M0,Z)]−E[S(t|X = 0,M0,Z)] (2.32)

The natural indirect effect is defined as the difference in survival probabilities at a given

time if everyone was exposed and had their own mediator distribution versus if everyone

was exposed but had the mediator distribution of the unexposed:

NIE = E[S(t|X = 1,M1,Z)]−E[S(t|X = 1,M0,Z)] (2.33)

Estimation of the direct and indirect effects is performed in a similar way with that de-

scribed earlier, but this time a survival model needs to be fitted for the survival outcome.

2.10 DISCUSSION

This chapter introduced the key characteristics of survival data and outlined the funda-

mental principles for their analysis as well as causal inference methods. A special feature

of survival data is censoring: the time-to-event outcome will not be observed for all the

individuals. Appropriate methods that take into account censoring should be applied for

the analysis of the data. The survival and hazard functions are the most common ways to

describe survival data and they will be discussed throughout the thesis.

The survival and hazard functions can be derived either non-parametrically or through

modelling. Many different approaches were described for their estimation, with each one

of them requiring different assumptions, but here focus will be on flexible parametric

survival models. In contrast with traditional survival models that assume a linear effect

with log time, FPMs use restricted cubic splines to model the baseline hazard and so they

allow for a range of underlying hazards to be captured. The choice for the number of

knots chosen for the splines is made by the analyst; chapter 3 will discuss the results of a

sensitivity analysis that was performed to assess the robustness of model estimates on the

specification of the parameters. FPMs have advantages in terms of predictions and have
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been extending to the relative survival framework, which is the main focus in this thesis.

Relative survival is a commonly reported measure in population-based cancer data where

interest is usually on death due to cancer. Relative survival is estimated by matching in-

dividuals in the cancer population with individuals in a comparable group in the general

population. In this way, information on the expected mortality rates that cancer patients

would have if they did not have their cancer, is incorporated in the model. Relative sur-

vival is the preferred measure when dealing with cancer registry data as information on

the cause of death is either not reliable or not available at all, preventing a cause-specific

approach. However, relative survival and, its mortality analogue, excess mortality do not

provide information on whether the excess cancer mortality is directly due to cancer or

indirectly (e.g. via adverse treatment effects). This will be explored further in Chapter 5.

Under assumptions, relative survival can be interpreted as net survival, that is, survival in

a net-world setting where it is not possible to die from causes other than cancer. This hy-

pothetical construct is not intuitive and makes communication to non-statisticians difficult.

Additional reporting measures that estimate the impact of cancer in the real-world setting

where other causes are present will be introduced in Chapter 4.

When obtaining estimates of relative survival it is also important to ensure that the esti-

mates are up-to-date. To do so, period analysis methods will be utilised during the thesis,

as they have been found to capture well recent changes in survival. In period analysis, a

period window is specified and then only the survival time within this window is included

in the analysis. Recently diagnosed patients are used to make short-term predictions and

patients diagnosed earlier are used for the long-term survival predictions.

Finally, causal inference methods, which utilise the potential outcomes framework, were

introduced in this chapter. These methods are applied to investigate whether an observed

association is causal or not. Causal inference measures will be extended to relative survival

and they will provide the conceptual framework for exploring survival differences between

population groups in Chapter 6. To delve deeper into the observed disparities and as an

attempt to understand the underlying determinants that drive these differences, mediation

analysis will be extended in the relative survival framework in Chapter 7.
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3

EVALUATION OF ROBUSTNESS OF FLEXIBLE

PARAMETRIC SURVIVAL MODELS

3.1 CHAPTER OUTLINE

This chapter focuses on a sensitivity analysis that was performed to assess estimates ob-

tained from flexible parametric survival models with varying levels of complexity allowed

in capturing the underlying baseline hazard. Flexible parametric survival models will be

used throughout the rest of this thesis. The motivation for conducting this evaluation will

be described in Section 3.2, followed by details on how the analysis was performed in Sec-

tion 3.3. The results of the sensitivity analysis are provided in Section 3.4 and interactive

graphs developed to enable an easier exploration of the findings are introduced in Section

3.4.4. Finally, Section 3.5, will summarise the findings and will address the strengths and

limitations of the study.

The material of this chapter has been published in Cancer Epidemiology [159] and can

also be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.canep.2018.10.017.

3.2 INTRODUCTION

Flexible parametric survival models (FPMs) have been increasingly used in epidemiology

due to the advantages they offer in terms of modelling complex relationships as well as

obtaining predictions [100, 160–162]. Applications of FPMs include various settings such
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as international comparisons [163] and clinical trials [164]. FPMs have been commonly

utilised in population-based data in combination with the relative survival framework

[98]. Extensions within the relative survival framework have enabled the use of FPMs to

estimate important and interesting measures of cancer patient survival such as the loss in

life expectancy due to a cancer diagnosis and the cure proportion [52, 165].

The use of FPMs to analyse survival data rather than other traditional methods, such as

the Cox model, is highly driven by the fully-parametric nature of the model that enables a

range of estimates, including absolute risks and rates. Time dependent effects can also be

easily modelled. As mentioned in Section 2.7.3, FPMs directly model the effect of time

by using restricted cubic splines for the log cumulative baseline hazard. The choice for the

number of knots (or number of degrees of freedom (df) that is equal to the number of knots

minus 1) needed to accurately capture the shape for the underlying hazard is dictated by

the complexity of the available data and is made by the analyst. Even though the location

of the knots appears to have a small impact on the estimates, there is a small debate on

how many knots to use for the splines and whether the choice of different number of

knots yields different estimates. Another argument is that using a FPM with a prespecified

number of knots to perform analyses across different cancer types may not be optimal.

To assess the impact of the choice for the number of knots on the model estimates, a

sensitivity analysis is often conducted.

Rutherford et al. performed a simulation study to assess the performance of FPMs in the

absence of time-dependent effects [166]. This simulation study showed that the hazard

function created by the splines fits closely to the true function for a range of complex

hazard shapes if enough knots are selected. Rutherford et al. also concluded that the

hazard ratios obtained from FPMs are not sensitive to the correct specification of the

baseline hazard and that absolute effects are captured well. Another simulation study

evaluated the ability of FPMs in capturing non-proportional hazards [167]. Their findings

showed that the splines were able to accurately capture the time-dependent effects when

a sufficient number of knots were used. In this simulation study, the performance of AIC

and BIC criteria in selecting an appropriate model was also assessed. Neither AIC nor

BIC consistently performed better, but generally both criteria selected models with little

bias. The authors suggested that users should perform sensitivity analyses for the number
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of knots rather than relying their choice entirely on the selection criteria.

In this chapter, the sensitivity of estimates obtained from FPMs is explored using national

registry data. This is an extensive sensitivity analysis of 10 cancer types with varying

prognosis and patient characteristics. For each cancer considered, several degrees of

freedom were chosen to model the log-cumulative baseline excess hazard and the main

and time-dependent effects of age. Web-based interactive graphs were also developed to

enable easier comparison of different models.

3.3 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

3.3.1 Data

Data included all individuals in England that were diagnosed with one of the cancer types

of interest between the beginning of 2007 until the end of 2013; bladder, lung, colon,

rectal, stomach, melanoma, prostate, breast, ovarian cancer and Hodgkin lymphoma. More

information on the data resource can be found in Section 1.6. The cancer types that were

included in the analysis account for a range of different prognosis after the cancer diagnosis

with both high and low survival as well as varying characteristics e.g. age at diagnosis.

3.3.2 Statistical models

For each cancer type of interest, 60 different FPMs are fitted assuming different number

of parameters, separately for males and females. Each FPM is formulated as in Equation

2.22,

ln [H(t|X)] = s(ln(t)|γ,k0)+ s(Age|γage,kage)

+ s(ln(t)|δage,vage)s(Age|γage,kage)

and assumes a different number of splines for the baseline excess hazard, s(ln(t)|γ,k0),

the main effect of age, s(Age|γage,kage), and the time-dependent effect of age, s(ln(t)|δage,vage).

Specifically, each model assumes:
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• 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7 df for the baseline excess hazard;

• 3, 4 or 5 df for the main effect of age;

• 2, 3, 4 or 5 df for the time-dependent effect of age.

By using splines for the main effect of age, age was included in the model as a continuous

but non-linear variable. The time-dependent effect of age was included in the model as

non-proportional hazards are common in cancer registry data. For instance, age has a

stronger effect immediately after diagnosis. The location of the knots for the baseline

excess hazard and the time-dependent effect of age were placed at equally distributed

quantiles of the uncensored log survival times with additional knots at the minimum and

maximum of the log survival times. The knots of the splines for the main effect of age were

placed at equally distributed quantiles of the age distribution. The expected mortality rates

are incorporated in the models using population lifetables from the general population that

are stratified by sex, age and calendar year [168]. Please note that population lifetables do

also include cancer patients. However, it has been shown that this has a minimal impact

on population mortality rates as the cancer of interest only constitutes a small proportion

of the total deaths [169–171]. For all the models, a period analysis with a 3-year period

window from the beginning of 2011 until the end of 2013 was performed. In this way, only

the follow-up time during the start of 2011 and the end of 2013 is included in the analysis.

Period analysis has been found to provide more accurate estimates for those diagnosed in

more recent years (Section 2.8).

In the analysis, there were convergence issues with some of the models fitted for Hodgkin

lymphoma. Hodgkin lymphoma is a less common cancer that is more frequent in the

younger groups. Thus, there was a small number of events and different profiles between

the youngest and the oldest patients. To enable the comparison of different models for

Hodgkin lymphoma we constrained the time-dependent effects of age to the linear term

of the splines.
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3.3.3 Estimates of interest

For each FPM, we derived estimates of common measures in population-based data, both

at 1-year and 5-years since diagnosis. There are three relative survival measures of interest:

• Overall marginal estimates (age-standardised estimates)

• Marginal estimates within age-groups (age-group estimates)

• Age-specific estimates

Age-standardised relative survival for the whole population was estimated as the average

of the individual-specific relative survival estimates (internally age-standardised). For a

population of N patients and with X denoting age, this is written mathematically as:

R̂S(t) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

R̂(t|X = xi) (3.1)

Standardised estimates within age groups where also obtained in a similar way as for

the overall marginal estimates, but this time the average was constraint within subgroups

(defined by age-groups):

R̂AG(t) =
1

NAG

NAG

∑
i=1

R̂(t|X = xi) with amin ≤ xi < amax,

where amin and amax denote the minimum and maximum age at each group, and NAG the

number of people in each age-group. Here, results are summarised by age group even

though age was included as a continuous variable in the model. For all cancers, but

prostate, 5 age-groups were used: 18-44, 45-54, 55-64, 65-74 and 75+. Prostate cancer

is more frequent in elderly men so age-groups 16-54, 55-64, 65-74, 75-84 and 85+ were

chosen instead.

Finally, age-specific relative survival estimates were also estimated at 55, 65, 75 and 85

years of age.
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3.3.4 Dealing with convergence issues

A common issue with modelling complex registry data while including time-dependent

effects is non-convergence of the model. This is often due to the smaller number of patients

in the tails of a continuous variable distribution. To improve stability in the extremes and

avoid convergence problems, 96% of the age distribution was modelled continuously but

patients in the extremes were clustered together. For each cancer type, patients who were

younger than the age corresponding to the 2nd percentile of the age distribution were forced

to have the same relative survival as patients of this cut-off age. The same was applied

to patients older than the age corresponding to the 98th percentile of the age distribution.

This is shown graphically for colon cancer females in Figure 3.1. The age corresponding

to the 2nd percentile of the age distribution is 40 years old and the age corresponding to

the 98th percentile is 93 years old. These cut-offs are being shown as dashed vertical lines

in the figure and, as it can been seen by the plot, there are considerably fewer patients

outside these cut-offs. Patients below the first cut-off were clustered together and, similarly,

patients above the second cut-off were clustered together. Despite forcing the same relative

survival for the clustered patients, their expected mortality rates were still incorporated in

the model. This approach is similar to a data transformation that is used in statistics to

deal with outliers and is usually referred to as winsorising [172].

3.3.5 Models comparison

The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) se-

lection criteria were calculated for each model [173, 174]. Non-parametric estimates of

marginal relative survival, in which no modelling assumptions are required, were also ob-

tained using the Ederer II and Pohar Perme methods for comparison with the model-based

estimates [24, 71]. To make comparison and illustration of the estimates obtained from

different models easier, the model with 5, 3 and 3 df for the baseline excess hazard, the

main and the time-dependent effect of age respectively is used as the reference model in

the plots. The reference model was not considered to be the right model and its choice

was based on the common choice when fitting a FPM.
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F IGURE 3.1: Age histogram for female colon cancer patients, with cut-offs being demonstrated
by the vertical dashed lines.

3.3.6 Interactive graphs

Web-based interactive graphs were also developed to ease dissemination of the findings

and to improve understanding of how much do different degrees of freedom influence the

estimates. This was done in collaboration with my supervisor, Paul Lambert, who created a

rough prototype. Then, I updated the results by adding age-standardised estimates, added

more options such as drop-down menus and made changes on how the information is

displayed e.g. adding a title for the plot, age histogram, etc. Interactive visualisations

have several advantages over static ones as they provide the user with a more flexible and

engaging way to navigate across findings [175–177].

The web-based interactive tool of this application was built using the Data-Driven Doc-

uments JavaScript library (d3.js) [178]. The d3.js library is a document object model

(DOM) which allows for reference and manipulation of online content, enabling the com-

bination of different technologies; i) Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) for structuring

a web-page, ii) Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) for web-page aesthetics and iii) JavaScript

for creating interactive content [179, 180].
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3.4 RESULTS

TABLE 3.1: Number and mean age of cancer patients diagnosed between 2007-2013 in England
by cancer type.

Cancer type Sex N Age (mean)

Bladder
Males 44,032 73.64

Females 16,641 75.64

Lung
Males 131,252 71.85

Females 105,465 71.94

Colon
Males 76,937 71.14

Females 69,989 72.68

Rectal
Males 50,068 69.09

Females 30,322 70.42

Stomach
Males 26,996 72.01

Females 14,318 73.99

Melanoma
Males 35,099 63.06

Females 37,398 59.33

Hodgkin
Males 5,548 47.37

Females 4,288 46.90

Prostate
Males 249,184 71.04

Females - -

Breast
Males - -

Females 273,988 62.85

Ovarian
Males - -

Females 39,491 63.89

The analysis included more than 1.2 million cancer patients diagnosed with one of the

10 cancers of interest. More details on patients characteristics can be found in Table

3.1. Breast cancer was the most common cancer with slightly less than 274,000 patients

whereas Hodgkin lymphoma was the least common cancer with less than 10,000 diagnoses.

Patients with Hodgkin lymphoma were also the youngest with a mean age at the time of

diagnosis of approximately 47 years. Bladder cancer patients were the oldest with a mean

age of 76 and 74 years for females and males respectively. Hodgkin lymphoma, bladder,

lung, colon and rectal cancers were more common among men, but melanoma was more

frequent in women.
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There were three estimates of interest: overall marginal estimates, marginal estimates

within age group, and age-specific estimates. First, consider estimates obtained for colon

cancer female patients. Figure 3.2 shows the overall age-standardised estimates obtained

from 2 out of 60 models. In particular, it shows estimates that were obtained from i)

a model with 6,5,4 df and ii) a model with 4,3,2 df, for the baseline excess hazard, the

time-dependent and main effect of age respectively. There are two survival curves plotted

in this figure, but the estimates obtained from the two FPMs are almost identical and the

lines overlap. Figure 3.3 shows the age-standardised estimates within age-groups obtained

from the same models. The age-standardised relative survival estimates for each group

are represented by a separate colour and for each age-group there are two models fitted

(solid and dashed lines). Younger age groups have a higher relative survival than older age

groups. The differences between the estimates of different models are now slightly larger,

but they still remain negligible. Finally, Figure 3.4 shows the age-specific estimates by

time since diagnosis. Once more, different colours represent different ages and for each

age-specific curve two FPMs were fitted (solid and dashed lines). Differences between the

estimates obtained from each model are larger and they are becoming slightly larger with

increasing follow-up time, but differences remain very small.
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F IGURE 3.2: Overall age-standardised estimates by time since diagnosis for colon cancer females.
Estimates are obtained after fitting i) a model with 6,5,4 df (solid lines) and ii) a model with
4,3,2 df (dashed lines), for the baseline excess hazard, the time-dependent and main effect of age
respectively.
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Summary results from the 60 models fitted for each cancer type are given below, with a

different section for each estimate of interest. In the following sections, focus is on 1-year

and 5-year point estimates rather on the whole survival curve.

3.4.1 Overall marginal estimates

Tables 3.2 and 3.3 summarise the differences in 1-year and 5-year relative survival es-

timates between the reference model and the model selected by the selection criteria.

Age-standardised estimates were the most stable across different FPMs. Absolute differ-

ences between age-standardised estimates and the models selected by AIC or BIC criteria

remained lower than 0.5 percentage point for all cancer types and both at 1 and 5 years

after diagnosis. Similarly, differences between the reference model and the Pohar Perme

non-parametric estimates remained below 0.6 percentage point. Figure 3.5, shows the

age-standardised estimates derived from all 60 FPMs for colon cancer female patients

and prostate cancer patients. The dots refer to the point estimates and the lines on the

left and the right to the 95% confidence intervals. Each of the 60 estimates is the result

of different number of parameters used for the baseline excess hazard, the main and the

time-dependent effect of age. There are 5 different scenarios for the baseline excess hazard

(BL) represented here by the horizontal lines. Within each of them, there are 4 different

scenarios for the time-dependent effect of age (TVC) and within these, there are 3 different

scenarios for the main effect of age (3,4,5 df for the solid, dashed and dotted lines respec-

tively). At the bottom of each plot, the non-parametric Pohar Perme (PP) and Ederer II

estimates are given. The orange vertical lines give the estimate obtained from the reference

model. Symbols A() and B() indicate the model selected by the AIC and the BIC criteria

respectively. The confidence intervals for the 1-year estimates were narrower than the

5-year estimates as there were fewer patients still alive 5 years after their diagnosis. Three

degrees of freedom for the baseline excess hazard yielded slightly lower estimates but all

the differences across FPMs are negligible suggesting that the standardised estimates of

relative survival are very insensitive to the number of knots used to create the splines. The

non-sensitivity to the number of knots can also be confirmed by the minor differences

between the non-parametric approaches and the reference model (Figure 3.5). For colon

cancer, the AIC selected the model (6,3,5) that uses 6 df for the baseline excess hazard,
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(A) Estimates for female colon cancer patients.
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(B) Estimates for male prostate cancer patients.

F IGURE 3.5: Overall age-standardised estimates at specific timepoints for female colon cancer
and male prostate cancer patients, with 95% confidence intervals. Orange lines refer to the estimates
from the reference model. Solid, dashed and dotted lines represent 3, 4 and 5 degrees of freedom,
respectively, for the main effect of age. Degrees of freedom for the baseline excess hazard and the
time-dependent effects are identified by BL and TVC, respectively.
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3 df for the main effect of age and 5 df for the time-dependent effect of age. This is a

slightly more complicated model than the reference model, however, the difference in

the estimates of these two models is negligible. Similarly, for prostate cancer both AIC

and BIC criteria selected models with a higher number of degrees of freedom, (7,4,4) and

(7,3,3) respectively, but the differences of these models and the reference model remain

very small.

For all female cancers, the median value and mean value of absolute differences in age-

standardised estimates, between the reference model and the AIC model, were equal

to 0.083 and 0.091 percentage points. Similarly, differences with the BIC model had

a median of 0.080 and a mean of 0.110 respectively. Finally, differences between the

reference model and the Pohar Perme estimates had a median value of 0.182 and a mean

of 0.213. For all male cancers, the median and mean values of absolute differences between

the reference model and the AIC model were equal to 0.062 and 0.080 percentage points.

Differences with the BIC model had a median of 0.072 and a mean of 0.094 respectively,

whereas differences between the reference model and the Pohar Perme estimates had a

median value of 0.243 and mean of 0.222.

3.4.2 Marginal estimates within age-groups

Absolute differences in age-group relative survival estimates between the reference model

and AIC and BIC criteria were slightly larger in comparison with standardised estimates.

However, most of them were lower or close to 1 percentage point (Tables 3.2 and 3.3).

The largest differences were observed for the 5-year estimates of males diagnosed with

colon and rectal cancer in the youngest age-group (18-44 years old) i.e. 2.69 and 2.70

percentage points respectively. In general, differences in the younger age-groups were

larger for most of the cancers, but still remaining small for most of them. The age-group

estimates can be seen graphically for colon cancer females patients in Figure 3.6. The

point estimates of group 1 are less stable. The larger differences in the youngest can be

partly explained by the smaller number of patients in these groups. For prostate cancer,

the differences were also larger for the oldest group of 85+ years old but once again the

differences remain very small.
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F IGURE 3.6: Age-standardised estimates within age-groups 1 and 5 at specific timepoints for
colon cancer female patients, with 95% confidence intervals. Orange lines refer to the estimates
from the reference model. Solid, dashed and dotted lines represent 3, 4 and 5 degrees of freedom,
respectively, for the main effect of age. Degrees of freedom for the baseline excess hazard and the
time-dependent effects are identified by BL and TVC, respectively.
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F IGURE 3.7: Age-standardised estimates within age-groups 1 and 5 at specific timepoints for
males with prostate cancer, with 95% confidence intervals. Orange lines refer to the estimates
from the reference model. Solid, dashed and dotted lines represent 3, 4 and 5 degrees of freedom,
respectively, for the main effect of age. Degrees of freedom for the baseline excess hazard and the
time-dependent effects are identified by BL and TVC, respectively.
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For all females cancers considered, the median and mean value for absolute differences

in age-group estimates, between the reference model and the model selected by the AIC

criterion, were equal to 0.083 and 0.229 percentage points respectively. The equivalent

values for the BIC differences were 0.093 and 0.134 respectively. For all male cancer types,

differences with the AIC model had a median equal to 0.233 and mean 0.428 percentage

points, whereas the differences with the BIC model had a median of 0.057 and mean of

0.134 percentage points.

3.4.3 Age-specific estimates

The largest differences were, as expected, for age-specific estimates and this is due to the

smaller number of patients used to obtain the predictions. Age-specific estimates were

more sensitive to the number of splines and thus more caution is required when choosing

the model parameters. For instance, Figure 3.8 shows the age-specific estimates obtained

for female colon cancer patients. Relative survival estimates for those diagnosed at 55 and

85 years old varied the most under different scenarios in comparison with the estimates of

65 and 75 years old patients suggesting that more degrees of freedom might be needed to

adequately capture the underlying shapes. However, the maximum absolute difference in

the age-specific estimates observed between the reference model and the models selected

by the selection criteria was only 0.45 percentage points (Table 3.2). A similar pattern

was also observed for the relative survival estimates of prostate cancer patients, Figure 3.9.

Prostate cancer yielded larger differences particularly for 5-years estimates across FPMs

with different degrees of freedom for the main effect of age. Differences were also more

profound for older patients diagnosed at the ages 75 and 85 years old. The AIC chose the

model, with 7, 4 and 4 df for the baseline excess hazard, the main and the time-dependent

effect of age respectively. The equivalent degrees of freedom for the BIC were 7, 3 and 3

respectively. Even though both selection criteria indicated that a more complicated model

might be more appropriate, the absolute differences between the reference model and the

models chosen by the two selection criteria remained lower than 1 percentage point for all

specific ages (Table 3.3).

The largest differences in age-specific estimates were for 5-year relative survival. These

were equal to 2.15 percentage points for females diagnosed with ovarian cancer at the age
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F IGURE 3.8: Age-specific estimates at specific timepoints for females with colon cancer, with
95% confidence intervals. Orange lines refer to the estimates from the reference model. Solid,
dashed and dotted lines represent 3, 4 and 5 degrees of freedom, respectively, for the main effect
of age. Degrees of freedom for the baseline excess hazard and the time-dependent effects are
identified by BL and TVC, respectively.
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F IGURE 3.9: Age-specific estimates at specific timepoints for males with prostate cancer, with
95% confidence intervals. Orange lines refer to the estimates from the reference model. Solid,
dashed and dotted lines represent 3, 4 and 5 degrees of freedom, respectively, for the main effect
of age. Degrees of freedom for the baseline excess hazard and the time-dependent effects are
identified by BL and TVC, respectively.
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of 65 and to 2.88 for males diagnosed with colon cancer at the age of 75. For all female

cancer types considered, absolute differences with the AIC model had a median of 0.108

and a mean of 0.271 percentage points. Differences with the BIC model had median and

mean absolute difference that were equal to 0.106 and 0.140 percentage points respectively.

For all male cancer types considered, differences with the AIC model had a median of

0.207 and mean of 0.476 percentage points whereas differences with the BIC model had a

median of 0.060 and a mean of 0.150 percentage points.

3.4.4 Interactive graphs

More details on the estimates obtained from 18 out of the 60 scenarios can be found in the

interactive graphs that are available online at https://pclambert.net/interactivegraphs/

model_sensitivity/model_sensitivity. Snapshots of the web-based interactive graphs

are available in Figure 3.10. The web-tool enables the users to choose the models they are

interested in and easily compare them by clicking the boxes on the left side of the web-

page. Both survival and hazard functions are given as a function of time since diagnosis.

The exact values of relative survival and excess mortality at a specific timepoint are also

given on the left side of the webpage. The user can choose to display either marginal or

age-specific estimates. For instance, Figure 3.10A shows estimates of relative survival for

a male diagnosed at the age of 85 with prostate cancer. This plot was easily produced by

moving the slider in the age histogram that can be seen in the bottom to age 85. Figure

3.10B shows the excess hazard standardised estimates for colon cancer female patients.

A major advantage of interactive graphs is being able to control what information is dis-

played. Further exploration of findings is enabled, allowing the user to better understand

the results.

3.5 DISCUSSION

This chapter describes a sensitivity analysis that was conducted to assess the robustness of

estimates obtained from FPMs on the choice for the model parameters. This is a thorough

sensitivity analysis that was applied to 10 different cancer types. A wide range of scenarios

were assumed for the number of splines used to model the log-cumulative baseline excess
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(A) Relative survival for a male diagnosed with prostate cancer at the age of 85 years old.

(B) Excess mortality for colon cancer female patients.

F IGURE 3.10: Snapshots from the web-based interactive web-tool
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hazard, the main and the time-dependent effect of age, resulting in 60 FPMs for each cancer

considered. The reported estimates include: age-standardised, age-group and age-specific

estimates of relative survival. Even though relative survival was used as an example, the

results can be generalised to other settings such as all-cause survival or cause-specific

survival. A particularly novel feature of this study is the development of web-based

interactive graphs that allow the comparison of estimates from different models.

The sensitivity analysis showed that in general FPMs are not over-sensitive to the specified

number of knots used to create the splines. More specifically, the overall age-standardised

estimates yielded negligible differences between the reference model and the models

chosen by the AIC and BIC selection criteria. Minor differences were also observed with

the estimates obtained using the non-parametric approaches of Pohar Perme and Ederer

II. Age-group estimates showed slightly larger differences especially for the youngest

group but differences between the reference model and the model selected by the selection

criteria remained very small. The number of splines used to model the baseline excess

hazard had the biggest influence in the point estimates. However, for most of the cancers,

4 df appeared to adequately capture the shape of the underlying hazard.

Age-specific estimates were more sensitive to the number of knots selected for the splines.

The number of splines used for the main effect of age had the highest influence on the

point estimates, especially for males. Three degrees of freedom may not be sufficient to

capture the shape of the main effect of age, and more degrees of freedom are required.

However, for most of the cancers, the differences across FPMs remain quite small and the

absolute differences between the reference model and the AIC and BIC models remain

lower or close to 1 percentage point in most of the cases. In general, when interested in

age-specific estimates more thought is required, keeping in mind the hazard and survival

functions of the cancer of interest.

As a general recommendation, too few knots should be avoided as they might not be able

to adequately capture the underlying shapes and it is better to specify more knots than too

few. However, this might not be case with small sample sizes. The estimates obtained

from the scenarios with the most degrees of freedom for the log-cumulative baseline excess

hazard, the main, and the time-dependent effect of age were very close to the estimates of

the reference model and the AIC and BIC models. Of course, overfitting issue might arise
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when choosing too many degrees of freedom, especially for less common cancers.

Previous studies have tried to assess the performance of FPMs through simulated data and

had similar conclusions with the analysis described in this chapter [166, 167]. However,

this extensive sensitivity analysis aimed to evaluate the sensitivity of FPMs while using

real data obtained from cancer registries. By choosing a range of cancer types with varying

prognosis and other patient’s characteristics, the robustness of FPMs is assessed in various

settings. The large study population of more than 1.2m patients and the range of cancer

types provided an extensive evaluation that allows for reliable conclusions.

As it is common with continuous data, the data on the extremes might be sparse. This

might lead to negative excess mortality and as a result non-convergence for some of the

models. To deal with convergence issues, patients in the extremes of the age distribution

of each cancer were clustered together. Specifically, patients above the 98th percentile

and below the 2nd percentile of the age distribution were forced to have the same relative

survival with patients of the respective cut-off points. This clustering affected only a few

patients and thus it is not expected to have influenced the model estimates considerably,

as opposed to the impact that other methods, such as categorisation of age, might have

[181, 182].

For easier communication of the findings, web-based interactive graphs were developed.

This dynamic tool allows for easier comparison between models and for additional explo-

ration that would otherwise be cumbersome to facilitate. The user can navigate through

graphs simply by ticking a box or moving a slider and thus has control on the information

being displayed. The use of interactive graphs for reporting and visualising findings is

highly recommended and it is believed to improve substantially the user’s understanding.

More generic tools are expected to be particularly useful.

FPMs is a valid approach for analysing time-to-event data that is insensitive to the specifi-

cation of the model parameters in large population-based data. FPMs are used throughout

the thesis and will enable the easy incorporation of complex effects in the model and the

prediction of many useful measures.
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4

LOSS IN L IFE EXPECTANCY MEASURES

4.1 CHAPTER OUTLINE

In this chapter, an alternative to common reporting metrics, the loss in life expectancy after

a cancer diagnosis is introduced. In Section 4.2, potential issues of traditional reporting

measures are described, along with the motivation for using additional measures. These

measures are defined in Section 4.3 and some of the assumptions that are required for

their estimation are discussed in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, two applications on cancer

registry data are presented to demonstrate the usefulness of such measures. The first

application investigates the lifetime impact of a cancer diagnosis on various cancer types by

socioeconomic groups. The second application focuses on colorectal cancer and estimates

the potential gain in life-years by removing inequalities between socioeconomic groups.

The results of the first application that explores differences in loss in life expectancy

by socioeconomic groups was published in the British Journal of Cancer and can also

be found online at https://doi.org/10.1038/bjc.2017.300 [183]. The second ap-

plication that investigates the impact of removing differences between socioeconomic

groups was also published in the British Journal of Cancer and can also be found online

at https://doi.org/10.1038/s41416-019-0455-0 [184].
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4.2 INTRODUCTION

The most common choice for estimating the impact of cancer using cancer registry data

are metrics that are relevant at a particular point in follow-up, such as 1 or 5-year age-

standardised relative survival. Even though relative survival is a useful measure for com-

paring populations, its interpretation as the net survival in a hypothetical world where the

only possible cause of death is the cancer of interest makes the communication of findings

challenging. Alternative measures such as life expectancy measures refer to a real-world

setting, have a more intuitive interpretation, and can be useful to a broad audience includ-

ing non-statisticians [185, 186]. Such measures could be estimated to complement relative

survival measures and to improve understanding of cancer statistics. Using a variety of

measures can help to understand different aspects of cancer patients’ survival.

Life expectancy measures that compare the life expectancy with and without the cancer of

interest quantify the impact of cancer on the whole lifespan of an individual or a whole

population [162, 187]. In addition to the absolute loss in life expectancy, proportional

measures and metrics conditional on surviving a specific number of years can also be

estimated. All of the life expectancy-related measures have the advantage of looking over

the whole lifespan rather than being limited to specific points in time. For individuals, they

estimate the reduction in the life expectancy of a patient after a cancer diagnosis and can

be very important for clinical research. For populations, they can be applied to quantify the

cancer burden in society and answer questions such as how many life-years are lost due to

cancer? [188]. Life expectancy measures can also be used to quantify differences between

population groups (e.g. socioeconomic groups) or countries, as well as the potential gain

in life-years by removing the observed differences [189].

The estimation of life expectancy requires the survival functions to be known until they

reach zero. Due to the limited available follow-up, both the expected survival of the

general population and the all-cause survival of the cancer population need to be extrap-

olated. Therefore, certain assumptions are made for both survival functions. Andersson

et al. showed that it is possible to consistently extrapolate cancer survival using flexible

parametric excess mortality models and provided relevant software [52]. In particular,

Andersson et al. showed that extrapolation of relative survival and expected survival
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separately performs much better than extrapolation of all-cause survival.

4.3 LOSS IN LIFE EXPECTANCY AND OTHER MEASURES

4.3.1 Absolute measures

The life expectancy of an individual, also known as mean survival time, is defined as:

LE(Z = zi) = E[T |Z = zi] =
∫

∞

0
S(t|Z = zi)dt,

where T denotes a random variable for time-to-event, t = 0 is the starting point e.g. the

date of diagnosis andZ is a set of covariates, with lower-case letters denoting the covariate

values for individual i.

The loss in the life expectancy (LLE) for a cancer patient is defined as the difference

between the life expectancy of a matched individual in the general population that is

free of the cancer of interest and the life expectancy of that patient. This can be written

mathematically as:

LLE(Z = zi) =
∫

∞

0
S∗(t|Z1 = z1i)dt−

∫
∞

0
S(t|Z = zi)dt, (4.1)

S∗(t|Z1 = z1i) refers to the expected survival of an individual from the general population

and S(t|Z = zi) refers to the all-cause survival of the cancer patient. Z denotes the set of

all covariates and can be partitioned into two subsets: Z1 and Z2 denoting the covariates

for expected and relative survival, respectively. Covariates Z1 are incorporated in the

analysis through the stratified lifetables and Z2 are the variables included in the relative

survival model. Often Z1 will be a subset of Z2 and in that case Z2 will be the same with

Z. The all-cause survival will be written as the product of expected survival and relative

survival and thus a function of both Z1 and Z2 later in the chapter (See equation 4.4).

The LLE in a whole population can also be defined as the difference between the life

expectancy in the general population that is free of the cancer of interest and the life
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expectancy in the cancer population. The marginal LLE is defined as:

E [LLE(Z)] = E
[∫

∞

0
S∗(t|Z1)dt−

∫
∞

0
S(t|Z)dt

]
, (4.2)

with the expectation taken over the marginal distributions of Z and Z1.

Another measure that can be obtained to provide the impact of cancer on the whole pop-

ulation is the total life-years lost (TYL) due to cancer for a typical cohort size. The TYL

in a specific year is given as the product of the marginal LLE with the number of patients

diagnosed with cancer in this year, N:

TY L(Z) = E
[∫

∞

0
S∗(t|Z1)dt−

∫
∞

0
S(t|Z)dt

]
×N

4.3.2 Proportional measures

LLE is highly dependent on age, as younger individuals have a longer life expectancy and

therefore more years to lose. Proportional, rather than absolute scale measures, can be

obtained to improve comparability across age groups. The proportion of life lost (PLL)

has the advantage of not depending that heavily on age at diagnosis. PLL for a cancer

patient i is equal to the their LLE divided by the life expectancy of a matched individual

in the general population:

PLL(Z = zi) =

∫
∞

0 S∗(t|Z1 = z1i)dt−
∫

∞

0 S(t|Z = zi)dt∫
∞

0 S∗(t|Z1 = z1i)dt

Marginal estimates can also be obtained in the same way as for marginal LLE.

4.3.3 Conditional measures

Conditional measures such as LLE conditional on surviving a specific number of years (e.g.

5 years) can be obtained as well. They provide updated estimates of the cancer impact and

can be useful for presenting information for patients who have already survived a given

number of years. Once more, these can be defined either for specific covariate patterns or

for the overall population. For instance, the LLE conditional on 5-year survival for cancer
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patient i is defined as:

LLE(Z = zi|T > 5) =
∫

∞

5

S∗(t|Z1 = z1i)

S∗(5|Z1 = z1i)
dt−

∫
∞

5

S(t|Z = zi)

S(5|Z = zi)
dt

4.3.4 Estimation

For all the above measures, integration should in theory be done up to ∞. In practice, a

time point tmax is used and this denotes the assumed time at which the survival functions

become zero. For example, the marginal LLE defined in equation 4.2 is estimated by:

E
[
L̂LE(Z)

]
= E

[∫ tmax

0
S∗(t|Z1)dt−

∫ tmax

0
Ŝ(t|Z)dt

]
, (4.3)

where tmax is that time at which both the expected and the all-cause survival functions are

assumed to have reached zero.

Graphically, this is shown in Figure 4.1. The life expectancy of the general population is

estimated as the area under the survival curve of the general population (shaded blue area

in Figure 4.1B) and the life expectancy of the cancer population is estimated as the area

under the survival curve for the cancer population (shaded orange area in Figure 4.1C).

The LLE is then given as the difference between these two areas (shaded grey area in

Figure 4.1D).

The integrals are obtained numerically using Gaussian quadrature [190].

The marginal LLE can then be estimated by applying regression standardisation and aver-

aging over all patients, in a study population of N patients:

E
[
L̂LE(Z)

]
=

1
N

N

∑
i=1

[∫ tmax

0
S∗(t|Z1 = z1i)dt−

∫ tmax

0
Ŝ(t|Z = zi)dt

]

4.4 EXTRAPOLATION OF THE SURVIVAL CURVES

The survival curves needed for the calculation of LLE are usually not observed until tmax,

due to limited follow-up, and therefore they have to be estimated with an extrapolation
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F IGURE 4.1: Illustration of loss in life expectancy measure: A) expected and all-cause survival
functions, B) life expectancy in the general and C) cancer populations, D) loss in life expectancy
(shaded area).

beyond available data. For example, in the hypothetical cohort of Figure 4.2 patients were

followed for 10 years, and after that their survival is unknown and has to be extrapolated.

Extrapolation of all-cause survival is difficult as it requires strong assumptions. Even

though a parametric distribution can be assumed for its extrapolation, it is cumbersome to

find a distribution that adequately captures the shape of the survival function beyond the

available follow-up. By using equation 2.7, and replacing the all-cause survival with the

product of the expected and relative survival, formula 4.3 can be rewritten as

E
[
L̂LE(Z)

]
= E

[∫ tmax

0
S∗(t,Z1)dt−

∫ tmax

0
S∗(t,Z1)× R̂(t,Z2)dt

]
(4.4)

Hakama and Hakulinen suggested that even though interest is on extrapolating the all-

cause survival, it is easier to extrapolate the relative survival instead and multiply it with

the expected survival to obtain the all-cause survival [191]. The main idea behind this two-

component extrapolation is that as time since diagnosis increases, the expected mortality
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F IGURE 4.2: Illustration of extrapolation of the survival curves beyond 10 years of follow up.

rate dominates and excess mortality is approaching zero, meaning that long extrapolation

is not required. For their proposal, they used grouped data and assumed a constant excess

hazard after the available follow-up. Andersson et al. showed how to extrapolate relative

survival using flexible parametric models [52]. Extrapolation of the expected mortality is

carried out by making assumptions on future mortality rates using available population

lifetables whereas extrapolation of the relative survival can be performed on individual-

level data using flexible parametric survival models.

There are three different assumptions that can be applied for the extrapolation of relative

survival, depending on what is believed to be the most plausible assumption for the cancer

of interest [52]:

• The log cumulative excess hazard beyond the last boundary knot follows a linear

trend (as a function of log time). This corresponds to assuming a Weibull distribution

after the last knot.

• The excess mortality is zero beyond the last boundary knot, known as statistical

cure.

• The excess mortality beyond the last boundary knot is constant. This corresponds
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to assuming an exponential distribution after the last knot to ensure that the hazard

is constant.

Statistical cure is a term used to describe a situation in which the mortality rate of cancer

patients approaches that of the general population after some time (cure point). Thus,

the excess cancer mortality reaches zero. After the cure point, only extrapolation of

the expected survival is required. Flexible parametric models that can incorporate the

assumption of statistical cure have been proposed [165].

In an evaluation of the extrapolation methods that was included in the paper by Andersson

et al., the extrapolation of relative survival gave substantially smaller differences from

the observed mean survival times in comparison with the extrapolation of the all-cause

survival [52]. The extrapolation of relative survival with a linear trend gave the smallest

differences to the observed survival times. For cancers that reach statistical cure, such as

colon cancer and melanoma, assuming zero excess mortality performed the best but mod-

els with constant excess mortality yielded also small differences with observed survival.

However, assuming cure when it is not appropriate could result in biased estimates. They

also showed that the extrapolations are not sensitive to the number of knots used for the

FPMs. Finally, they concluded that the extrapolation performs well in a wide range of

available follow-up times but suggested that for younger ages a longer follow-up time may

be more appropriate as there are fewer individuals diagnosed at younger ages and more

extrapolation is needed.

4.4.1 Evaluation of extrapolation assumptions

When extrapolating excess mortality, it is important to ensure that the estimated effects

are reasonable. For instance, when extrapolating covariate effects the extrapolation could

lead to a misleading protective effect after a specific point in time. This could be the case

if the time-dependent excess hazard ratios were allowed to continue to diminish. This

section includes a comparison that was performed for different extrapolation approaches,

including the approach suggested by Andersson et al. [52]. For this comparison, a range

of cancer registry data were utilised.
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4.4.1.1 Data

Data included all patients diagnosed in England with various cancer types between 1998-

2013: prostate, melanoma, breast, lung, colon, rectal, stomach, bladder and ovarian can-

cers, and follow-up time until the end of 2013. Data included information on sex, age at

diagnosis and deprivation status. Out of the five available deprivation groups, only the

most and the least deprived groups were considered, for simplicity. See Section 1.6 for

more details on data.

4.4.1.2 Statistical models

In all approaches that were compared, a FPM was fitted for each type of cancer, and

separately for males and females, assuming 5 df for the baseline excess hazard. As shown

in Chapter 3, FPMs are not oversensitive to the choice for the number of knots used for

the splines. Age was included in the model as a continuous and non-linear variable using

restricted cubic splines (3 df). Time-dependent effects were allowed for deprivation status

and age at diagnosis (5 df for all cancers, except for stomach cancer males as well as

melanoma and bladder cancer females where 3 df were used, and for stomach cancer

females where 2 df were applied). An interaction between age and deprivation was also

included in the model to allow for a differential effect of age across deprivation groups.

Expected mortality rates were incorporated using available lifetables that were stratified

by sex, calendar year, age and deprivation status [168]. The future expected mortality rates

were assumed to be the same as in 2009 that was the last year available in the population

lifetable. A period window from the beginning of 2007 until the end of 2013 was chosen

for approaches 2 and 3 (discussed below).

To deal with model convergence issues at the extremes of the age distribution, where there

are very few patients, the winsorising approach was applied [172]. In specific, patients

below the 2nd percentile of the age distribution were clustered together so that they have

the same relative survival as patients of this cut-off age. The same was applied for patients

above the 98th percentile. This problem, caused by sparse data in the tails of the age

distribution, was discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.
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4.4.1.3 Approaches compared

For the extrapolated excess mortality rates, three different approaches were applied:

1. Non-period analysis by applying a linear trend for the excess mortality after the last

boundary knot.

2. Period analysis by applying a linear trend for the excess mortality after the last

boundary knot.

3. Same as approach 2 but including also an additional constraint for the predictions.

For the third approach, the constraint that was applied (during the prediction process) was

that all time-dependent excess hazard ratios for the effect of deprivation were constrained

to be proportional beyond a given point. For most cancers this was 15 years after diagnosis

apart from melanoma and bladder cancers for which 10 years was chosen. In contrast with

other cancers, the difference between the hazard rates of the least and most deprived groups

continued to increase considerably with time for melanoma and bladder cancers, resulting

to a very high hazard ratio later on. An earlier split timepoint was, thus, chosen to ensure

that a reasonable hazard ratio is extrapolated. For comparison, a different split point at

12 years after diagnosis was also considered, for all cancers but melanoma and bladder

cancers.

Figure 4.3 shows graphically the constraint that was applied to the data. The solid line

refers to the unconstrained excess hazard ratio between the least and most deprived breast

cancer patients diagnosed at the age of 65 years old. This is decreasing with time and

around 30 years after diagnosis it reaches 1 and then continues to diminish, implying a

protective effect for deprivation. By applying a constraint of a constant excess hazard ratio

after 15 years of diagnosis (dashed line), the hazard ratio never reaches a protective effect

value, and this might be a more reasonable assumption to make when extrapolating.
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F IGURE 4.3: Illustration of the constraint applied, using approach 3, for the deprivation excess
hazard ratio of breast cancer patients diagnosed at 65 years old.

4.4.1.4 Results

Using approaches 1-3, estimates of LLE were obtained and compared, with the results

showed in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. In all figures, there are two lines plotted for each cancer

type: one line for each approach used to obtain the LLE estimates. Comparing period and

non-period estimates yielded large differences in LLE, with the estimates obtained from

the non-period approach being higher than the ones obtained from the period approach

(Figure 4.4). This is because period analysis captures recent improvements in survival and

thus estimates under approach 2 are lower that the ones obtained after approach 1. Adding

a constraint on the period analysis approach had a small effect on the estimates, with very

small differences for younger melanoma patients, as there are fewer patients and more

extrapolation assumptions are made (Figure 4.5). The agreement between approaches 2

and 3 can probably be explained by the fact that as time since diagnosis increases, the

expected mortality dominates and, thus, the assumptions made for excess mortality have

a smaller impact on the estimates of interest. When a different split point (i.e. 12 years)

was considered for the constrained analysis, the estimates were not influenced.

The results showed that the extrapolation method suggested by Andersson et al., while
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using a period analysis, is in good agreement with approach 3 and that these two modelling

approaches give small differences in LLE. A detailed comparison of different modelling

assumptions for estimation of LLE was published recently and the findings agree with

the ones described earlier [192]. The authors found small differences in the estimates of

LLE after different approaches, with slightly larger differences for younger ages and for

conditional estimates, and they suggested to perform a sensitivity analyses as a way to

evaluate the effect of the assumptions made when extrapolating survival.

4.5 APPLICATIONS

In the following sections, a range of LLE measures will be estimated as a way to ex-

plore the impact of a cancer diagnosis in England. Section 4.5.1 will estimate the impact

of a cancer diagnosis on life expectancy and how this varies between subgroups of the

population such as females and males or socioeconomic groups, for a range of cancer

types. Section 4.5.2 will delve deeper into the observed differences across socioeconomic

groups and will quantify the potential impact in life-years by removing the disparities for

colorectal cancer.

4.5.1 Estimating the lifetime impact of a cancer diagnosis on various cancer types

Differences in cancer survival between subgroups have been well documented before [193–

197]. However, most of these studies have been using standard metrics, like the 5-year

relative survival, which focus only on specific points in time. In order to estimate the

impact of a cancer diagnosis on a patient’s whole lifespan, LLE measures were estimated.

Data included those diagnosed between the start of 1998 and the end of 2013 with one of

the following cancers: prostate, melanoma, breast, lung, colon, rectal, stomach, bladder

and ovarian cancer. More information on the data can be found in Section 1.6.

For this application all 5 levels of deprivation groups were included in the model. The

modelling details are similar to the one discussed in Section 4.4.1.2, with the only differ-

ence being the degrees of freedom used to create the splines for the time-dependent effects

of age and deprivation status. For most of the cancers, these were modelled with 5 df, with

the exception of lung cancers males and females (3 and 2 df respectively), bladder cancer
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for females (3 df) and melanoma for females (3 df). A period analysis was also conducted.

The estimates of interest were loss in life expectancy (LLE), proportion of life lost (PLL)

and total years lost (TYL) by deprivation group. TYL was estimated based on the cohort

of those diagnosed in 2013 for each cancer considered. The estimates were obtained by

extending the approach by Andersson et al. to ensure that the extrapolating effects are

appropriate, as in approach 3 of Section 4.4.1. All time-dependent excess hazard ratios

of deprivation were forced to be proportional after a specific point in follow-up. The se-

lected timepoint was 12 years for all cancers, apart from melanoma and bladder cancers

for which an earlier time point was used (10 years). To obtain marginal estimates by de-

privation group for each cancer type and sex group, age-standardised LLE were estimated.

Age-standardised estimates were obtained as a weighted average of the age-specific es-

timates within each deprivation, cancer type and sex group. The weights were based on

the age distribution of those diagnosed in 2013 that was the most recent year in the study

population, separately for each deprivation group (internal standardisation). Obtaining

standardised estimates is important in order to account for potential large variation in the

covariate distributions between subgroups of the population (Section 2.6.2). Comparison

of age-standardised estimates between cancer types should however be interpreted with

caution. This is because the observed covariate distribution was applied for the standard-

ised estimates of each cancer type, and this might be very different across cancers. For

instance, the age distribution of one cancer might be very different from the age distribu-

tion of another cancer. Similar issues are also relevant for a comparison across deprivation

groups. An external age distribution could have been applied instead using a reference

population as a standard and this would allow a more fair comparison [198]. However, the

main aim of this work was to obtain estimates for the actual differences that are observed

in England rather than a hypothetical population.

4.5.1.1 Results

Table 4.1, shows some summary statistics about the almost 2.5 million cancers patients, by

deprivation group. Melanoma patients were the youngest out of all the cancers considered,

followed by breast cancer patients. Bladder cancer patients were the oldest. There were

also small differences in age at diagnosis across socioeconomic groups. However, larger
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differences were observed in the number of diagnoses by socioeconomic groups. There

were twice as many diagnoses of lung cancer in the most deprived group in comparison

to the least deprived group. There were also substantially more diagnoses of melanoma,

prostate and breast cancers for the least deprived patients.

TABLE 4.1: Number of patients (mean age at diagnosis) for different cancer types by sex and
deprivation group in England.

Cancer Type
N (Mean of Age) per Deprivation Group

N (Age) Total
Least deprived 2 3 4 Most deprived

Lung
Males 39,491 (72.06) 50,988 (72.06) 58,584 (71.80) 66,698 (71.21) 75,653 (70.14) 291,414 (71.32)

Females 27,208 (71.81) 35,866 (71.86) 42,039 (71.94) 49,477 (71.56) 57,420 (70.73) 212,010 (71.50)

Colon
Males 32,079 (70.66) 34,187 (71.23) 32,618 (71.34) 29,593 (71.14) 25,855 (70.20) 154,332 (70.94)

Females 28,687 (71.98) 32,140 (73.00) 31,885 (73.32) 29,186 (73.33) 24,167 (72.39) 146,065 (72.84)

Rectal
Males 21,125 (68.57) 22,542 (69.19) 22,411 (69.43) 20,858 (69.31) 19,029 (68.62) 105,966 (69.04)

Females 12,995 (70.08) 14,500 (70.96) 14,403 (71.52) 13,414 (71.58) 11,484 (70.73) 66,796 (71.00)

Melanoma
Males 16,822 (61.78) 15,542 (62.25) 13,257 (62.11) 9,820 (61.22) 6,156 (59.83) 61,597 (61.69)

Females 18,299 (58.17) 17,459 (59.18) 15,097 (59.33) 11,886 (58.46) 7,533 (56.60) 70,274 (58.55)

Bladder
Males 19,171 (73.08) 21,561 (73.37) 21,714 (73.27) 20,530 (72.78) 17,845 (71.74) 100,821 (72.88)

Females 6,621 (74.96) 7,976 (75.54) 8,214 (75.57) 8,527 (75.28) 7,683(74.29) 39,021(75.14)

Stomach
Males 10,741 (71.52) 12,954 (71.98) 13,883 (72.01) 14,737 (71.76) 15,472 (70.85) 67,787 (71.61)

Females 5,337 (73.78) 6,579 (74.74) 7,573 (74.91) 8,217 (74.74) 8,778 (73.76) 36,484 (74.40)

Prostate Males 113,190 (71.01) 115,485 (71.60) 103,140 (71.96) 86,737 (71.97) 69,306 (71.65) 487,858(71.61)

Breast Females 128,807 (61.52) 131,004 (62.73) 123,949 (63.32) 109,975 (63.33) 89,758 (62.53) 583,493 (62.67)

Ovarian Females 17,688 (64.05) 19,466 (64.53) 19,173 (64.66) 17,540 (64.14) 14,960 (62.25) 88,827 (64.00)

Figures 4.6 and 4.7, show the LLE and PLL by age at diagnosis for the least and most

deprived groups, and separately for males and females. For all deprivation groups, lung

and stomach cancer patients have the highest LLE, both for males and females. The lowest

LLE for females is for melanoma and breast cancers, whereas for males it is melanoma

and prostate. A similar pattern was also observed for the PLL. The LLE estimates vary

substantially by age at diagnosis as youngest patients have more years to lose to begin with.

For instance, lung cancer female patients diagnosed at the age of 50 will lose approximately

30 years of their remaining life due to cancer, whereas patients diagnosed at the age of 80

will lose slightly more than 10 years on average. For all deprivation groups in females,

lung cancer results in more than 80% loss of a patient’s remaining life on average, while

melanoma results in less than 20% loss. The proportion of life lost is influenced less by

age at diagnosis and tends to be more stable across different ages.

In Tables 4.2 and 4.3, the average LLE and PLL are shown in more detail. In general,

women lose more years than men, except for melanoma for which men lose more years.
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F IGURE 4.6: Male cancers: loss in life expectancy and proportion of life lost for the least and
most deprived. Dashed lines represent the life expectancy in the general population that is the
maximum possible loss in life expectancy.
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However, women lose a smaller proportion of their remaining life expectancy, apart from

bladder cancer. The highest LLE was observed for lung cancer: on average males in

the least and most deprived groups are losing 12.84 and 11.81 years, respectively, due

to their cancer, whereas females in the least and most deprived groups are losing 14.42

and 13.81 years, respectively. The lowest LLE was observed for melanoma patients, with

males losing 3.79 to 4.42 years on average, and females losing 2.78 to 3.06 years across

deprivation groups. For prostate, lung, stomach and ovarian cancers, LLE is decreasing by

deprivation group, with the most deprived losing fewer years. That can partly be explained

by different background mortality in the deprivation groups: the least deprived in the

general population have a higher life expectancy. On the proportional scale, lung cancer

males lose 87.55% (least deprived) and 88.12% (most deprived) of their lives due to their

cancer and the equivalent proportions for females are 86.07% and 87.26% respectively.

Similarly, melanoma males from the least and most deprived groups lose 19.66% and

23.48% of their expected life expectancy, respectively, and melanoma female patients

from the least and most deprived groups lose 11.73% and 14.05%, respectively. The

decreasing pattern that was observed for LLE, had been reversed for PLL. The most

deprived patients have a lower life expectancy than the least deprived patients and so they

have fewer years to lose.

Figures 4.8 and 4.9, show the TYL in 2013 for males and females, which is a function of

the number of patients diagnosed in 2013 in England and the average LLE . For males, the

most TYL in 2013 was for lung cancer which has the highest LLE and was the second most

common cancer. The most common cancer was prostate cancer. However, the average

LLE due to prostate cancer is the lowest out of all the cancer types considered and thus

prostate cancer results in substantially less TYL. For females, breast cancer was the most

common cancer in 2013 but has the second lowest average LLE. The high incidence,

results in breast cancer having the highest TYL in 2013, together with lung cancer that

was a less common cancer but has a lot higher average LLE.

Table 4.4, shows the TYL, based on the number of patients diagnosed in 2013, in more

detail. For all cancers, males have more TYL in comparison with females. Lung cancer

results in a total that varies from 30,112 to 56,648 life-years lost across deprivation groups,

with the most deprived females having the higher TYL. As mentioned earlier, lung cancer
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TABLE 4.2: Average loss in expectation of life for various cancer types by deprivation group and
sex in England.

Cancer Type
Average Loss in Life Expectancy (years)

Least deprived 2 3 4 Most deprived

Lung
Males 12.84 12.31 12.29 11.89 11.81

Females 14.42 14.17 13.82 13.78 13.82

Colon
Males 6.67 6.37 6.34 6.34 6.84

Females 7.15 6.67 7.02 7.1 7.73

Rectal
Males 6.97 6.84 6.86 6.79 7.26

Females 7.18 6.88 7.25 7.19 7.96

Melanoma
Males 3.79 3.79 3.88 3.97 4.42

Females 2.85 2.78 2.78 3.15 3.06

Bladder
Males 6.04 5.44 5.58 5.58 5.61

Females 7.49 7.35 7.61 7.73 8.11

Stomach
Males 11.60 10.51 10.99 10.4 10.52

Females 12.63 12.59 11.75 11.44 11.84

Prostate Males 3.04 2.88 2.81 2.58 2.39

Breast Females 5.39 5.28 5.30 5.6 6.01

Ovarian Females 12.37 11.91 11.51 11.15 10.62

TABLE 4.3: Proportion of life lost for various cancer types by deprivation group and sex in
England.

Cancer Type
Average Percentage of Life Lost (%)

Least deprived 2 3 4 Most deprived

Lung
Males 87.55 87.96 88.19 88.20 88.12

Females 86.07 86.75 86.75 87.03 87.26

Colon
Males 43.21 43.38 44.17 45.17 48.18

Females 41.71 42.40 43.95 44.94 48.91

Rectal
Males 40.55 41.88 43.24 45.16 47.77

Females 38.95 39.01 43.58 43.54 47.61

Melanoma
Males 19.66 20.14 21.36 21.28 23.48

Females 11.73 12.47 12.37 14.30 14.05

Bladder
Males 45.42 44.3 45.69 47.09 48.26

Females 51.17 53.35 54.19 58.68 60.89

Stomach
Males 78.27 78.32 78.58 79.29 79.53

Females 77.07 78.98 79.23 78.17 79.00

Prostate Males 21.12 21.05 21.50 20.99 20.07

Breast Females 21.54 22.35 22.84 24.61 26.82

Ovarian Females 60.32 58.79 59.23 57.17 54.15
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F IGURE 4.8: Male cancers: number of patients diagnosed in 2013, average loss in life expectancy
and total years lost due to cancer diagnosis by deprivation group.
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F IGURE 4.9: Female cancers: number of patients diagnosed in 2013, average loss in life ex-
pectancy and total years lost due to cancer diagnosis by deprivation group.
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TABLE 4.4: Total life years lost due to cancer diagnosis among individuals diagnosed in 2013 in
England by cancer type, deprivation group and sex.

Cancer Type Deprivation Group
Males Females

Group
Size in
2013

Mean
Years
Lost

Total
Years
Lost

Group
Size in
2013

Mean
Years
Lost

Total
Years
Lost

Lung

Least deprived 2,525 12.84 32,416 2,088 14.42 30,112
2 3,437 12.31 42,315 2,700 14.17 38,268
3 3,883 12.29 47,728 3,238 13.82 44,750
4 4,292 11.89 51,042 3,668 13.78 50,538

Most deprived 4,737 11.81 55,952 4,100 13.82 56,648

Colon

Least deprived 2,430 6.67 16,205 2,053 7.15 14,683
2 2,443 6.37 15,553 2,217 6.67 14,783
3 2,324 6.34 14,738 2,065 7.02 14,501
4 2,039 6.34 12,929 1,845 7.10 13,102

Most deprived 1,708 6.84 11,687 1,483 7.73 11,467

Rectal

Least deprived 1,464 6.97 10,200 790 7.18 5,673
2 1,499 6.84 10,256 816 6.88 5,612
3 1,395 6.86 9,568 843 7.25 6,114
4 1,245 6.79 8,456 779 7.19 5,601

Most deprived 1,158 7.26 8,402 642 7.96 5,110

Melanoma

Least deprived 1,564 3.79 5,929 1,578 2.85 4,500
2 1,425 3.79 5,400 1,423 2.78 3,953
3 1,263 3.88 4,906 1,243 2.78 3,460
4 908 3.97 3,603 1,018 3.15 3,206

Most deprived 547 4.42 2,418 617 3.06 1,887

Bladder

Least deprived 1,260 6.04 7,605 386 7.49 2,892
2 1,348 5.44 7,330 448 7.35 3,294
3 1,332 5.58 7,438 442 7.61 3,364
4 1,123 5.58 6,262 466 7.73 3,604

Most deprived 975 5.61 5,466 424 8.11 3,439

Stomach

Least deprived 593 11.60 6,882 305 12.63 3,852
2 720 10.51 7,567 323 12.59 4,068
3 729 10.99 8,012 378 11.75 4,442
4 741 10.40 7,705 432 11.44 4,942

Most deprived 746 10.52 7,848 387 11.84 4,583

Prostate

Least deprived 9,651 3.04 29,335
2 9,716 2.88 28,003
3 8,343 2.81 23,484
4 6,620 2.58 17,111

Most deprived 5,326 2.39 12,725

Breast

Least deprived 9,452 5.39 50,981
2 9,154 5.28 48,303
3 8,529 5.30 45,226
4 7,410 5.60 41,494

Most deprived 6,054 6.01 36,394

Ovarian

Least deprived 1,161 12.37 14,356
2 1,248 11.91 14,864
3 1,208 11.51 13,906
4 1,083 11.15 12,073

Most deprived 945 10.62 10,035
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has a decreasing pattern in the LLE by increasing deprivation group. However, the number

of the most deprived patients that were diagnosed with lung cancer in 2013 is almost

double than the number of the least deprived, leading to an increasing pattern in TYL. On

the other hand, the most deprived breast cancer patients have a lower number TYL (i.e.

36,394) in contrast with the least deprived (i.e. 50,981), despite them having a larger LLE.

This is due to a considerably higher number of diagnoses in the least deprived group. The

most deprived are losing fewer years than the least deprived for colon, rectal, melanoma,

prostate, ovarian and males with bladder cancer. For all these cancers, the cancer incidence

is higher in the least deprived group. Melanoma and bladder cancers have the lower TYL

in 2013, varying from 1,887 to 5,929 life-years for melanoma and from 2,892 to 7,605

life-years for bladder, across deprivation groups.

4.5.2 Potential gain in life-years for colorectal cancer

As shown in Section 4.5.1, there are large differences in the impact that cancer has on

patients’ whole life span by socioeconomic group. This section will focus on colon

and rectal cancers and will further investigate the observed differences by quantifying the

potential gain in life-years from eliminating them. To understand the impact of eliminating

inequalities, a range of life expectancy measures were estimated.

Once more, the analysis included a subset of the data described in Section 1.6 and in

particular all patients diagnosed in England with colon and rectal cancers between 1998

and 2013. All 5 levels of deprivation status were included in the model. Similar models

to those discussed in Section 4.4.1 were fitted. The only difference was that 3 df degrees

of freedom were used to create the splines for the time-dependent effects of age and

deprivation status. The extrapolation of the survival curve was conducted by applying the

approach by Andersson et al. and assuming a linear trend for the excess mortality after the

last boundary knot, without any additional constraint as this did not appear to influence

the estimates [52]. A period analysis was also conducted.

After fitting the model, estimates of 5-year relative survival, LLE and PLL were obtained.

Conditional LLE given 1-year of survival were also estimated as well as the TYL based on

the number of cancer diagnoses in 2013. The average LLE was calculated as a weighted
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average of the age-specific estimates within each deprivation group (internal standard-

isation). The potential gain in life-years after a hypothetical intervention of removing

cancer-related survival differences across socioeconomic groups was estimated as follows.

First, the above life expectancy measures were estimated once more by applying the rel-

ative survival estimates of the least deprived group, i.e. the most advantaged group in

the population, to all the other deprivation groups. Next, the difference between the two

estimates: i) where each group was allowed to have their own relative survival and ii)

under the scenario that each group’s relative survival was equal to the relative survival

of the least deprived group, was calculated. The difference yields the potential gain in

life-years after an intervention of removing cancer-related differences. This is actually a

causal question and a more formal causal framework for addressing it will be provided in

Chapter 6.

4.5.2.1 Results

The analysis included over 300,000 colon cancer patients and 170,000 rectal cancer pa-

tients (Table 4.5). Females were slightly older than males, both for colon and rectal cancers.

The mean age did not vary a lot across deprivation groups but there were more cancer

diagnoses in the least deprived groups.

As it can be seen in Tables 4.6 and 4.7 for colon cancer, and in Tables 4.8 and 4.9 for rectal

cancer, there was large variation in the 5-year relative survival across deprivation groups,

with the most deprived having a worse survival. For colon cancer, the larger difference

among the specific ages of 50, 60, 70 and 80 years old was equal to 9.52 percentage

points and was observed for male patients diagnosed at the age of 60 (relative survival was

65.87% and 56.35% for the least and most deprived patients, respectively, Table 4.6). For

rectal cancer, the largest difference was equal to 13.8 percentage points and was observed

for males diagnosed at 60 years old (relative survival was 69.57% and 55.77% for the least

and most deprived patients, respectively, Table 4.9).

A 60-year-old male from the least deprived group of the general population is expected

to live for 24.43 years on average but a similar male from the most deprived group is

expected to live for 19.42 years (Table 4.6). A colon cancer diagnosis will reduce their life
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TABLE 4.5: Number and mean age of patients diagnosed with colon and rectal cancer in England
by deprivation group and sex.

Cancer Type Gender Deprivation Group Number of Patients Mean Age (years)

Colon

Males

Least deprived 32,079 70.66
2 34,187 71.23
3 32,618 71.34
4 29,593 71.14

Most deprived 25,855 70.20

Females

Least deprived 28,687 71.98
2 32,140 73.00
3 31,885 73.32
4 29,186 73.33

Most deprived 24,167 72.39

Rectal

Males

Least deprived 21,125 68.57
2 22,542 69.19
3 22,411 69.43
4 20,858 69.31

Most deprived 19,029 68.62

Females

Least deprived 12,995 70.08
2 14,500 70.96
3 14,403 71.52
4 13,414 71.58

Most deprived 11,484 70.73

expectancy to 14.89 and 10.38 years on average for the least and most deprived patients,

respectively. Patients from both groups will lose approximately 9 years from their expected

remaining life due to their cancer. However, because of the shorter life expectancy of the

most deprived group, the proportion of life lost will be larger for this group. The most

deprived 60-year-old males will lose 46.55% of their remaining life, whereas the least

deprived will lose 39.04%. Consider a hypothetical intervention that aims to remove

differences in relative survival between deprivation groups and allows all deprivation

groups to have the same relative survival as the least deprived group ( i.e. the group with

the higher survival). For this intervention, the expected survival of each group remains

unchanged. Under such intervention, the 60-year old males from the most deprived group

would lose 37.56% of their lives, resulting in a gain of 1.75 years on average. Note that

this is a lower PLL than the least deprived males. Similar potential gains in life-years were

also observed for females (Table 4.7). Rectal cancer patients (Tables 4.8 and 4.9), showed

slightly larger gains. The most years gained were for rectal cancer female patients in the
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most deprived group that were diagnosed at 50 years old and would gain 3.45 years on

average (Table 4.9) In general, younger patients would gain more years than older patients.

TABLE 4.6: Colon cancer (males): age-specific proportion of life lost by deprivation group if
patients had (i) their own relative survival and (ii) the same relative survival as the least deprived
group.

Keep their own RS RS = as least deprived

Deprivation
Group

5-year
RS

Mean
Years
w/o
Cancer

Mean
Years
with
Cancer

Prop (%)
Mean
Years
with
Cancer

Prop (%) Years
Gained

Age at diagnosis: 50
Least deprived 65.21 33.58 19.92 40.67 19.92 40.67 0.00

2 62.08 32.30 18.51 42.69 19.24 40.43 0.73
3 61.08 31.11 17.58 43.49 18.59 40.23 1.01
4 60.30 29.39 16.95 42.32 17.66 39.92 0.70

Most deprived 55.87 27.30 14.15 48.17 16.51 39.53 2.36

Age at diagnosis: 60
Least deprived 65.87 24.43 14.89 39.04 14.89 39.04 0.00

2 63.71 23.30 13.94 40.17 14.28 38.69 0.34
3 61.73 22.35 12.98 41.93 13.76 38.43 0.78
4 59.20 20.97 11.98 42.86 13.00 38.02 1.01

Most deprived 56.35 19.42 10.38 46.55 12.13 37.56 1.75

Age at diagnosis: 70
Least deprived 63.02 16.08 9.81 38.99 9.81 38.99 0.00

2 61.26 15.12 9.11 39.78 9.30 38.49 0.20
3 60.03 14.49 8.59 40.73 8.95 38.22 0.36
4 56.90 13.56 7.78 42.60 8.44 37.77 0.65

Most deprived 54.74 12.66 6.94 45.15 7.93 37.36 0.99

Age at diagnosis: 80
Least deprived 50.96 9.35 5.04 46.06 5.04 46.06 0.00

2 50.26 8.62 4.66 46.00 4.71 45.34 0.06
3 50.45 8.35 4.53 45.72 4.58 45.14 0.05
4 47.96 7.92 4.16 47.46 4.38 44.77 0.21

Most deprived 45.32 7.69 3.81 50.40 4.25 44.67 0.44

The impact of colon and rectal cancers on a population level are shown in Table 4.10. For

colon cancer, the average LLE in the least deprived female patients was 7.32 years and for

the most deprived was 7.96 years. Based on the 2,053 and 1,483 patients diagnosed in 2013

in the least and most deprived groups respectively, the TYL for the least deprived females

were 15,022 years and for the most deprived were be 11,804 years. However, after an

intervention of removing cancer-related difference the most deprived colon cancer female

patients would lose 9,950 years instead i.e. they would lose 1,854 years less. Similar gains

would be observed for males and rectal cancer patients. For a cohort size and composition

of those diagnosed in 2013, the potential gains by eliminating the differences in all 5

deprivation groups would be equal to 4,270 and 3,961 life-years gained in total for males
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TABLE 4.7: Colon cancer (females): age-specific proportion of life lost by deprivation group if
patients had (i) their own relative survival and (ii) the same relative survival as the least deprived
group.

Keep their own RS RS = as least deprived

Deprivation
Group

5-year
RS

Mean
Years
w/o
Cancer

Mean
Years
with
Cancer

Prop (%)
Mean
Years
with
Cancer

Prop (%) Years
Gained

Age at diagnosis: 50
Least deprived 64.49 36.37 21.82 40.02 21.82 40.02 0.00

2 64.69 35.19 21.37 39.28 21.16 39.87 -0.21
3 62.01 34.34 19.79 42.37 20.68 39.76 0.90
4 62.55 33.13 19.53 41.05 20.01 39.61 0.48

Most deprived 58.97 31.56 17.25 45.35 19.12 39.41 1.88

Age at diagnosis: 60
Least deprived 64.83 27.06 16.57 38.75 16.57 38.75 0.00

2 64.47 26.00 15.95 38.63 15.98 38.53 0.03
3 62.21 25.26 14.87 41.12 15.56 38.39 0.69
4 61.58 24.27 14.29 41.13 15.00 38.20 0.71

Most deprived 56.74 23.08 12.36 46.44 14.32 37.96 1.96

Age at diagnosis: 70
Least deprived 63.57 18.26 11.38 37.65 11.38 37.65 0.00

2 62.33 17.35 10.68 38.48 10.87 37.36 0.19
3 60.52 16.82 10.04 40.31 10.56 37.21 0.52
4 58.77 16.12 9.42 41.60 10.16 37.01 0.74

Most deprived 53.96 15.39 8.23 46.52 9.72 36.80 1.50

Age at diagnosis: 80
Least deprived 55.84 10.75 6.27 41.72 6.27 41.72 0.00

2 54.14 10.05 5.72 43.11 5.90 41.34 0.18
3 52.81 9.81 5.46 44.34 5.77 41.24 0.30
4 50.55 9.47 5.08 46.41 5.58 41.08 0.51

Most deprived 46.89 9.24 4.62 50.05 5.45 41.00 0.84
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TABLE 4.8: Rectal cancer (males): age-specific proportion of life lost by deprivation group if
patients had (i) their own relative survival and (ii) the same relative survival as the least deprived
group.

Keep their own RS RS = as least deprived

Deprivation
Group

5-year
RS

Mean
Years
w/o
Cancer

Mean
Years
with
Cancer

Prop (%)
Mean
Years
with
Cancer

Prop (%) Years
Gained

Age at diagnosis: 50
Least deprived 68.94 33.58 20.51 38.90 20.51 38.90 0.00

2 63.89 32.30 18.23 43.55 19.83 38.61 1.59
3 63.02 31.11 17.62 43.35 19.17 38.37 1.55
4 62.01 29.39 16.76 42.97 18.22 37.99 1.46

Most deprived 56.14 27.30 14.39 47.28 17.06 37.51 2.67

Age at diagnosis: 60
Least deprived 69.57 24.43 15.36 37.13 15.36 37.13 0.00

2 67.26 23.30 14.28 38.73 14.75 36.70 0.47
3 64.76 22.35 13.31 40.45 14.22 36.39 0.91
4 61.85 20.97 12.12 42.20 13.44 35.89 1.32

Most deprived 55.77 19.42 10.33 46.82 12.56 35.33 2.23

Age at diagnosis: 70
Least deprived 65.74 16.08 10.14 36.93 10.14 36.93 0.00

2 64.35 15.12 9.46 37.47 9.62 36.35 0.17
3 61.39 14.49 8.73 39.72 9.27 36.03 0.53
4 58.56 13.56 7.93 41.52 8.74 35.51 0.81

Most deprived 54.71 12.66 7.07 44.16 8.23 35.04 1.16

Age at diagnosis: 80
Least deprived 49.96 9.35 5.02 46.35 5.02 46.35 0.00

2 48.57 8.62 4.60 46.70 4.71 45.37 0.11
3 46.97 8.35 4.35 47.89 4.59 45.11 0.23
4 44.40 7.92 3.98 49.76 4.39 44.61 0.41

Most deprived 41.41 7.69 3.68 52.17 4.27 44.49 0.59
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TABLE 4.9: Rectal cancer (females): age-specific proportion of life lost by deprivation group if
patients had (i) their own relative survival and (ii) the same relative survival as the least deprived
group.

Keep their own RS RS = as least deprived

Deprivation
Group

5-year
RS

Mean
Years
w/o
Cancer

Mean
Years
with
Cancer

Prop (%)
Mean
Years
with
Cancer

Prop (%) Years
Gained

Age at diagnosis: 50
Least deprived 71.15 36.37 23.62 35.05 23.62 35.05 0.00

2 70.39 35.19 22.65 35.63 22.92 34.86 0.27
3 66.04 34.34 19.99 41.78 22.41 34.74 2.42
4 67.01 33.13 19.66 40.64 21.68 34.56 2.02

Most deprived 61.25 31.56 17.28 45.24 20.73 34.33 3.45

Age at diagnosis: 60
Least deprived 72.96 27.06 18.51 31.58 18.51 31.58 0.00

2 71.50 26.00 17.45 32.88 17.85 31.34 0.40
3 68.37 25.26 15.87 37.17 17.38 31.19 1.51
4 66.98 24.27 14.91 38.59 16.75 30.99 1.85

Most deprived 60.73 23.08 12.97 43.80 15.99 30.74 3.01

Age at diagnosis: 70
Least deprived 68.09 18.26 12.19 33.23 12.19 33.23 0.00

2 67.00 17.35 11.45 34.03 11.64 32.93 0.19
3 63.82 16.82 10.47 37.74 11.30 32.77 0.83
4 63.16 16.12 9.95 38.31 10.87 32.56 0.93

Most deprived 57.38 15.39 8.77 43.03 10.41 32.34 1.64

Age at diagnosis: 80
Least deprived 52.04 10.75 5.96 44.60 5.96 44.60 0.00

2 51.74 10.05 5.57 44.58 5.62 44.09 0.05
3 48.06 9.81 5.09 48.13 5.50 43.95 0.41
4 49.15 9.47 5.00 47.22 5.33 43.73 0.33

Most deprived 44.91 9.24 4.56 50.67 5.21 43.62 0.65
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and females colon cancer patients respectively. For rectal cancer, there would also be

4,348 life-years and 2,947 life-years gained for males and females, respectively. This can

also be seen graphically in Figures A.1 and A.2 for colon cancer patients and in Figures

A.3 and A.4 for rectal cancer patients, which are available in Appendix A. There are fewer

patients diagnosed with rectal cancer in 2013, so even though the average LLE is slightly

higher for rectal cancer, there were a lot less TYL due to rectal cancer in comparison with

colon cancer.

TABLE 4.10: Total years lost, for colon and rectal cancer patients, based on 2013 diagnosis if
they had (i) their own relative survival or (ii) the same relative survival as the least deprived group.

Keep their own RS RS = as least deprived
Deprivation Group Size Mean Total Mean Total Years

Group in 2013 Years Lost Years Lost Years Lost Years Lost Gained

Colon cancer
Males
Least deprived 2,430 6.76 16,431 6.76 16,431 0

2 2,443 6.47 15,808 6.26 15,289 519
3 2,324 6.45 14,992 6.10 14,169 823
4 2,039 6.44 13,138 5.96 12,147 991

Most deprived 1,708 6.98 11,914 5.84 9,977 1,937
Females
Least deprived 2,053 7.32 15,022 7.32 15,022 0

2 2,217 6.85 15,178 6.76 14,996 182
3 2,065 7.24 14,949 6.77 13,986 963
4 1,845 7.24 13,357 6.72 12,395 962

Most deprived 1,483 7.96 11,804 6.71 9,950 1,854

Rectal cancer
Males
Least deprived 1,464 7.10 10,384 7.10 10,384 0

2 1,499 6.90 10,412 6.50 9,790 622
3 1,395 6.90 9,654 6.30 8,745 909
4 1,245 6.90 8,553 6.00 7,475 1,078

Most deprived 1,158 7.40 8534 5.90 6,795 1,739
Females
Least deprived 790 7.30 5,761 7.30 5,761 0

2 816 7.00 5,714 6.80 5,567 147
3 843 7.40 6,265 6.40 5,409 856
4 779 7.40 5,784 6.40 4,997 787

Most deprived 642 8.10 5,208 6.30 4,051 1,157

Updated estimates of LLE, conditional on 1-year survival, are given in Tables 4.11 and

4.12 for males and females with colon cancer. The updated estimates suggest that among

patients who survived their cancer for 1-year, there would still be years gained if an in-
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tervention was applied to remove cancer-related differences by shifting patients relative

survival to that of the least deprived group. For instance, for a male patient from the most

deprived group that was diagnosed with colon cancer at 60 years old, 1.75 years would be

gained on average under an intervention of shifting their relative survival to that of a least

deprived patient. However, for 60-year-old males who already survived their cancer for

a year, a potential gain of 1 year would be observed (rather that 0.75 years). Conditional

estimates of LLE for rectal cancer patients can be found in Tables A.1 and A.2 that are

available in Appendix A.

TABLE 4.11: Colon cancer (males): Loss in life expectancy (both unconditional and conditional
on 1-year survival) if patients diagnosed at the ages of 50, 60, 70, 80 years old had (i) their own
relative survival or (ii) the same relative survival as the least deprived group.

Unconditional Conditional on 1-year Survival

Deprivation
Group

Loss in
Life Expectancy Years

Gained

Loss in
Life Expectancy Years

Gained
Keep
own
RS

RS =
as least
deprived

Keep
own
RS

RS =
as least
deprived

Age at diagnosis: 50
Least deprived 13.66 13.66 0.00 10.48 10.48 0.00

2 13.79 13.06 0.73 10.30 10.00 0.30
3 13.53 12.52 1.01 10.04 9.56 0.47
4 12.44 11.73 0.70 8.88 8.94 -0.06

Most deprived 13.15 10.79 2.36 9.62 8.20 1.42

Age at diagnosis: 60
Least deprived 9.54 9.54 0.00 7.06 7.06 0.00

2 9.36 9.01 0.34 6.71 6.64 0.07
3 9.37 8.59 0.78 6.68 6.31 0.36
4 8.99 7.97 1.01 6.20 5.84 0.36

Most deprived 9.04 7.29 1.75 6.33 5.33 1.00

Age at diagnosis: 70
Least deprived 6.27 6.27 0.00 4.22 4.22 0.00

2 6.02 5.82 0.20 3.88 3.89 -0.01
3 5.90 5.54 0.36 3.77 3.69 0.08
4 5.77 5.12 0.65 3.57 3.40 0.16

Most deprived 5.72 4.73 0.99 3.56 3.14 0.42

Age at diagnosis: 80
Least deprived 4.31 4.31 0.00 2.49 2.49 0.00

2 3.97 3.91 0.06 2.15 2.23 -0.08
3 3.82 3.77 0.05 2.03 2.15 -0.12
4 3.76 3.55 0.21 1.93 2.02 -0.09

Most deprived 3.87 3.43 0.44 2.00 1.97 0.03

Table 4.13 shows the partitioning of the differences between the least and most deprived
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TABLE 4.12: Colon cancer (females): Loss in life expectancy (both unconditional and conditional
on 1-year survival) if patients diagnosed at the ages of 50, 60, 70, 80 years old had (i) their own
relative survival or (ii) the same relative survival as the least deprived group.

Unconditional Conditional on 1-year Survival

Deprivation
Group

Loss in
Life Expectancy Years

Gained

Loss in
Life Expectancy Years

Gained
Keep
own
RS

RS =
As least
deprived

Keep
own
RS

RS =
As least
deprived

Age at diagnosis: 50
Least deprived 14.56 14.56 0.00 11.05 11.05 0.00

2 13.82 14.03 -0.21 10.20 10.63 -0.43
3 14.55 13.65 0.90 10.89 10.34 0.55
4 13.60 13.12 0.48 9.87 9.92 -0.06

Most deprived 14.31 12.44 1.88 10.58 9.39 1.18

Age at diagnosis: 60
Least deprived 10.48 10.48 0.00 7.50 7.50 0.00

2 10.04 10.02 0.03 6.95 7.15 -0.20
3 10.39 9.70 0.69 7.29 6.91 0.38
4 9.99 9.27 0.71 6.78 6.60 0.18

Most deprived 10.72 8.76 1.96 7.44 6.23 1.21

Age at diagnosis: 70
Least deprived 6.87 6.87 0.00 4.33 4.33 0.00

2 6.68 6.48 0.19 4.02 4.06 -0.05
3 6.78 6.26 0.52 4.14 3.92 0.23
4 6.71 5.97 0.74 3.93 3.73 0.20

Most deprived 7.16 5.66 1.50 4.30 3.54 0.77

Age at diagnosis: 80
Least deprived 4.49 4.49 0.00 2.24 2.24 0.00

2 4.33 4.16 0.18 2.00 2.05 -0.05
3 4.35 4.05 0.30 2.06 2.00 0.05
4 4.40 3.89 0.51 1.95 1.92 0.02

Most deprived 4.63 3.79 0.84 2.11 1.88 0.23

groups into two components: i) proportion that can be explained by cancer differences

and ii) proportion that is explained by other cause differences. Updated proportions con-

ditioning on 1-year survival are also provided. For females diagnosed with colon cancer

at the age of 70 years old, cancer appears to explain 47.42% of the observed differences

and the remaining 52.58% of the differences are due to other causes. This was calculated

as follows: the life expectancy of colon cancer female patients from the least deprived

group (diagnosed at 70 years old) was estimated to be 11.38 years and the equivalent

life expectancy for the most deprived females was 8.23 years, resulting in a difference

of 3.15 years between the two groups (Table 4.7). Under a hypothetical intervention that
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would allow the most deprived patients to have the same relative survival as the least

deprived patients, the life expectancy of the most deprived females would increase to 9.72

years, resulting in a difference of 1.66 years between the least and most deprived groups.

Thus, 52.88%
(
=

1.66
3.15

)
of the total differences would still be present and these can be

explained by other causes. Similar results were observed for all other ages at diagnosis

with cancer explaining almost half of the survival differences between the least and most

deprived groups. Conditioning on 1-year of survival, the contribution of cancer to the

observed differences is considerably reduced and other causes dominate. This was also the

case for male colon cancer patients, for whom other causes explained a larger proportion of

survival differences. In general, older patients have a higher proportion explained by other

causes. For rectal cancer patients, the contribution of cancer to the survival differences

was reduced after 1-year of survival but the decrease was less profound in comparison

with colon cancer.

TABLE 4.13: Proportion of differences in life expectancy, between the least and most deprived
groups, which can be explained by differences in either cancer differences or other cause differences
by age at diagnosis, sex and cancer type. Measures are given both based on the beginning of follow-
up as well as conditioning on 1-year survival.

Age at Diagnosis
Unconditional Conditioning on 1-year survival

Proportion
Due to Cancer

Proportion
Due to Other

Proportion
Due to Cancer

Proportion
Due to Other

Colon cancer
Males

50 40.90 59.10 26.74 73.26
60 38.68 61.32 24.11 75.89
70 34.45 65.55 16.27 83.73
80 35.76 64.25 3.08 96.92

Females
50 41.06 58.94 27.70 72.30
60 46.47 53.53 31.81 68.19
70 47.42 52.58 28.24 71.76
80 50.69 49.31 18.32 81.68

Rectal cancer
Males

50 43.58 56.42 31.88 68.12
60 44.34 55.66 32.79 67.21
70 37.65 62.35 21.11 78.89
80 44.06 55.94 15.26 84.74

Females
50 54.32 45.68 46.86 53.14
60 54.40 45.60 46.18 53.82
70 48.01 51.99 35.38 64.62
80 46.59 53.41 24.10 75.90
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F IGURE 4.10: Loss in life expectancy for 70-year old female patients at the most deprived group
(Dep 5) if they had i) their own relative survival or ii) the same relative survival as the least deprived
group (Dep 1).
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Finally, the potential gains from a hypothetical intervention that aims to remove differences

in cancer-related survival are shown graphically in Figure 4.10 for patients diagnosed at

the age of 70 years. Cancer would result in a loss of 7.06 years on average (Figure

4.10A.). However, by applying the relative survival of the least deprived patients to the

most deprived patients, the loss would be 5.61 years instead. Figure 4.10B shows the

updated estimated of LLE conditioning on the fact that the patients have survived their

cancer for a year. The conditional LLE would be 4.32 years on average for patients who

were diagnosed at 70 but have already survived for a year. This number would be reduced

to 3.56 years under the intervention. In general, survival differences between the least

and most deprived are being reduced with follow-up time. The reduction in LLE when

conditioning on 1-year survival can partly be explained by having fewer years to lose, given

that the patient has already survived for 1 year. Additionally, it can be further explained

by patients having survived through the first year following their diagnosis during which

the excess mortality is high.

4.6 DISCUSSION

This chapter outlined life expectancy measures that can be applied to estimate the impact

of a cancer diagnosis on the whole lifespan of an individual or a whole population. Such

measures include the LLE, PLL, and TYL based on the number of patients diagnosed

in a specific year. Conditional measures were also described and these provide an up-

dated estimate for those who already survived their cancer for a number of years. Life

expectancy measures are intuitive measures that have a simple interpretation even after

fitting complex survival models and so they can be used to improve communication of

cancer statistics. They can be applied to provide estimates, in a real-world setting, for

the impact cancer might have on a patient’s life expectancy and so they can be useful for

the communication of cancer prognosis to patients. Life expectancy measures can also be

utilised to estimate the cancer burden for a whole population and so they can be of great

interest for public health and have the potential to fill in an important gap in the evidence

base to support and inform policy-making. The applications of this chapter utilised large

population-based data and thus focused on estimating only point estimates without report-

ing uncertainty measures. However, estimates for the confidence intervals of loss in life
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expectancy measures can be obtained by applying the delta method (See Section 6.4.4 for

more details).

Life expectancy measures provide estimates for the actual impact of cancer in the popu-

lation of interest in a real-world setting. LLE varies substantially by age but the PLL can

also be estimated and this is less dependent of age. However, caution is required when

the main aim is to perform comparisons between populations as it is still influenced by

the expected life remaining. Relative survival provide estimates in a net-world setting and

accounts for differential background. It can be useful for making comparisons across time,

across different age groups in our population and across different countries. In general,

both life expectancy measures and relative survival measures can be estimated and each

one can help us understand different aspects of cancer.

An important point for the estimation of life expectancy measures is that they require

extrapolation of the expected and all-cause survival curves until they reach zero. The

expected survival is extrapolated by making assumptions about the future mortality rates

in the general population. The extrapolation of the all-cause survival is a more challenging

task. This was discussed in Section 4.4, where the approach by Andersson et al. was

described [52]. The main idea of this approach is to extrapolate the relative survival

instead and then multiply this with the expected survival to obtained the all-cause survival.

A small evaluation of the extrapolation method was conducted and compared i) a non-

period analysis, ii) a period analysis and ii) a period analysis with an additional constraint.

For the constraint, all time-dependent hazard ratios were forced to be constant after a

timepoint to ensure that a misleading large increase or decrease is not introduced in the data.

Even though the period analysis yielded large differences with the non-period analysis,

the extrapolation appeared to be insensitive to the additional constraint. This can partly

be explained by the low excess mortality later on as the other cause mortality dominates.

Thus, different relative effects make little difference in absolute terms.

In Section 4.5.1, the impact of a cancer diagnosis by socioeconomic group was estimated

for a range of cancers in England, using life expectancy measures, both on the absolute

and proportional scale. Lung and stomach cancers had the highest LLE, while melanoma,

prostate and breast cancers had the lowest LLE. A similar pattern was observed for

PLL, with the proportion of life lost varying from slightly more than 10% to almost
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90% across cancers. For all cancers, LLE varies considerably with age at diagnosis as

younger patients have more years to lose. In general, women lose more years than men.

For most cancers, the LLE was higher in the least deprived group as a result of different

background mortalities between socioeconomic groups. That is why the pattern is reversed

for PLL. Ovarian cancer was an exception as both LLE and PLL were higher for the most

affluent. Potential reasons for this could be the small differences in cancer-related survival

differences (i.e. relative survival) and the larger differences in background survival as

well as the younger mean age in the most deprived group. The TYL in 2013 were also

estimated. Lung cancer had the highest TYL, followed by breast cancer despite it affecting

only females in our population. The lowest TYL in 2013 was found for melanoma and

bladder cancers.

The results of this study are consistent with other studies that reported differences in

cancer survival by socioeconomic groups, both in England and abroad [193–197, 199–

202]. Despite the NHS national policies aimed at reducing inequalities [203, 204], an

evaluation of the 2000 NHS plan showed that even though survival after a cancer diagnosis

has been improved the last years, disparities in cancer outcomes between the least and the

most deprived groups continue to exist [205].

In Section 4.5.2, the observed socioeconomic differences of colon and rectal cancers

were explored further by quantifying the potential gain in life-years after removing such

differences. The analysis showed that removing cancer-related differences would yield

an important gain in life-years and the results highlighted the importance of policies that

target the most affected group and aim to reduce socioeconomic inequalities.

In particular, an intervention of removing cancer-related differences between the least and

the most deprived patients would result in 1.14 years and 1.25 years gain on average for

male and female colon cancer patients respectively. For rectal cancer, males would gain

1.5 years and females would gain 1.8 years on average. The potential gain in life-years

varies considerably with age at diagnosis and younger patients are expected to gain more

years than older patients e.g. rectal cancer females diagnosed at the age of 50 would gain

3.45 year on average after such intervention. The higher gain in life-years for the younger

patients is particularly important, as it had been shown that the incidence of colon and

rectal cancer is increasing in those under 50 years old [206–210]. On a population level
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and based on the number of people diagnosed in 2013, an intervention of eliminating

cancer-related differences across all deprivation groups would have as a result a gain of

8,231 years for colon cancer patients and 7,295 years for rectal cancer patients.

As an attempt to improve our understanding of whether the survival differences remain

with follow-up, estimates after conditioning on 1-year survival were also obtained. Con-

ditional measures provided updated estimates for those who survived their cancer for a

number of years. According to the findings, the cancer-related differences diminish with

time since diagnosis but other cause differences continue to be present. Conditioning

on 1-year survival, the gap between the least and the most deprived groups is mainly ex-

plained by background mortality as the contribution of cancer in the total differences is

considerably lower than the contribution of other causes.

The two applications of this chapter have demonstrated that there are large differences

in terms of prognosis across socioeconomic groups and that a hypothetical intervention

of removing cancer-related differences would result in a gain of many life-years for the

most affected groups. The potential impact of hypothetical interventions like the ones

discussed in this chapter, would be more appropriately addressed by using causal infer-

ence approaches. The work of this chapter was conducted before the extension of causal

inference methods in a relative survival setting and it actually motivated the extensions

that are discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. The methods that are utilised here are very similar,

but in Chapters 6 and 7, the investigation of hypothetical interventions will be formalised

in a causal framework, several causal measures of interest will be introduced and special

consideration will be provided on the assumptions required for their identification. Further

to that, it will also be easier and faster to obtain measures of uncertainty by using the Stata

command standsurv.

An intervention of removing all-cause survival differences may not be easy to apply in prac-

tice. Many factors account for the observed differences between socioeconomic groups,

as the deprivation gap is unlikely to be explained entirely by differences in tumour charac-

teristics [211]. The underlying determinants that drive differences are not well understood

and the suggesting factors remain controversial as differences are present despite of the

way that deprivation is defined and even in countries with universal healthcare system.

In a randomised clinical trial, in which equal treatment was provided to patients, it was
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found that deprivation differences were reduced, suggesting that other factors related to

the healthcare system, might account for the variation [212]. The most common factor

suggested for partially explaining the differences, is stage at diagnosis [210, 213]. In chap-

ter 7, mediation analysis methods will be extended in the relative survival framework and,

by using colon cancer registry data, the role of stage at diagnosis as a potential mediator

in the association between socioeconomic status and survival will be explored. Previous

studies have also suggested that part of the observed differences could be explained by dif-

ferential treatment, lifestyle, patients’ characteristics such as comorbidity, health-seeking

behaviours and psychosocial factors as well as screening [45, 211, 214–217]. A study

indicated that emotional and practical barriers were strongly negatively associated with

education [218]. Such barriers could affect an individual’s decision to attend screening

and therefore result in cancer being detected at a more advanced stage. An evaluation of

the colorectal cancer screening programme that was initiated in 2006 in England showed

a large gradient by socioeconomic status with the uptake ranging from 35% in the most

deprived to 61% in the least deprived [219]. Identifying all the factors that drive all-cause

differences can be challenging due to the complicated mechanisms that relate to both

cancer and other causes. By utilising the relative survival framework, we can focus on

cancer-related differences instead, which might be easier to identify.

A better understanding of the mechanisms that generate inequalities is essential as it would

enable the implementation of appropriate policies to eliminate them. If survival differ-

ences were driven by differences in stage distribution that might be the result of differential

screening uptake, then an intervention that aims to reduce differences in relative survival

between socioeconomic groups could for example focus on increasing awareness of screen-

ing services in most deprived groups. This can be explored further by applying mediation

analysis methods (See Chapter 7).

In Chapter 5, the excess cancer mortality will be partitioned into two components i) excess

DCS mortality and ii) remaining excess mortality, as a way to indirectly investigate if

survival differences are partly due to treatment-related factors such as adverse treatment

events. Chapters 6 and 7 will set relative survival in a more formal causal framework

and will utilise mediation analysis approaches as a useful tool for investigating possible

mechanisms that can explain the observed differences and the factors that are responsible
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for them.
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5

PARTITIONING EXCESS CANCER MORTALITY

5.1 CHAPTER OUTLINE

The excess mortality rate quantifies the mortality associated with cancer, both directly and

indirectly. This chapter focuses on the partitioning of excess mortality of cancer into com-

ponents: the excess DCS mortality (deaths from diseases of the circulatory system) and

remaining excess mortality. Partitioning of excess mortality can be useful for exploring

survival differences, such as survival differences between socioeconomic groups, and how

these arise. For instance, it is useful to know if the socioeconomic differences that were

discussed in Chapter 4 are also present within the component-specific excess mortality.

First, some motivation for partitioning excess mortality is given in Section 5.2. Existing

methodology for partitioning excess methodology is described in Section 5.3, together

with an extension that allows more flexibility in the modelling assumptions. In Section 5.4,

the extended method is utilised for the partitioning of the excess mortality of Hodgkin lym-

phoma. Finally in Section 5.5, the main findings are summarised and potential limitations

of the analysis are discussed.

5.2 INTRODUCTION

Excess mortality captures the mortality rate that is associated with the cancer of interest.

However, it provides no information on whether these deaths are directly or indirectly

attributed to cancer. For example, deaths that are directly linked to cancer are deaths that
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occurred after the failure of vital organs affected by the tumour. These deaths would be

classified as deaths from the cancer of interest on a death certificate. Indirect cancer deaths

include late adverse effects of the treatment, secondary malignancies or even suicides.

These are not directly caused by the cancer but would not be observed in the absence of

cancer. For instance, for Hodgkin lymphoma, many studies have previously reported an

increased risk of cardiovascular disorders (such as myocardial infarction) as a possible

consequence of radiotherapy and chemotherapy [42–44]. Late adverse treatment effects

are an important issue given the improved survival for most cancers. Thus, it is important

to quantify the extent of this, i.e how much is due to the cancer the patient has been

diagnosed with and how much to due long term side effects.

Differential treatment has been suggested as a potential factor that drives socioeconomic

differences in survival [22, 45–50]. This chapter will investigate socioeconomic differ-

ences and indirectly explore the potential impact of treatment on the socioeconomic vari-

ation, when treatment information is not available in the data. In particular, the excess

cancer mortality rate will be partitioned into components: mortality associated with deaths

from diseases of the circulatory system (DCS) and the remaining excess mortality. An

increased DCS mortality many years after diagnosis could be the result of late adverse

treatment effects, as it is known that treatment has an impact on DCS complications. Dif-

ferences in the DCS excess mortality rate between deprivation groups could then serve as

an indicator for potential differential treatment allocation across groups. Of course, cancer

registry data are only observational data and any relevant findings should be viewed only

as a descriptive analysis and interpreted with caution, keeping potential limitations of

observational data in mind. For instance, individuals diagnosed with cancer could differ

from the general population in terms of other risk factors that increase their underlying

cardiovascular risk, but this information might not be available in registry data. The find-

ings of an analysis like the one described in this chapter, may then indicate the need of a

causal study with available treatment information.

Investigating the excess DCS mortality rate following a cancer diagnosis can be quite

challenging. The estimation of such quantity requires information on the cause of death

that cannot be deducted. In particular, it would require knowledge on whether the cardio-

vascular death of a cancer survivor would still be present if the patient had not had cancer.
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One might consider comparing the DCS-specific mortality in a group that received the

treatment and a group that did not. However, information on treatment has only started

being recorded recently in cancer registry data. Also, even though it is useful to have

treatment information, a comparison between treated and untreated using registry data

should still only be seen as a descriptive analysis, as there would still be many unobserved

confounders. Standard relative survival models cannot be directly applied to partition the

excess cancer mortality, as they only provide estimates for the overall excess mortality.

Eloranta et al. proposed the use of an extended FPM for relative survival that simultane-

ously models the DCS deaths and the remaining deaths [53]. In this model, a separate

baseline excess hazard function is estimated for each of the outcomes of interest. More

information on methods for partitioning excess mortality rate is given in the following

section.

5.3 STATISTICAL METHODS

The method suggested by Eloranta et al. for partitioning excess mortality will be outlined

in Section 5.3.1, followed by an extension that allows more flexibility in Section 5.3.2.

Other useful measures such as crude probabilities of death will be described in Section

5.3.4.

5.3.1 Partitioning the excess mortality

The observed cumulative hazard of equation 2.25 can be written as the summation of the

expected and the excess cumulative mortality:

H(t) = H∗(t)+Λ(t),

This can be further partitioned into components of interest:

H(t) = H∗DCS(t)+H∗other(t)+ΛDCS(t)+Λother(t)

where H∗(t) is partitioned into the expected cumulative mortality from DCS, H∗DCS(t), and

the expected cumulative mortality from other non-DCS causes, H∗other(t). The all-cause
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excess mortality, Λ(t), is also partitioned into the excess mortality rate from DCS, ΛDCS(t),

and the excess mortality rate from other cancer-related causes, Λother(t).

The main idea of the approach suggested by Eloranta et al. is that, while ΛDCS(t) and

Λother(t) need to be estimated, terms H∗DCS(t) and H∗other(t) can be considered to be known

in the same way as for a standard relative survival model [53]. The expected mortality rates

are then obtained from available lifetables in the general population that are stratified by

sufficient variables. A key point of this approach is that the excess DCS rate mortality can

be estimated. This could be difficult to identify solely on information available on death

certificates. However, under the relative survival framework, it is possible to indirectly

estimate the excess DCS mortality by comparing the DCS mortality rates of the cancer

population with that of the general population that is free from the cancer of interest.

For the estimation of the excess mortality components, Eloranta et al. suggested a joint

model for the two outcomes of interest that requires additional data preparation in a long

format dataset [17]. In such datasets, a separate row is required for each cause of death

for every individual in the study population i.e. one row for DCS deaths and one row for

other cancer-related deaths. Another variable that serves as a cause of death indicator is

also required. The event indicator variable enables the inclusion of cause of death as a

time-dependent effect in the model. Thus, the model accounts for different shapes for the

baseline excess mortality function of each outcome. The joint model assumes that some

covariate effects are shared between the outcomes and can be written as:

ln(Λ j(t|X)) = s(ln(t)|γ0,k0)+βTX

− c j
(
βDCS + s(ln(t)|γDCS,kDCS)+β

T
DCSX

) (5.1)

with j ∈ {DCS,other} and

c j =

0 if j = other

1 if j = DCS

Term βT denotes the covariate effects that are common for the two causes of death and

βT
DCS are the interaction effects that allow additional covariate effects for the excess DCS

mortality. Also, s(ln(t)|γ0,k0) denotes the spline function used for the baseline excess
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mortality function for other causes, βDCS is the coefficient representing the shift in the

baseline excess function for the excess DCS mortality, and s(ln(t)|γDCS,kDCS) the time-

dependent effect that allows the baseline excess mortality for excess DCS mortality to vary.

Including additional interaction effects is also possible by including the relevant spline

terms.

5.3.2 Alternative approach to allow for flexibility in the modelling assumptions

The joint model of equation 5.1, allows common covariate effects for the outcomes of

interest. If one is willing to make such an assumption, then the approach of Eloranta et al.

provides estimates for the component-specific excess mortality. However, sometimes it

might be preferable to avoid imposing strong assumptions about equivalent effects between

outcomes. This is particularly relevant with large data such as cancer registry data, as

models with complex effects can be fitted instead.

An alternative approach would be to fit separate models for each outcome:

ln(Λ j(t|X)) = s(ln(t)|γ0 j,k0 j)+β
T
jXj+

D j

∑
d=1

s(ln(t)|δd j,kd j)Xd j (5.2)

where s(ln(t)|γ0 j,k0 j) is the spline function for the baseline excess hazard function of

outcome j, βT
j are the coefficients that correspond to covariates Xj of outcome j, D j is

the number of the time-dependent covariate effects for outcome j and s(ln(t)|δd j,kd j) is

the spline function for the dth time-dependent effect and outcome j.

By fitting separate models, a different set of covariates and interaction terms can be mod-

elled for each outcome and a different shape is assumed for each component-specific

baseline excess mortality function. This approach is equivalent to the joint model of equa-

tion 5.1, if all interactions are included in the joint model. However, fitting separate models

might be easier for the analyst.
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5.3.3 Obtaining marginal estimates for a whole population

To summarise the excess DCS and excess non-DCS mortality for a whole population or

subgroups, the relevant marginal excess mortality rates can be derived. The component-

specific marginal excess mortality can be obtained by applying the usual transformation

from survival to hazard function (as in equation 2.3)

λ
s
j (t) =−

∂

∂ t

[
logE

[
R j(t|Xj)

]]
with E

[
R j(t|Xj)

]
denoting the marginal relative survival function for each outcome j

and can be estimated as the average of the individual relative survival functions in a study

population of N patients:

E
[
R̂ j(t|Xj)

]
=

1
N

N

∑
i=1

R̂ j(t|Xj = x ji)

The component-specific marginal excess mortality rates are then given as a weighted

average of the individual hazards :

λ̂ j
s
(t) =

1
N

∑
N
i=1 R̂ j(t|Xj = x ji)λ̂ j(t|Xj = x ji)

∑
N
i=1 R̂ j(t|Xj = x ji)

Another measure that might be of interest is the proportion of overall marginal excess

mortality rates that is explained by a specific-component marginal excess mortality. For

instance, the proportion that is explained by DCS excess mortality is equal to:

PropDCS =
λ̂ s

DCS(t)

λ̂ s
DCS(t)+ λ̂ s

other(t)
(5.3)

5.3.4 Crude probabilities of death

Transforming excess mortality rates to survival provides survival estimates in the net-world

setting where it is not possible to die from other causes. Other measures, such as loss in

life expectancy measures discussed in detail in Chapter 4, which provide measures in a
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real-world setting where other causes of death are present, may be more relevant for the

communication of cancer statistics to a wider audience. The competing risks literature

is often focusing on estimating crude probabilities of death instead [220]. Excess rates

may be easier to understand when show the impact on the probability of death. Crude

probabilities are interpreted in a real-world setting where other causes of death are present

and are the relative survival equivalent of cause-specific cumulative incidence functions

[221]. The crude probability of dying from cancer in the presence of other causes of death

is defined as Fc(t) = P(T ≤ t,δ = c), with δ denoting an indicator for the type of outcome,

which in this example is cancer, c. This can be calculated from the cause-specific hazard

rates, hc(t) and the all-cause survival, S(t):

Fc(t) =
∫ t

0
S(u)hc(u)du,

where

hc(t) = lim
∆t→0

P(t ≤ T < T +∆t,δ = c|T ≥ t)
∆t

Using the relative survival framework, the estimate of all-cause survival is replaced by its

relative survival counterpart S∗(t)R(t). Similarly, the cause-specific hazard is replaced by

λ (t). The crude probability of dying from cancer can then be written as:

Fc(t) =
∫ t

0
S∗(u)R(u)λ (u)du (5.4)

In the same way, the crude probability of dying from other causes in the presence of cancer,

Fo(t), is given by using the corresponding hazard function, h∗(u):

Fo(t) =
∫ t

0
S∗(u)R(u)h∗(u)du

The crude probability of death due to any cause is then derived by adding the two crude

probabilities:

Fall(t) = Fc(t)+Fo(t) =
∫ t

0
S∗(u)R(u)h(u)du

The crude probability of cancer can be partitioned further to provide component-specific
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crude probabilities of death:

Fc, j(t) =
∫ t

0
S∗(u)R(u)λ j(u)du, j ∈ {DCS,other} (5.5)

where R(u) = ∏ j R j(u) and λ j(u) =
dΛ j(t)

dt
obtained by equation 5.2.

The Fc,DCS(t) gives the crude DCS-related probability of death and Fc,other(t) the remaining

cancer-related crude probability of death. The crude probability of dying from cancer can

now be written as:

Fc(t) = Fc,DCS(t)+Fc,other(t)

The expected mortality rates, S∗(t), is obtained by available population lifetables from a

population that is free from the cancer of interest in the same way as in a standard relative

survival model.

Estimation of crude probabilities is available in Stata using the postestimation command

standsurv by specifying the option crudeprob, after fitting a FPM with the stpm2

command. I contributed to standsurv by adding the option crudeprobpart that allows

the estimation of component-specific crude probabilities of deaths as the ones discussed in

expression 5.5, after fitting separate models for each cause. For the numerical integration

Gaussian quadrature was used [190].

5.4 APPLICATION TO HODGKIN LYMPHOMA

To demonstrate the methods, the excess cancer mortality of Hodgkin lymphoma patients

is partitioned into that due to DCS and non-DCS mortality, using the methods described

in Section 5.3.2. The impact of socioeconomic status on the component-specific excess

mortality rate is also investigated.

5.4.1 Data

Data included all individuals diagnosed with Hodgkin lymphoma at 18-80 years old be-

tween 1998-2013 in England, with follow-up time until the end of 2015. This is an

extended dataset of that described in Section 1.6, and it also includes information on the
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underlying cause of death for each patient. For the classification of cause of death, ICD-9

and ICD-10 codes were applied. In particular, DCS deaths were coded as ICD-9:390-459

and ICD-10:I00-I99. For simplicity and as the main aim is to demonstrate the methods,

only a subset of the available data will be utilised: out of 5 deprivation groups only the

least and most deprived groups are included in the analysis; the analysis is also restricted

to female patients. There were 3003 females included in the analysis, with more details in

Table 5.1.

TABLE 5.1: Number of female Hodgkin lymphoma patients (%) in the least and most deprived
groups by cause of death and age group.

Deprivation group
Least deprived Most deprived

Cause of death
Alive 1154 (79.04) 1102 (71.42)
DCS 29 (1.99) 42 (2.72)

Hodgkin 173 (11.85) 232 (15.04)
Other 104 (7.12) 167 (10.82)

Age-groups
18-29 443 (30.34) 492 (31.89)
30-44 409 (28.10) 394 (25.53)
45-54 164 (11.23) 168 (10.89)
55-64 182 (12.47) 222 (14.39)
65+ 262 (17.95) 267 (17.30)

Total 1460 (48.62) 1543 (51.38)

5.4.2 Constructing lifetables

Information on the expected mortality rates from DCS deaths and the expected mortality

rates from non-DCS deaths in the general population is also required. The expected

mortality rates are obtained from population lifetables that are stratified by sufficient

variables. However, such lifetables were not readily available at the time of the analysis

and they had to be constructed. Data were obtained from the Office for National Statistics

and included the number of deaths by selected causes and by deprivation decile areas, sex

and 5-year age groups, from 2001 to 2016 in England. Information for the population

size was also available by deprivation quintiles, sex and 5-year age groups, from 2001 to

2016 in England. Deprivation deciles were based on the Index of Multiple Deprivation
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(IMD) 2015. For the underlying cause of death information, the ICD-10 classification was

applied, with cardiovascular deaths codes: I00-I99.

To derive age-specific mortality rates for either DCS-deaths or non-DCS deaths (all other

deaths after excluding DCS deaths), Poisson models were fitted. Each model included age

while specifying the population size as an exposure, and was fitted separately for each year,

sex and deprivation quintile. Age was centered at the mid-point of each age-group and was

included in the model as a continuous but non-linear variable using restricted cubic splines

with knots at ages 18, 25, 50, 75 and 92.5 years old. For years before 2001 and after

2016, the same mortality rates of the minimum and maximum available years was given

respectively, stratified by sex, deprivation status and age. Age-specific mortality rates were

then obtained from the models, resulting in two population lifetables: i) expected DCS

mortality rates by sex, age, calendar year and deprivation group and ii) expected non-DCS

mortality rates by sex, age, calendar year and deprivation group.

5.4.3 Age-standardised relative survival by deprivation group

Differences in relative survival between deprivation groups were explored, by fitting a

standard FPM for relative survival with 5 df for the baseline excess hazard. The model

included deprivation status, age as a continuous non-linear variable (using restricted cu-

bic splines with 3 df) and an interaction of age with deprivation status. Time-dependent

effects were also allowed for deprivation and age. Expected mortality rates were incorpo-

rated from the general population and these were stratified by sex, age, calendar year and

deprivation status.

After fitting the model, marginal estimates of relative survival were estimated by obtaining

the standardised relative survival for the least and the most deprived patients. These were

standardised over the observed age distribution of the whole population. The results are

shown in Figure 5.1. There are large differences between the two groups, and 10 years

after diagnosis a difference of almost 8 percentage points is observed. The 10-year age-

standardised relative survival of the least and most deprived is equal to 82% and 74%,

respectively.
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F IGURE 5.1: Age-standardised relative survival by time since diagnosis, for the least and the
most deprived Hodgkin lymphoma patients.

5.4.4 Partitioning of the excess mortality of Hodgkin lymphoma patients

As shown in the previous section, there are large differences in relative survival between

deprivation groups. To investigate the differences, the overall excess mortality rate was

partitioned into component: DCS mortality and non-DCS mortality.

Two separate FPMs were fitted: i) a FPM for DCS deaths, with 2 df for the baseline

excess hazard, including age as a continuous non-linear variable (using restricted cubic

splines with 3 df) and deprivation status, and allowing for time-dependent effects for age

and deprivation (1 df, i.e a linear function of log time) ii) a FPM for non-DCS deaths,

with 4 df for the baseline excess hazard, including age as a continuous non-linear variable

(using restricted cubic splines with 3 df), deprivation status and interaction between age

and deprivation, as well as allowing for time-dependent effects for age and deprivation

(3 df). For the first model, expected mortality rates for DCS deaths were included in the

model and were constructed as discussed in Section 5.4.2. Similarly, expected mortality

rates for non-DCS deaths were incorporated in the second model.

Marginal component-specific excess mortality rates are shown in Figure 5.2A, on the log
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F IGURE 5.2: Excess cancer mortality partitioned into DCS mortality and non-DCS mortality by
deprivation group.
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scale. These were standardised over the observed age distribution of the overall population.

A high initial excess mortality rate was observed for both component-specific excess

mortalities. The marginal non-DCS excess mortality diminishes with time and there is a

constant difference between the least and the most deprived groups, with the most deprived

females having a higher excess mortality. For the marginal DCS excess mortality, the least

deprived patients have higher mortality initially, but after 5 years from diagnosis the most

deprived patients have a slightly higher DCS excess mortality. Age-specific estimates are

shown on the log scale in Figure 5.2B. There is a very high DCS mortality shortly after

diagnosis for the older patients. This could be due to incidental diagnoses and because

older patients are more vulnerable to DCS to begin with. The excess DCS mortality of

those diagnosed at ages 60 and 70 is decreasing with time, but the most deprived have a

higher excess mortality, especially after 5-years of diagnosis. However, this is not the case

for younger patients diagnosed at the age of 45 years old for whom an increase in DCS

excess mortality is observed. The excess non-DCS mortality is decreasing with time and

there are differences between the least and most deprived patients diagnosed at ages 45

and 60 years old. However, for older patients diagnosed at the age of 70 years old, the gap

between deprivation groups is no longer present.

In general, the contribution of DCS excess mortality to the total excess mortality is in-

creasing with time (estimated proportion as in equation 5.3). Ten years after diagnosis the

excess DCS mortality accounts for 15% of the overall excess mortality rate of the least

deprived and slightly less for the most deprived, Figure 5.3.

The application of the methods to the Hodgkin lymphoma dataset yielded many conver-

gence problems and did not allow the fitting of a complex model for DCS-deaths. As a

result, the model fitted for the DCS-deaths was a very simple model that may not capture

the underlying hazard and the relationships of the data adequately. Thus, the above results

should be viewed as a simple demonstration of the methods.

5.4.5 Crude probabilities of death for Hodgkin lymphoma patients

The estimated crude probabilities of death from different causes for females diagnosed in

1998 and at specific ages are shown in Figures 5.4. In addition to crude probabilities of
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F IGURE 5.3: Proportion of the total excess cancer mortality that is explained by DCS mortality
for the least and most deprived patients.

DCS deaths and non-DCS deaths, crude probabilities of other non-cancer-related causes

are also shown. For all ages, non-DCS deaths constitute the main contributing factor to

cancer excess mortality and excess DCS deaths constitute a small proportion of the total

probability of death. Other causes of death, which are not attributed to cancer, have a

higher contribution to the total mortality of older patients.

5.5 DISCUSSION

In this Chapter, methodology for partitioning the excess cancer mortality into components

was discussed. Such methodology is important as the excess mortality rate does not pro-

vide information on whether the excess mortality is directly or indirectly attributed to

cancer. Partitioning the excess mortality rate can be very useful for exploring the paths

through which cancer affects survival. For instance, it might be desirable to investigate

whether this is due to a direct effect or through adverse treatment effects. The type of anal-

ysis discussed in this chapter is that of a descriptive study as information on treatment was

not available but it is known that treatment can have an impact on DCS complications. As

a result, it cannot determine if potential excess DCS mortality is treatment-related. How-

ever, given existing knowledge about treatment adverse effects for Hodgkin lymphoma
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F IGURE 5.4: Crude probabilities of death by causes: DCS deaths deaths, non-DCS cancer-related
deaths, and other non-cancer-related causes, for specific ages and by deprivation group.
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patients, the results of such analysis may indicate the need for more causal studies where

treatment details are known.

Methodology for partitioning excess cancer mortality was initially developed by Eloranta

et al. that suggested a joint model for both competing events and allowed for common

covariate effects between them [53]. In this chapter, the suggested methodology was ex-

tended to enable more flexibility when modelling the outcomes of interest. This is done by

fitting two separate models for each outcome. Each model assumes a different shape for

the baseline excess hazard and makes different modelling assumption for the covariates

included in the model. This approach is equivalent to the Eloranta et al. approach when

full interactions are fitted in the joint model, but unless the assumption of shared effects

across causes is reasonable, it is easier to fit separate models and avoid complex statistical

models. Software to enable the prediction of component-specific crude probabilities of

death was also developed for Stata by adding the option crudeprobpart to the command

standsurv. Crude probabilities of death provide estimates that can be useful for com-

municating the impact of cancer to a wide audience as they overcome communication

limitations of the net-world setting. More specifically, they can be interpreted in the real-

world setting where both cancer and other causes of death are present and thus provide an

easier way to understand the impact of the excess rates. Even though this chapter described

the partitioning of excess mortality rate into two components, these can easily be extended

to more components. For each additional component, an additional population lifetable,

with respect to the outcome of interest, will be required.

For the implementation of the method, expected mortality rates are required, in the same

way as for standard relative survival approaches. For instance, consider that interest is

on partitioning the excess mortality rate into excess DCS mortality and remaining excess

mortality. In this case, two separate population lifetables are needed: a lifetable of the

expected mortality DCS rates in the general population and a lifetable for the expected non-

DCS rates in the general population. Even though the excess DCS deaths are estimated in

a relative survival framework, it is assumed that it is possible to categorise the underlying

cause of death into DCS and non-DCS deaths. This requires the availability of appropriate

cause of death information. However, this will not always be the case. To deal with such

limitations in the application of the methods to Hodgkin lymphoma, a wide definition
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of diseases of the circulatory system was chosen instead of focusing on more specific

causes. The impact of misclassification of the underlying cause of death can be explored

by conducting a sensitivity analysis and exploring how this affects the estimates [53].

Another assumption made is that the lifetables are stratified by sufficient factors to ensure

that the cancer population and the general population are comparable. That means that the

only difference between the two populations and their risk of DCS is the cancer of interest.

The methods were illustrated using an example on Hodgkin lymphoma data and exploring

socioeconomic differences in terms of the component-specific excess mortalities. In partic-

ular, the excess mortality rate was partitioned into excess DCS mortality, acting as a proxy

for adverse treatment effects, and remaining excess mortality. The relevant population

lifetables were not available and so they were constructed using data from the Office for

National Statistics. Unfortunately, this analysis does not allow for conclusions as there

were many modelling restrictions for DCS deaths, caused by convergence issues. This is

partly explained by few excess DCS events. Another study that explored temporal trends

in excess DCS mortality in Sweden, found that even though excess DCS mortality is not a

common source of mortality among Hodgkin lymphoma survivors nowadays, there was

a larger component of DCS mortality for patients diagnosed before 1980 [23]. In their

analysis, they included patients who were diagnosed between 1973 and 2006. The analysis

of this chapter, included only patients diagnosed from 1998 onwards as information before

that is not available, limiting also the available follow-up time. Changes in DCS deaths in

the general population make things also more difficult to interpret. A reduction in excess

DCS mortality could be due to either less cases of DCS or better care for those that do

get DCS. Weibull et al. looked at temporal trends in treatment-related incidence of DCS

among Hodgkin lymphoma patients [222]. They found that treatment-related incidence

of DCS has declined since the mid-1980s, but an excess risk still remains, suggesting that

more effort is required towards less toxic treatments.

Partitioning excess mortality rate into component parts can be very useful for investigating

direct and indirect effects of cancer and such methodology has the potential to improve

understanding on the pathways that affect cancer variation across population groups.
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6

MARGINAL MEASURES AND CAUSAL EFFECTS

6.1 CHAPTER OUTLINE

In this chapter, causal inference methods will be extended to the relative survival frame-

work as a valuable tool for exploring cancer disparities. The chapter is organised as follows.

The rationale for formalising a relative survival approach in the causal inference frame-

work is given in Section 6.2, followed by an introduction to the data that will be utilised

to illustrate the methods in Section 6.3. In Section 6.4, marginal measures of interest

within relative survival will be introduced: marginal relative survival, marginal all-cause

survival and marginal crude probabilities of death. Contrasts between these measures,

which allow the comparison between population groups, will be defined in Section 6.5.

Assumptions under which these contrasts are identifiable will also be discussed. In Section

6.6, contrasts within subsets of the population will be described. Other reporting measures,

i.e. avoidable deaths under hypothetical interventions, will be discussed in Section 6.7.

Finally, in Section 6.8, a summary of the methods will be given.

The material of this chapter has been published in the International Journal of Epidemiol-

ogy [223] and can also be found online at https://doi.org/10.1093/ije/dyz268.

6.2 INTRODUCTION

Causal inference methods can be applied to investigate an association between an exposure

and a time-to-event outcome, as well as to improve understanding of the mechanisms that
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drive the association. Causal inference provides a valuable tool for exploring cancer

survival differences across population groups, such as the socioeconomic differences that

were observed in Section 4.5. As discussed in Section 2.9, the mathematical framework

for formulating statistical models and assumptions in causal inference is that of potential

outcomes [113, 118, 224]. Only one of the potential outcomes can be factual given an

individuals specific exposure level (or history) and therefore individual causal effects

cannot be identified. That is why causal inference focuses on estimating average causal

effects instead [114, 225]. Average causal effects can be derived by comparing marginal

measures between exposure groups.

There are many ways to obtain marginal estimates, but in this chapter, the focus is on

regression standardisation methods [135, 226]. Alternative ways for obtaining the average

causal effects, including inverse probability weighting and doubly robust standardisation

approaches, will be explored in Chapter 8 [227–229]. Standardised estimates are easily

obtained by averaging over the marginal distribution of some covariates. Quite often a

natural choice for this standard covariate distribution is the observed sample distribution.

However, depending on the research question, an external standard distribution might be

more appropriate in some settings [198, 230]. Marginal estimates have a simple interpre-

tation as a single measure for each timepoint of interest, even after fitting complex models

with non-linear effects and interactions between covariates [231].

For this thesis, the exposure and confounders considered are time-fixed. If the exposure

and confounders of interest are time-varying, usual regression techniques do not estimate

causal parameters, even when the assumption of no unmeasured confounder is satisfied

[115–117].

In this chapter, causal inference methods will be extended to the relative survival frame-

work, which was introduced in Section 2.5.2, to enable the exploration of cancer disparities

in a more formalised setting. In particular, the focus will be on exploring cancer-related

factors that drive differences. Disparities in all-cause survival of cancer patients are the

result of complex mechanisms that involve both cancer-related and other factors. Relative

survival allows the isolation of cancer-related differences, the determinants of which might

be easier to study, and thus relative survival within the causal inference framework will

assist in improving understanding on cancer survival differences.
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6.3 INTRODUCING THE ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

In the following sections, the methods are illustrated using data on colon cancer. In

particular, data include patients diagnosed with colon cancer in 2008 in England and with

follow-up time until the end of 2013. This is a subset of the data discussed in Section 1.6

and includes information on sex, age at diagnosis and deprivation status; for simplicity,

only the least and most deprived groups are included in the analysis. The analysis included

7,346 patients in total, 55% of whom were in the least deprived group. More details on

the study population are available in Table 6.1.

TABLE 6.1: Number of colon cancer patients (%) diagnosed in 2008 in England in the least and
most deprived groups by sex and age group.

Deprivation group
Least deprived Most deprived

Sex
Males 2136 (52.37) 1772 (52.24)

Females 1943 (47.63) 1495 (45.76)

Age group
18-44 102 (2.50) 116 (3.55)
45-54 210 (5.15) 209 (6.40)
55-64 769 (18.85) 521 (15.95)
65-74 1149 (28.17) 972 (29.75)
75-84 1332 (32.66) 1045 (31.99)
85+ 517 (12.67) 404 (12.37)

Total 4079 (55.53) 3267 (44.47)

Survival estimates obtained from the Kaplan Meier and Pohar Perme non-parametric ap-

proaches (introduced in Section 2.6) are shown in Figure 6.1 by deprivation group. The

Kaplan Meier estimates are lower than the Pohar Perme estimates as the former is for

all-cause survival but the latter refers to a net-world setting where cancer is the only possi-

ble cause of death. The difference between the least and most deprived groups, obtained

from the non-parametric approaches, cannot be interpreted as causal as the two groups

might differ in terms of many underlying characteristics and thus careful consideration

and appropriate methodology should be applied to account for the imbalances that might

be present in observational data.

For the analysis of the data, a FPM was fitted, with 5 df for the baseline excess hazard.
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F IGURE 6.1: A) Kaplan Meier and B) the Pohar Perme estimates by deprivation group.

The model included deprivation status, sex and age as a continuous, non-linear variable

(using restricted cubic splines with 3 df). Time-dependent effects for age and deprivation

were also allowed. The fitted FPM can be written mathematically as:

ln [H(t|Dep, Sex, Age)] = s(ln(t)|γ0,k0)+βdepDep+βsexSex+ s(Age|γage,kage)

+ s(ln(t)|δdep,vdep)Dep

+ s(ln(t)|δage,vage)s(Age|γage,kage)

with s(ln(t)|γ0,k0) the spline function of the baseline excess hazard, s(Age|γage,kage)

the spline function for age, s(ln(t)|δd,vd) the spline function for the time-dependent terms

of d = Dep, Age and βc the relevant coefficients with c = Dep, Sex. Note that for age a

vector of coefficients is used, one for each spline term.

After fitting this model, a range of marginal estimates were derived and these are described

in the following section. The Stata code used to obtain the estimates is provided in

Appendix B.
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6.4 MARGINAL ESTIMATES OF INTEREST

In this section, several marginal measures of interest are defined. The marginal relative sur-

vival function will be introduced first. Then the marginal all-cause survival and marginal

crude probabilities of deaths due to cancer and due to other causes, within the relative sur-

vival framework, will be defined. For this section, the marginal estimates will be defined

for the overall population (while adjusting for a set of covariates), with no particular focus

on a specific exposure group. Contrasts between exposure groups (X = 0 and X = 1) will

be described in Section 6.5.

LetZ denote the set of all covariates, withZ1 andZ2 denoting the covariates for expected

and relative survival, respectively. Often the covariates for which the population lifetable

is stratified, Z1, will be a subset of the covariates included in the relative survival model,

Z2. In this case, Z2 will be the same as Z.

6.4.1 Marginal relative survival

Let R(t|Z2) denote the conditional relative survival at time t given convariates Z2. The

marginal relative survival function is defined as:

θ(t) = E [R(t|Z2)] (6.1)

with the expectation over the marginal distribution of Z2.

The marginal relative survival can be estimated, as the standardised relative survival, using

regression standardisation. First, a relative survival model, such as a FPM, is fitted. Then,

predictions of relative survival are obtained for each individual in the study population.

The standardised relative survival is derived as the average of these predictions. For a

study population of N patients, this can be written as:

θ̂(t) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

R̂(t|Z2 = z2i) (6.2)

Under assumptions discussed in Section 2.5.2, the standardised relative survival provide
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an estimate for the average survival of the whole population, in a net-world setting where

the cancer of interest is the only possible cause of death.

If interest is on the mortality scale, the standardised net probability of death can be obtained

instead and this is given by 1− θ̂(t).

A special feature of the marginal relative survival over the whole population is that, even

though it may be expected that it could be estimated from a model with no covariates, this

is not the case. This is because, it incorporates expected mortality rates of individuals

matched on characteristics that are available in the population lifetables. So in this case,

even though there will be no variation in the excess mortality rates, there will still be

variation in the expected mortality rates. More explanation on this issue is given in Section

8.3.1 and this issue will be particularly relevant when extending relative survival to the

inverse probability weighting approach in Section 8.3.2.

In equation 6.2, standardisation is performed using the covariate distribution in the study

population. In some settings, it might be preferable to standardise to an external population.

This is especially common when comparing the relative survival across different countries

[198]. As an example, the externally age-standardised relative survival can be calculated

as

θ̂(t) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

wiR̂(t|Z2 = z2i) (6.3)

where wi is a ratio of the proportion within an age group in the reference population to the

corresponding group in the study population. In this way, weights higher than 1 are applied

to groups that are underrepresented in the study population compared to the standard

population and weights lower than one are applied to age-groups that are overrepresented

[74]. In external age standardisation, the age distribution on the external population is

imposed on the study population. For instance, according to the International Cancer

Survival Standard weights discussed in Corazziari et al., for most cancers, the proportions

for the standard cancer population for age-groups 18-44, 45-54, 55-64, 65-74 and 75+ are

equal to 0.07, 0.12, 0.23, 0.23 and 0.29 respectively [198]. External standardisation could

potentially apply to variables other than age and in that case weights would be defined

as a relative proportion of the covariate pattern of the external population to the study

population.
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6.4.2 Marginal all-cause survival

To quantify survival in a real-world setting in which both cancer and other causes of

death are present, the marginal all-cause survival can be obtained instead. Let S(t|Z)

and S∗(t|Z1) denote the conditional all-cause and expected survival, respectively. Using

equation 2.6, the marginal all-cause survival is given by incorporating the expected survival

in equation 6.1. The estimand of interest is now defined as:

θ(t) = E [S(t|Z)] = E [S∗(t|Z1)R(t|Z2)] (6.4)

Expressing all-cause survival as a function of the expected survival and the relative survival

can be very useful as it will allow to manipulate the exposure separately for different causes.

For instance, in Section 6.5 contrasts between populations will be defined in which only

the relative survival will vary between the contrasting terms. In this way, it will be possible

to focus on studying survival differences that are only due to cancer-related factors.

Using regression standardisation, the marginal all-cause survival can be estimated by the

standardised all-cause survival:

θ̂(t) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

S∗(t|Z1 = z1i)R̂(t|Z2 = z2i)

Once again, if interest is on the mortality scale, the standardised all-cause probability of

death can also be estimated as 1− θ̂(t).

6.4.3 Marginal crude probabilities of death

Another measure that can quantify the impact of cancer in the real-world setting where

both competing causes of death are present is the marginal crude probability of death (first

mentioned in Section 5.3.4). Crude probabilities of death are known in the competing risks

literature as cause-specific cumulative incidence functions and are defined as a function of

the all-cause survival and the cause-specific hazards [220, 221]. Let the crude probability

of dying from the cancer of interest by time t in the presence of a competing risk of death
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due to other causes be Fc(t|Z). Let also the crude probability of dying of causes other than

the cancer of interest in the presence of cancer be Fo(t|Z). The marginal crude probability

of dying from cancer is defined as

θc(t) = E [Fc(t|Z)] = E
[∫ t

0
S∗(u|Z1)R(u|Z2)λ (u|Z2)du

]
(6.5)

and the marginal crude probability of dying of causes other than the cancer of interest is

defined as

θo(t) = E [Fo(t|Z)] = E
[∫ t

0
S∗(u|Z1)R(u|Z2)h∗(u|Z1)du

]
(6.6)

Both crude probabilities can be estimated by applying regression standardisation. The

marginal crude probability of dying from cancer is estimated by the standardised crude-

probability of death due to cancer

θ̂c(t) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

F̂c(t|Z = zi)

=
1
N

N

∑
i=1

∫ t

0
S∗(u|Z1 = z1i)R̂(u|Z2 = z2i)λ̂ (u|Z2 = z2i)du

(6.7)

Similarly, the marginal crude probability of dying of causes other than the cancer of interest

is estimated by

θ̂o(t) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

F̂o(t|Z = zi)

=
1
N

N

∑
i=1

∫ t

0
S∗(u|Z1 = z1i)R̂(u|Z2 = z2i)h∗(u|Z2 = z21i)du

(6.8)

6.4.4 Standard errors

As shown in the previous section, marginal measures can be estimated using regression

standardisation. Standard errors for the estimates can also be obtained using the delta

method.

Let β̂ denote the parameter estimates obtained after fitting a parametric model and let
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V (β̂) denote the variance of the estimates. Standard errors for nonlinear functions of the

model parameters and covariates can be obtained by utilising the delta method, which was

introduced in Section 2.7.4. Let g(β̂,W ) denote a function of the model parameters and a

set of covariatesW . The variance of this function can be obtained by using the sandwich

formula of the delta method:

V (g(β̂,W )) =GV (β̂)GT (6.9)

withG denoting the matrix of partial derivatives of the function with respect to β̂:

G=
∂g(β̂,W )

∂β

∣∣∣∣∣
β=β̂

(6.10)

Consider, for instance, a survival model with W denoting the full design matrix consist-

ing of the baseline spline variables evaluated at time t, exposure, X , and covariates, Z.

Assume that the function of interest is the marginal survival function, for a population of

N individuals. This is estimated by using regression standardisation as:

E
[
Ŝ (t|W )

]
=

1
N

N

∑
i=1

Ŝ(t|W =wi, β̂)

Then, the variance of nonlinear functions of the model parameters of this model can be

obtained using equation 6.9, with

G=
1
N

N

∑
i=1

∂ Ŝ(t|W =wi, β̂)

∂β

In the case that survival is modelled using a FPM, and by using equation 2.24:

S(t|W =wi, β̂) = exp
[
−exp

(
η(t|W =wi, β̂)

)]
with

η(t|W =wi, β̂) =Wβ̂T
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and the partial derivative is:

∂ Ŝ(t|W=wi,β̂)

∂ β̂
= −exp

[
−exp

(
η(t|W =wi, β̂)

)]
exp
(

η(t|W =wi, β̂)
)
W

=−S(t|W =wi, β̂) ln
(

S(t|W =wi, β̂)
)
W

For matrixG, an average of the derivatives is taken over observations.

If interest is on only one standardised survival curve, e.g. standardised survival of the

exposed group, then G is a 1× p matrix, where p is the number of model parameters.

More than one standardised survival curve can be estimated simultaneously through stack-

ing rows. The advantage of this approach is that the variance-covariance matrix of the

standardised survival functions is estimated and this enables to obtain this information for

contrasts, such as differences, or more general functions of different standardised survival

curves.

6.4.4.1 Example

Figure 6.2, shows standardised probabilities of death for the colon cancer population. The

marginal 5-year expected probability of death for a general population matched by age, sex,

deprivation and calendar year without colon cancer can be obtained by available population

lifetables and is equal to 20%. For the colon cancer population, the 5-year standardised net

probability of death was estimated to be 46% and the all-cause probability of death was

estimated to be equal to 55% (Figure 6.2A). These were standardised over the observed sex

and age distribution. Net probabilities of death will be lower than all-cause probabilities,

as they refer to a net-world setting where it is not possible to die from causes other than

the cancer of interest.

The marginal all-cause probability of death can also be partitioned into that due to colon

cancer and that due to other causes using equations 6.7 and 6.8. Five years after diagnosis

the marginal crude probability of death due to colon cancer, in the presence of other risks,

was 44% and the crude probability of death due to other causes, in the presence of colon

cancer, was 11% (Figure 6.2B). Cancer patients are less likely to die from other causes

than the general population, as they are more likely to die from cancer.
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F IGURE 6.2: (A) Standardised all-cause and net probabilities of death, with 95% confidence
intervals, and the expected probability of death, and (B) stacked plot for the standardised crude
probabilities for cancer and other causes.

6.5 FORMING CONTRASTS

So far, marginal estimates of interest were defined for the overall population. Assume

that now interest is in exploring the effect of an exposure X on the time-to-event outcome,

while allowing for a set of confounders Z (with subsets Z1 and Z2 denoting the set of

confounders for the expected and relative survival, respectively). For simplicity, X will

be assumed to be a binary variable with values 1 for the exposed patients and 0 for the

unexposed. For instance, in the examples of this section the exposure of interest will be

socioeconomic status with the exposed being the most deprived patients and the unexposed

the least deprived patients. Let θ(t|X = x) be the counterfactual marginal survival function

at time t that would have been observed, had everybody in the population been exposed

to level X = x. This actually denotes the survival probability in a hypothetical world in

which all individuals have X = x.
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Contrasts between the counterfactual marginal survival functions can be formed and allow

the comparison of everyone being exposed and everyone being unexposed. There are

many different contrasts that could be defined but here focus will be on the difference in

survival probabilities at a specific point in time:

θ(t|X = 1)−θ(t|X = 0)

Several differences might be of interest and the choice is based on the research ques-

tion: relative survival differences refer to the net-world setting while all-cause survival

differences refer to a real-world setting.

6.5.1 Identification

Under certain assumptions, the counterfactual outcomes can be estimated using the ob-

served outcomes, and the difference between exposure groups can be interpreted as the

average causal effect [118, 232]. The assumptions that need to hold are similar to the

one discussed in Section 2.9.2, but this time they are extended to both competing events:

death due to cancer and death due to other causes. The assumptions are i) conditional

exchangeability so that each outcome is independent of the exposure given confounders,

ii) consistency i.e. an individual’s potential outcome under a specific exposure corresponds

to the actual outcome of this person under this exposure level and iii) positivity so that the

probability of being in every level of the exposure group is positive for all individuals. The

main limitation here is that conditional exchangeability for the other cause mortality can

only be achieved by adjusting the available population lifetables of the general population

for sufficient variables. This is discussed in more details in Section 6.8.

In addition to the standard causal inference assumptions mentioned above, assumptions

relevant to relative survival need to hold: i) there should be appropriate information on the

expected mortality rates so that the general population represent what the cancer population

would experience if they did not have cancer and ii) the competing risks are conditionally

independent meaning that there are no other factors to affect both competing events than

the factors we have adjusted for [73, 74]. These were discussed in detail in Section 2.5.2.
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6.5.2 Relative survival differences

The difference in marginal relative survival functions, comparing X = 1 and X = 0, is

defined as

E [R(t|X = 1,Z2)]−E [R(t|X = 0,Z2)] (6.11)

and can be estimated as the difference in standardised relative survival functions:

1
N

N

∑
i=1

R̂(t|X = 1,Z2 = z2i)−
1
N

N

∑
i=1

R̂(t|X = 0,Z2 = z2i)

For the first term everyone is forced to be exposed (i.e. fixed X = 1) while for the second

term everyone is forced to be unexposed (i.e. fixed X = 0). A key point is that in both

standardised functions the average is taken over the same confounders distribution Z2.

Equation 6.11 gives the survival difference in the net-world setting where the cancer of

interest is the only possible cause of death.

6.5.3 All-cause survival differences

The difference in marginal all-cause survival can also be defined by incorporating the

expected survival of the exposed and unexposed in expression 6.11:

E [S∗(t|X = 1,Z1)R(t|X = 1,Z2)]−E [S∗(t|X = 0,Z1)R(t|X = 0,Z2)] (6.12)

and it is as estimated by the relevant standardised survival functions:

1
N

N

∑
i=1

S∗(t|X = 1,Z1 = z1i)R̂(t|X = 1,Z2 = z2i)

− 1
N

N

∑
i=1

S∗(t|X = 0,Z1 = z1i)R̂(t|X = 0,Z2 = z2i)

Difference 6.12 yields the marginal difference in a real-world setting where both cancer

and other causes are present. It can also be interpreted as the potential impact of removing

all-cause differences between exposed and unexposed. Both cancer-related and other
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factors contribute to this difference.

6.5.4 Cancer-related differences in a real-world setting

Removing all-cause survival differences might be challenging in practice, as there are

complex mechanisms that contribute towards all-cause differences and these involve both

cancer-related and other cause mortality. A hypothetical intervention that concentrates

on eliminating cancer-related differences only may be easier to define. Using the relative

survival framework, it is possible to form contrasts of all-cause survival in which only

cancer-related survival differences are eliminated. For instance, in contrast with 6.12, it is

possible to vary only the relative survival between the two terms:

E [S∗(t|X = 1,Z1)R(t|X = 1,Z2)]−E [S∗(t|X = 1,Z1)R(t|X = 0,Z2)] (6.13)

This is estimated by the relevant standardised survival functions:

1
N

N

∑
i=1

S∗(t|X = 1,Z1 = z1i)R̂(t|X = 1,Z2 = z2i)

− 1
N

N

∑
i=1

S∗(t|X = 1,Z1 = z1i)R̂(t|X = 0,Z2 = z2i)

In equation 6.13, the expected survival (and therefore also the other cause mortality)

remains the same in both terms. Thus, this gives the difference that is due to cancer-

related factors but at the same time, it refers to a real-world setting where both cancer and

other causes are present. An assumption made is that changing cancer mortality has no

impact on other cause mortality rates.

In equation 6.13, the exposure is set to X = 1 for the expected survival function. Other

contrasts where the exposure is fixed to X = 0 could also be defined and this would still

refer to cancer-related differences in an all-cause setting, but this time the expected survival

of the unexposed would be applied in both terms.
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6.5.4.1 Example

Using the colon cancer data, survival differences between the least and most deprived

patients were explored. In this example, the exposure of interest (X) is deprivation status

and the assumed confounders (Z) are age and sex. In Figure 6.3, the standardised net

and all-cause probabilities of death are shown for the least and most deprived colon can-

cer patients. The standardised difference is also given. These are standardised over the

combined age and sex distribution of colon cancer patients. The 5-year standardised net

probability of death of the least and most deprived group was 43% and 50% respectively,

resulting in a difference of 7 percentage points. This refers to a net-world setting. The

5-year standardised all-cause probability of death (calculated as the difference in equation

6.12) was higher and in particular, it was equal to 51% and 60% for the least and most

deprived patients respectively, resulting in a difference of 9 percentage points. This refers

to a real-world setting and this comparison does not distinguish whether the difference is

due to cancer mortality, other cause mortality or both.
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F IGURE 6.3: A) Standardised net probability of death and B) all-cause probability of death, for
the least and most deprived, with 95% confidence intervals.

By focusing on the difference from expression 6.13 instead, it is possible to obtain an
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vation group had their own expected survival in black and ii) if the most deprived had their own
versus the least deprived had the same expected survival as the most deprived in blue.

estimate for the difference in a real-world setting that is, however, driven by the cancer

mortality alone. Figure 6.4 shows the standardised all-cause probabilities of death i) under

the previous scenario in which every deprivation group has their own expected survival

(scenario 1, in black) and ii) under a scenario in which the most deprived had their own but

the least deprived had the same expected survival as the most deprived patients (scenario

2, in blue). Scenario 1 is the same as the one shown in Figure 6.3B. Under scenario 2, 5

years after diagnosis the standardised all-cause probability of death for the least deprived

would be equal to 55%. Under scenario 1, this would be lower (51%) as in this scenario

the least deprived patients keep their own expected survival (i.e. higher than the one of the

most deprived). The 5-year difference in standardised all-cause probabilities of death is

equal to 4% for scenario 2 as opposed to 9% for scenario 1. The difference in scenario 2

yields the difference that is explained entirely due to cancer (when the expected survival

of the most deprived is applied in both terms).
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6.6 CONTRASTS WITHIN SUBSETS OF THE POPULATION

It is also possible to focus on marginal measures within subsets of the population. For

instance, the all-cause survival difference in the overall population that was defined in

expression 6.12 can also be defined among the exposed. Let Zx=1
1 and Zx=1

2 denote the

confounders for the exposed, for the expected and relative survival respectively, and Zx=1

the set of all confounders. Then the marginal all-cause survival among the exposed is

defined by:

E
[
S∗(t|X = 1,Zx=1

1 )R(t|X = 1,Zx=1
2 )

]
−E

[
S∗(t|X = 0,Zx=1

1 )R(t|X = 0,Zx=1
2 )

]
and it can be estimated by standardising only to patients of the exposed group. For a group

of exposed patients, NX=1, the standardised all-cause survival is calculated as:

1
NX=1

NX=1

∑
i=1

S∗(t|X = 1,Zx=1
1 = z1i)R̂(t|X = 1,Zx=1

2 = z2i)

− 1
NX=1

NX=1

∑
i=1

S∗(t|X = 0,Zx=1
1 = z1i)R̂(t|X = 0,Zx=1

2 = z2i)

Other contrasts such as the difference in all-cause survival by eliminating only differences

in cancer mortality can also be obtained as in expression 6.13:

E
[
S∗(t|X = 1,Zx=1

1 )R(t|X = 1,Zx=1
2 )

]
−E

[
S∗(t|X = 1,Zx=1

1 )R(t|X = 0,Zx=1
2 )

]
Contrasts within subsets of the population are very useful when interested in estimating the

potential impact of hypothetical interventions such as an intervention that aims to remove

differences for groups with worse survival.

6.6.1 Example

Assume that interest is on the impact on the standardised all-cause probability of death

of the most deprived group, after a hypothetical intervention aimed at removing cancer-

related differences between deprivation groups. This could be assessed by applying the

relative survival of the least deprived, i.e. the most advantaged group in the study popu-
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lation, to the most deprived whilst keeping their expected survival unchanged. Here, the

estimates are obtained after standardising over the combined sex and age distribution of

most deprived patients only. Figure 6.5 shows the standardised all-cause probability of

death for the most deprived colon cancer patients. Five years after diagnosis, this would

decrease for the most deprived from 60% to 55%. These estimates are very similar to those

obtained by standardising to the whole population in example 6.5.4.1. This is because

there are not large differences in the covariate distributions between deprivation groups.

The difference in all-cause probabilities of death, within the subset of most deprived, was

also estimated within age-groups. As it is shown in Table 6.2, the standardised estimates

vary substantially across ages-groups with the older patients having a higher probability

of death. However, there is only a small variation in the difference between least and most

deprived. This is because the fitted model did not include an interaction between age and

deprivation. Table 6.2 also shows a comparison of all the survival differences obtained so

far.
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F IGURE 6.5: Standardised all-cause probabilities of death for the most deprived under the hypo-
thetical intervention, with 95% confidence intervals.
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TABLE 6.2: Comparison of differences in probabilities of death at 5-years since diagnosis for
colon cancer patients.

Relative survival for fixed exposure as:
Least deprived Most deprived Difference

Net-world setting 0.43 0.50 0.07
All-cause setting 0.51 0.60 0.09

All-cause setting (cancer-related only) 0.55 0.60 0.05

All-cause setting (cancer-related only) within most deprived group
All ages 0.55 0.60 0.05
18-44 0.40 0.47 0.07
45-54 0.39 0.45 0.06
55-64 0.40 0.46 0.06
64-75 0.47 0.52 0.05
75+ 0.69 0.73 0.04

6.7 AVOIDABLE DEATHS

Another useful measure for estimating the impact of hypothetical interventions, like the

ones discussed in Section 6.6, is the avoidable deaths under such interventions [189, 233].

The avoidable deaths estimate the impact of interventions in a real-world setting and have

an intuitive interpretation, making it appealing for communication of cancer statistics to

a wider audience. For the estimation of the avoidable deaths, two quantities need to be

estimated. Consider an intervention of removing cancer-related differences among the

exposed. First, the predicted number of deaths for the exposed is required. This is given

by multiplying the number of exposed patients diagnosed in a typical calendar year, N∗,

with the probability of death (which is equal to 1 minus the all-cause survival):

D1(t|X = 1) = N∗×
(
1−E

[
S∗(t|X = 1,Zx=1

1 )R(t|X = 1,Zx=1
2 )

])
Then, the number of deaths under the hypothetical intervention is derived by replacing the

relative survival of the exposed with that of the unexposed:

DR0(t|X = 1) = N∗×
(
1−E

[
S∗(t|X = 1,Zx=1

1 )R(t|X = 0,Zx=1
2 )

])
The avoidable deaths are then obtained as the difference between the two:

D1(t|X = 1)−DR0(t|X = 1), (6.14)
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with each term being estimated using the relevant standardised survival functions:

N∗×

[
1− 1

NX=1

NX=1

∑
i=1

S∗(t|X = 1,Zx=1
1 = z1i)R̂(t|X = x,Zx=1

2 = z2i)

]

A key point is the number of exposed patients in a typical year, N∗, that is utilised for

the estimation of the avoidable deaths. These may be different from the patients that the

survival functions are standardised over, NX=1. There are many different ways to define

the number of exposed patients in a typical year. This could be the number of exposed

patients diagnosed in the most recent year or the total number of exposed patients divided

by the number of years or the avoidable deaths could be estimated per 1000 patients. When

interpreting the avoidable deaths it is important to be explicit about how N∗ is defined.

Even though N∗ and NX=1 can be different, it is also important to ensure that the two

populations do not differ substantially in terms of some characteristics. For instance, in

some cases, the age distribution might differ considerably between the two populations

and it might be preferable to standardise over the population that consists N∗. Estimating

the avoidable deaths by standardising to an external covariate distribution is also possible

by extending equation 6.3.

The all-cause avoidable deaths among the exposed can be partitioned into cancer, ADc(t),

or other causes deaths, ADo(t). This is simply done by extending the crude probabilities

of equations 6.5 and 6.6:

ADc(t) = N∗×E
[∫ t

0
S∗(u|X = 1,Zx=1

1 )R(u|X = 1,Zx=1
2 )λ (u|X = 1,Zx=1

2 )du
]

−N∗×E
[∫ t

0
S∗(u|X = 1,Zx=1

1 )R(u|X = 0,Zx=1
2 )λ (u|X = 0,Zx=1

2 )du
]
(6.15)

ADo(t) = N∗×E
[∫ t

0
S∗(u|X = 1,Zx=1

1 )R(u|X = 1,Zx=1
2 )h∗(u|X = 1,Zx=1

1 )du
]

−N∗×E
[∫ t

0
S∗(u|X = 1,Zx=1

1 )R(u|X = 0,Zx=1
2 )h∗(u|X = 1,Zx=1

1 )du
]
(6.16)
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6.7.1 Example

Figure 6.6 shows the avoidable deaths for the most deprived colon cancer patients, under

a hypothetical intervention of eliminating differences in relative survival (cancer-related

differences). This is a similar intervention to the one discussed in 6.5.4.1, but this time it
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F IGURE 6.6: All-cause avoidable deaths under the hypothetical scenario of removing differences
in relative survival between deprivation groups of colon cancer patients, with 95% confidence
intervals.

is restricted among the most deprived patients. To estimate the impact of this intervention,

the relative survival of the most advantaged group i.e. the least deprived is applied to the

most deprived group. Then the marginal estimates of the difference are estimated by stan-

dardising only within the observed sex and age distribution of the most deprived patients.

Five years after diagnosis 168 deaths could be avoided in total, out of 3267 patients from

the most deprived group diagnosed in 2008. In this application, N∗ and NX=1 coincide

(3267 patients) but this will not always be the case.

The total avoidable deaths estimated above were partitioned further into the avoidable

deaths due to cancer and deaths from other causes deaths (by extending the crude probabil-

ities of death as shown in equations 6.15 and 6.16). As it can be shown in Figure 6.7, the
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cancer avoidable deaths increase the first year of diagnosis and finally stay constant with

time. However, the all-cause avoidable deaths decrease after the initial increase. This is

explained by the fact that some patients that would die from cancer will now die from other

causes and that is why there is an increase in other cause deaths under the hypothetical

intervention.
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F IGURE 6.7: All-cause avoidable deaths partitioned to avoidable deaths due to colon cancer and
increase in deaths due to other causes.

6.8 DISCUSSION

In this chapter, causal inference methods were applied in a relative survival framework.

A range of marginal measures were described: marginal relative survival, marginal all-

cause survival and marginal crude probabilities of death due to cancer and due to other

causes. All these measures can be estimated as the standardised functions after applying

regression standardisation methods. Standardised estimates have the advantage of being

interpreted as a single number for each timepoint of interest even after fitting complex

models with non-linearities and interactions. Contrasts between marginal estimates such as

the difference between exposed and unexposed can also be formed and, under assumptions,

can be interpreted as causal effects. Differences can focus either on a net-world setting

where cancer is the only possible cause of death or in a real-world setting where other
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causes of death are also present. Contrasts in a real-world setting include the differences

in all-cause survival and differences in crude probabilities of death. Crude probabilities of

death incorporate information on the cause-specific hazards, as for cumulative incidence

functions in the competing risks literature. However, rather than utilising the cause of

death information, in the relative survival framework the hazard for death due to other

cause is obtained by the expected mortality rates of the general population and the hazard

for death due to cancer is estimated as the excess mortality in a cancer population.

An interesting feature of using the relative survival framework is that it allows, under

assumptions, the possibility to isolate cancer-related differences. All-cause survival differ-

ences arise from complex mechanisms that involve both cancer-related and other causes

of death factors, making it challenging to identify the factors that drive the observed differ-

ences. However, relative survival enables the estimation of cancer-related differences and

these might be easier to identify. Moving from the net-world setting back to the real-world

setting is possible after incorporating the expected survival probabilities. Stensrud et al.

discussed similar interventions in competing risks and defined, so-called separable effect,

which give the exposure effect on the event of interest while keeping the effect of the the

competing event unchanged [234].

Additional measures that refer to a setting where both competing causes of death are

present were also introduced i.e. avoidable deaths under hypothetical interventions. The

avoidable deaths at a specific time provide measures with a more intuitive interpretation

and can be very useful for the communication of cancer statistics to a wider audience.

They have the interpretation of postponable deaths as eventually all deaths will be realised.

The avoidable deaths are obtained as the product of survival differences with the number

of patients diagnosed in a typical cohort. For the reporting of avoidable deaths, it is

important to be explicit about the number of patients used to denote the typical cohort size.

If the populations used to derive the standardised estimates (NX=1) and the population for

which conclusions are made (N∗) is not the same, it is also essential to ensure that the two

populations are comparable and have similar covariate distributions. Sometimes though, it

might be preferable to standardise over an external population, especially when interested

in comparing countries [198].

The interpretation of the described contrasts as causal effects is only possible if certain
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assumptions hold. These are similar to a standard causal inference framework but this time

they are extended to both competing events: conditional exchangeability, consistency and

positivity [118, 232]. Additional assumptions that relate to relative survival framework

should also hold [73]: i) the expected mortality rates should be appropriate for the cancer

population and ii) there should be no other factor to affect both competing events than the

factors we have adjusted for. The main limitation here is the ability to assume conditional

exchangeability for other cause mortality as well as assuming conditional independence for

the two competing events. This can only be achieved when there is sufficient stratification

of the available population lifetables to account for all possible confounders. Several

approaches have been suggested to account for additional covariates when that information

is not available with most of them using available mortality information from subgroups

of the general population [75–77]. The estimates obtained from an analysis using the

measures discussed in this chapter can only be interpreted as causal if this assumption

is valid, but in principle population lifetables can be constructed for any number of risk

factors if there is available data to do so. Another potential limitation is the inclusion of

cancer patients in the population lifetables. However, this has been assessed before and

the bias was found to be negligible for individual cancers [169–171].

Another assumption in causal inference is that of well-defined interventions, which would

allow computing the causal effect in an ideal randomised experiment [114]. Interventions

consisting of removing survival differences between socioeconomic groups address an

ambiguous causal question as it is not straightforward how such intervention would be

realised in practice. There is a recent debate regarding the assumption of well-defined

interventions, and, as others have argued, describing a conceptual intervention of removing

health disparities can be useful even if the intervention is not feasible. Understanding the

magnitude of disparities across deprivation groups in a formalised causal framework is the

first natural step for health disparities research and gives a firm basis to further unpick the

reasons for the differences, even if the ideal randomised experiment would be difficult to

precisely define [123–127].

Finally, for the analysis of the data a FPM that allows incorporating time-dependent effects

easily, was fitted. However, several models have been suggested for relative survival and,

in principle, the above methods can be applied to any of these [64, 235–237]. Furthermore,
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all the measures and methods introduced in this chapter can also be described using formal

counterfactual notation. However, that is challenging when dealing with time-to-event

outcomes, and usually the literature focuses on discrete time. Presenting the identifying

assumptions for the counterfactual causal estimands using DAGs is not trivial in the relative

survival setting; nevertheless, recently proposed DAGs from the competing risks literature

might prove useful [232].

Causal inference within the relative survival framework strengthens research aimed at

improving our understanding of cancer disparities and contributes to reducing these differ-

ences. In the next chapter, relative survival will be incorporated into mediation analysis

methods as a tool for further exploring the observed differences and trying to identify

the underlying determinants that drive these disparities. Similar considerations regard-

ing formal counterfactual notation and DAGs will also apply for the mediation analysis

methods.
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7

MEDIATION ANALYSIS

7.1 CHAPTER OUTLINE

Following the extension of causal inference to the relative survival framework in the

previous chapter, Chapter 7 will focus on mediation analysis methods using the relative

survival framework. An introduction to the motivation of this work will be given in Section

7.2, followed by an overview of the data that will be utilised to demonstrate the methods

in Section 7.3. In Section 7.4, the measures of interest will be introduced in a net-world

setting, i.e. natural direct and indirect effects, together with the assumptions required

for their identification and an algorithm for their estimation. More measures of interest

in a real-world setting, where both cancer and other causes of death are present, will be

discussed in Section 7.5 and measures within subsets of the population in Section 7.6.

The avoidable deaths under hypothetical interventions will also be defined in Section 7.7.

Finally, an outline of the extended methods will be provided in Section 7.8.

A manuscript with the methods described in this chapter has been submitted for publication

at the Biometrical Journal and is currently under review.

7.2 INTRODUCTION

The impact of a cancer diagnosis varies considerably across population groups. For in-

stance, in the two applications discussed in Chapter 4 there were large disparities between

socioeconomic groups for various cancers and elimination of these differences were found
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to result in substantial gains in life-years. In Chapter 6, causal inference methods were

adopted in the relative survival framework as a tool for studying such disparities in a more

formal setting. Delving deeper into the observed variation by population groups and trying

to understand the factors that drive survival differences is particularly important. For ex-

ample, when studying survival differences between socioeconomic groups it is important

to investigate whether these differences can be explained partially or entirely by other

factors.

Mediation analysis can be applied in such settings as it allows exploring the role of a

third variable (so-called a mediator) that may be on the pathway between an exposure and

the outcome [150, 238]. Mediation analysis methods can be utilised to explore whether

differences in the mediator distribution are partly responsible for the observed variation be-

tween exposure groups. For the example of socioeconomic differences in cancer survival,

mediation analysis would allow, for instance, exploring if some of the variation between

deprivation groups can be explained by differences in stage at diagnosis or treatment allo-

cation. Mediation analysis helps to explore potential causal mechanisms of an observed

association through an effect decomposition and under certain assumptions it allows the

identification of the direct effect between an exposure and an outcome and the indirect

effect that is due to a mediator [148, 150, 152, 239].

Previously, Valeri et al. utilised a counterfactual framework to explore racial/ethnic dif-

ferences and quantify the extent to which black versus white survival disparities would

be reduced had disparities in stage at diagnosis been eliminated using registry data [240].

In this approach, the causal contrast was defined as the difference of the restricted mean

survival times in black versus white patients. Li et al. applied causal mediation analysis

to explore the contribution of stage and treatment in socioeconomic inequalities for breast

cancer survival [241]. In this study, a parametric implementation of the mediation formula

using Monte Carlo simulation was used. Both approaches used an all-cause survival set-

ting. Differences in all-cause survival between subgroups of the population are the result

of many different factors, both cancer-related and other factors. Identification of all these

factors can be a very challenging task. By using the relative survival framework, it is possi-

ble to focus on cancer-related differences rather than all-cause differences, without having

to rely on the cause of death information that is often inaccurate in cancer registries. The
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underlying determinants that drive cancer-related differences might be easier to identify.

In this chapter, mediation analysis is extended to the relative survival framework. Re-

gression standardisation methods are utilised to obtain estimates for the marginal survival

functions of interest, and other related functions. The application of mediation analysis

methods helps to assess how much of the differences between exposure groups can be

explained by differences in the mediator distribution. The impact of removing differences

either in relative survival or in the mediator distribution will also be addressed. For the

identification of the defined measures, certain assumptions need to hold and these are

discussed in more detail in Section 7.4.1. Briefly, these are standard mediation analysis

assumptions that are now extended to the relative survival framework and they need to

hold both for cancer and other cause mortality. Assumptions that relate to the relative

survival setting need to be satisfied as well.

7.3 INTRODUCING THE ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

The methods discussed in the remainder of the chapter are demonstrated using data on all

individuals diagnosed with colon cancer in England between 2011-2013 (see Section 1.6).

The available information includes sex, age and stage at diagnosis as well as deprivation

status. Stage at diagnosis has four categories (stages I-IV), with stage I denoting the least

advanced stage and stage IV denoting the most advanced stage. As the main purpose of

the analysis was to demonstrate the measures, only a subset of the population is utilised

i.e. the least and most deprived groups. In England, completeness of stage at diagnosis

has improved dramatically after 2012, however, there is a large proportion of missing data

for earlier years. In the data used for the analysis, stage at diagnosis was missing for

33.9% of the population. Once again, as these data are used only for illustration of the

methods, a complete case analysis including only those with a recorded stage at diagnosis

was conducted. However, in principle, the approach discussed in this chapter could be

extended to multiple imputation approaches for missing data. The final data included

15,630 patients, 57.6% of which were in the least deprived group. More details on the

study population can be found in Table 7.1.

The Kaplan Meier and Pohar Perme estimates are shown in Figure 7.1 by stage at diagnosis.
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TABLE 7.1: Number of colon cancer patients (%) in the least and most deprived groups diagnosed
in England between 2011-2013 by sex, age group and stage at diagnosis.

Deprivation group
Least deprived Most deprived

Sex
Males 4841 (53.78) 3500 (52.81)

Females 4161 (46.22) 3128 (47.19)

Age group
18-44 233 (2.59) 298 (4.50)
45-54 537 (5.97) 470 (7.09)
55-64 1544 (17.15) 1267 (19.12)
65-74 2767 (30.74) 1877 (28.32)
75-84 2820 (31.33) 1970 (29.72)
85+ 1101 (12.23) 746 (11.26)

Stage at diagnosis
I 1338 (14.86) 912 (13.76)
II 2644 (29.37) 1950 (29.42)
III 2435 (27.05) 1716 (25.89)
IV 2585 (28.72) 2050 (30.93)

Total 9002 (57.59) 6628 (42.41)

The Pohar Perme estimates are higher as, under certain assumptions, survival is interpreted

in a net-world setting where it is not possible to die from other causes than the colon cancer.

Kaplan Meier and Pohar Perme estimates provide an exploratory analysis of the data and

no further conclusions can be made about the survival differences across stages, as these

groups could differ in terms of many factors not accounted for such as the age distribution.

Mediation analysis approaches will be utilised to explore the differences and account for

any imbalances between populations.

Using the data, survival differences between the least and most deprived colon cancer

patients groups will be explored. The role of stage at diagnosis as a potential mediator

will also be investigated.

7.4 EXPLORING THE EFFECT OF A MEDIATOR

Assume that interest is in understanding the mechanisms that explain an observed asso-

ciation between an exposure, X , and a time-to-event outcome, Y , and in particular the

potential role of a binary mediator, M, in the relationship between X−Y .
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F IGURE 7.1: A) Kaplan Meier and B) the Pohar Perme estimates by stage at diagnosis.

In Figure 7.2 exposure, X , has both a direct (X → Y ) and an indirect (X → M → Y )

effect through M to Y . This is the same DAG as the one described in Section 2.9.5. For

simplicity, the same set of confounders, Z, is assumed for X−M and M−Y , but this can

be generalised to include different sets of confounders.

X M Y

Z

F IGURE 7.2: Directed acyclic graph for the relationship of the exposure X , time to a specific
event Y and confounding Z in the presence of a mediator M.

The setting described in Figure 7.2 can be extended to the relative survival framework.

However, within the relative survival framework, the exact cause of death is unknown and

only the information on time to death is being utilised. By extending mediation analysis to

relative survival and under certain assumptions, identification of the natural direct (X→Y )

and indirect (X →M→ Y ) effects is possible.
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Once more, the counterfactual outcomes framework will be utilised to formalise the esti-

mands of interest and the relevant assumptions. Let Z denote the set of all confounders,

with Z1 and Z2 denoting the confounders for expected and relative survival, respectively.

Let R(t|X = x,Z2) denote the counterfactual relative survival function at time t when

intervening to set X = x. Let Mx denote the counterfactual mediator distribution when

intervening to set X = x and R(t|X = y,Z2,Mx) be the counterfactual relative survival

function at time t when intervening to set X = y and M to Mx in the study population.

Sometimes it is possible to have x = y.

Within the relative survival framework, the natural direct effect (NDERS) is defined as

the difference in marginal relative survival if everyone was exposed versus if everyone

was unexposed , and if both groups had the same mediator distribution as the unexposed

(setting M to M0):

NDERS = E
[
R(t|X = 1,Z2,M0)

]
−E

[
R(t|X = 0,Z2,M0)

]
(7.1)

The value of the mediator remains the same for each patient in both terms, so only the

direct effect is obtained.

The natural indirect effect (NIERS) that gives the effect of the mediator, is defined as the

difference when setting X = 1 for everyone and comparing the effects of having their own

mediator distribution (setting M to M1) versus if they had the same mediator distribution

as the unexposed (setting M to M0):

NIERS = E
[
R(t|X = 1,Z2,M1)

]
−E

[
R(t|X = 1,Z2,M0)

]
(7.2)

For the indirect effect, the exposure is allowed to influence the survival time only through

its influence on the mediator.

Note that the NDERS could also be defined by setting M to M1 and in that case the NIERS

could be defined by setting X = 0 for everyone. In general, there would as many direct

and indirect effects as the levels of the exposure.

The proportion of the total causal effect (TCERS) that is due to the mediator, within the
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net survival setting, can also be derived and this is defined as:

PMRS =
NIERS

TCERS
, (7.3)

with TCERS = NDERS +NIERS.

Estimands 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3, are all defined in the net-world setting and under assumptions

can be interpreted in a hypothetical world where the only possible cause of death is the

cancer of interest.

7.4.1 Identification

Identification of NDERS and NIERS is possible under standard mediation analysis assump-

tions discussed in Section 2.9.5.1 [117, 154, 242]. Given that the relative survival frame-

work is applied, these assumptions are now extended to both outcomes i.e. cancer and

other causes of death. For the rest of this paragraph, referring to the outcome will imply

both cancer and other causes. First, no interference assumption states that a patient’s ex-

posure has no effect on the outcome of another patient (both cancer and other cause) and

that a patient’s mediator value does not influence the outcome of another patient. Also,

an individual’s exposure has no effect on the mediator of another individual. Secondly,

consistency expands so that i) an individual’s outcome under the actual value of X = x

is equal to the outcome that would be observed under an intervention of setting X = x

and M = Mx as well as ii) Mx = M when the actual value is X = x. Finally, conditional

exchangeability states that there is i) no unmeasured exposure-outcome confounding con-

ditionally on confounders ii) no unmeasured mediator-outcome confounding conditionally

on confounders and exposure iii) no unmeasured exposure-mediator confounding con-

ditional on confounders and iv) no mediator-outcome confounder affected by exposure.

Achieving conditional exchangeability for other cause mortality depends on the level of

stratification in the population lifetables that are used to incorporate expected mortality

rates. If the variables of the population lifetables are insufficient then this assumption is

violated.

Assumptions that relate to the use of relative survival should also be satisfied [73]. These

are adequately stratified population lifetables for the expected mortality rates and condi-
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tionally independent competing events (see Section 2.5.2 for more details).

7.4.2 Estimation

Under the above assumptions, the NDERS and NIERS are identifiable and can be estimated

using regression standardisation:

N̂DERS =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

∑
m

R̂(t|X = 1,Z2 = z2i,M = m)P̂(M = m|X = 0,Z2 = z2i)

− 1
N

N

∑
i=1

∑
m

R̂(t|X = 0,Z2 = z2i,M = m)P̂(M = m|X = 0,Z2 = z2i)

(7.4)

N̂IERS =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

∑
m

R̂(t|X = 1,Z2 = z2i,M = m)P̂(M = m|X = 1,Z2 = z2i)

− 1
N

N

∑
i=1

∑
m

R̂(t|X = 1,Z2 = z2i,M = m)P̂(M = m|X = 0,Z2 = z2i)

(7.5)

where P̂(M = m|X = x,Z2 = z2i) is the estimated probability of being in a specific level

of the mediator given exposure and covariate pattern. Also, m takes values 0 and 1 for

a binary mediator M. For a mediator with more levels, the summation is taken over all

levels.

In practice, the estimates 7.4 and 7.5 are obtained using the following steps:

1. Fit a parametric relative survival model for the time-to-event outcome, including

the exposure, mediator, potential confounders and appropriate interactions and time-

dependent effects.

2. Fit a model for the mediator including the exposure and confounders. For example,

for a binary mediator this could be a logistic regression model and for a mediator

with more categories this could be a multinomial regression model.

3. For each individual in the study population obtain predictions for the probability of

being in a specific level of the mediator, P̂(M = m|X = x,Z2 = z2i), at each level

of the exposure X = x.
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4. Obtain predictions of the standardised relative survival at each level of X = x, as

a weighted average of the individual relative survival functions R̂(t|X = 1,Z2 =

z2i,M = m), using the predictions of Step 3 as weights. Contrasts of these predic-

tions, between exposed and unexposed, can be formed to obtain the N̂DERS and

N̂IERS.

5. Repeat from Step 3 for k times while performing parametric bootstrap for the pa-

rameter estimates for both models.

6. Calculate 95% confidence intervals either by taking the 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles

of the N̂DERS and N̂IERS estimates across the bootstrapped samples or by using the

standard deviation of the estimates obtained from the bootstrap samples.

To account for the uncertainty on the probabilities estimated in Step 3 and the survival

functions of Step 4, parametric bootstrap is performed. The parameters are drawn repeat-

edly from a multivariate normal distribution with mean equal to the model parameters,

β̂, and variance equal to the variance of the model parameters, V (β̂). For each draw,

both the estimates and the variance-covariance matrix are obtained [243, 244]. Example

code in Stata can be found in Appendix C. In the above algorithm samples are drawn

assuming that the covariate distribution is fixed. As an alternative, non-parametric boot-

strap could also be applied by repeating the algorithm from step 1, but this would be more

computationally intensive for large data.

7.4.3 Example

To explore survival differences for colon cancer patients in the least and most deprived

groups, a FPM with 5 df for the baseline excess hazard was fitted. The model included

sex, deprivation status, age and stage at diagnosis and allowed for time-dependent effects

for deprivation, age and stage at diagnosis (3 df). Age at diagnosis was included in

the model as a continuous non-linear variable using restricted cubic splines with 3 df.

An interaction between stage and deprivation was also allowed. Figure 7.3 shows the

standardised relative survival between the least and most deprived groups, by stage at

diagnosis. These are standardised over the combined age and sex distribution of colon

cancer patients. There were large differences between deprivation groups especially for
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the most advanced stages.
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F IGURE 7.3: Standardised estimates of relative survival by years since diagnosis and stage at
diagnosis. Black and grey lines refer to the relative survival of least and most deprived patients
respectively.

Differences were also observed in the stage distribution, as a higher proportion of the

most deprived were diagnosed in a more advanced stage (Table 7.1). To investigate the

role of stage at diagnosis as a potential mediator in the association of deprivation and

survival time, the N̂DERS and N̂IERS were obtained. To do so, a multinomial regression

model was fitted for stage at diagnosis including age as a continuous non-linear variable

(using restricted cubic splines with 3 df), deprivation status and sex. The 95% confidence

intervals were obtained using the standard deviation of a parametric bootstrap sample

with k = 250. The computational time for this was less that 3 hours on a standard laptop

with 8GB RAM. The N̂DERS has the interpretation of stage-specific survival differences

and N̂IERS is due to differences in the distribution of stage at diagnosis, in the net-world

setting where the only possible cause of death is colon cancer. Three years after diagnosis

a total difference of 3.44% was observed in standardised net probabilities of death and

1.24% of the difference was attributed to differences in stage at diagnosis, Figure 7.4.

The proportion of total differences in the standardised net probability of death that was

mediated through stage at 3 years was 36%
(
=

1.24
3.44

)
.
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F IGURE 7.4: A) Total causal effect, defined as the difference in standardised net probabilities of
death, with 95% confidence intervals and B) partitioning of the total causal effect to the natural
direct and indirect effect due to stage at diagnosis.

The above effects were estimated over the whole population. However, they will vary

considerably across subgroups such as age-groups. Table 7.2 shows the N̂DERS and

N̂IERS across age-groups. There is large variation in the proportion of differences between

deprivation groups that is mediated by stage differences. The largest proportion is for

colon cancer patients diagnosed at the age-group 55-64 years old and is equal to 54%,

while the lowest is for the age-group of 18-54 years old and is equal to 14%.

TABLE 7.2: Natural direct and indirect effects within the net-world setting by age-groups.

Subset N̂DERS N̂IERS Proportion (%)

All ages 3.44 1.24 36
18-54 2.24 0.31 14
55-64 4.47 2.43 54
64-75 3.70 1.60 43
75+ 3.10 0.70 23
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7.5 NATURAL EFFECTS IN A REAL-WORLD SETTING

The natural direct and indirect effects discussed so far give the differences in a hypothetical

world where competing events are eliminated. Instead of focusing on the net-world setting,

it is also possible to obtain the direct and indirect effects in a situation where both cancer

and other causes are present. By incorporating the expected survival, contrasts of all-cause

survival can be obtained. The natural direct effect in an real-world setting is defined as:

NDEAC1 = E
[
S∗(t|X = 1,Z1)R(t|X = 1,Z2,M0)

]
−E

[
S∗(t|X = 0,Z1)R(t|X = 0,Z2,M0)

] (7.6)

and the natural indirect effect in an all-cause setting is defined as:

NIEAC1 = E
[
S∗(t|X = 1,Z1)R(t|X = 1,Z2,M1)

]
−E

[
S∗(t|X = 1,Z1)R(t|X = 1,Z2,M0)

] (7.7)

with S∗(t|X = x,Z1) denoting the conditional expected survival function at time t when

setting X = x.

Estimates of these are obtained using regression standardisation:

N̂DEAC1 =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

∑
m

S∗(t|X = 1,Z1 = z2i)R̂(t|X = 1,Z2 = z2i,M = m)

× P̂(M = m|X = 0,Z2 = z2i)

− 1
N

N

∑
i=1

∑
m

S∗(t|X = 0,Z1 = z1i)R̂(t|X = 0,Z2 = z2i,M = m)

× P̂(M = m|X = 0,Z2 = z2i)

N̂IEAC1 =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

∑
m

S∗(t|X = 1,Z1 = z2i)R̂(t|X = 1,Z2 = z2i,M = m)

× P̂(M = m|X = 1,Z2 = z2i)

− 1
N

N

∑
i=1

∑
m

S∗(t|X = 1,Z1 = z2i)R̂(t|X = 1,Z2 = z2i,M = m)

× P̂(M = m|X = 0,Z2 = z2i)
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In estimands NDEAC1 and NIEAC1, the survival differences between the exposure groups

may be due to differential cancer mortality, other cause mortality or both. Alternative

contrasts in a real-world setting where survival differences are only due to cancer can

also be obtained. This is done by incorporating the expected survival probabilities in the

difference, but this time the expected survival is chosen to be the same in both terms. For

instance, the natural direct and indirect effects can be defined as:

NDEAC2 = E
[
S∗(t|X ,Z1)R(t|X = 1,Z2,M0)

]
−E

[
S∗(t|X ,Z1)R(t|X = 0,Z2,M0)

] (7.8)

NIEAC2 = E
[
S∗(t|X ,Z1)R(t|X = 1,Z2,M1)

]
−E

[
S∗(t|X ,Z1)R(t|X = 1,Z2,M0)

] (7.9)

where S∗(t|X ,Z1) denotes the expected survival probabilities using the observed distri-

bution of the exposure. This is different to NDEAC1 and NIEAC1 to which the expected

survival was incorporated by setting X = 1 or X = 0 for everyone in the study population.

NDEAC2 and NIEAC2 are still interpreted in a real-world setting where both competing

events are present, but they only yield cancer-related differences, as the other-cause mor-

tality (expected survival) remains unchanged. In the competing risks literature, Stensrud

et al. have also defined so-called separable effects where the exposure effect on the event

of interest is not influenced by its effect on the competing event [234].

7.5.1 Example

To obtain an estimate of cancer-related differences among colon cancer patients in the

real-world setting, where other causes of death are present, the NDEAC2 and NIEAC2

were also estimated. This is different to the example discussed in Section 7.4.3 that was

referring to a net-world setting where is it not possible to die from causes other than cancer.

The expected survival probabilities were incorporated in the contrast using the observed

distribution of the exposure and this remained unchanged between the two contrasting

terms (as in equation 7.8 and 7.9). Thus, the cancer-related differences are obtained.

Three years after diagnosis a total difference of 3.03% was observed in probabilities of

death (Figure 7.5). The indirect effect that is driven by differences in stage at diagnosis
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was 1.16%. Thus, 38% of the difference in the real-world setting was mediated through

stage.
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F IGURE 7.5: A) Total causal effect, defined as the difference in standardised all-cause probabil-
ities of death, with 95% confidence intervals and B) partitioning of the total causal effect to the
natural direct and indirect effect due to stage at diagnosis.

7.6 NATURAL EFFECTS WITHIN SUBSETS OF THE POPULATION

The natural direct and indirect effects can also be obtained within subsets of the whole

population. For instance, the natural direct effect among the exposed, in an real-world

setting, could be estimated by standardising only over patients of the exposed group:

NDEX=1
AC2 = E

[
S∗(t|X ,ZX=1

1 )R(t|X = 1,ZX=1
2 ,M0)

]
−E

[
S∗(t|X ,ZX=1

1 )R(t|X = 0,ZX=1
2 ,M0)

] (7.10)

and the equivalent natural indirect effect among the exposed

NIEX=1
AC2 = E

[
S∗(t|X ,ZX=1

1 )R(t|X = 1,ZX=1
2 ,M1)

]
−E

[
S∗(t|X ,ZX=1

1 )R(t|X = 1,ZX=1
2 ,M0)

] (7.11)
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with ZX=1
1 and ZX=1

2 denoting the confounders in the exposed group, for the expected

and relative survival, respectively.

Such contrasts can be useful for assessing the potential impact of interventions that aim to

eliminate differences between groups. In particular, the NDEX=1
AC2 can be interpreted as the

difference in all-cause survival that would be observed if the exposed had the same relative

survival as the unexposed. The NIEX=1
AC2 can be interpreted as the difference in all-cause

survival that would be observed if the exposed had the same mediator distribution as the

unexposed. For both NDEX=1
AC2 and NIEX=1

AC2 the other cause mortality remains unchained.

7.6.1 Example

The NDEX=1
AC2 and NIEX=1

AC2 were also estimated for colon cancer patients, by standardising

over the combined sex and age distribution of the most deprived patients alone. This is

different to the example discussed in Section 7.5.1 for which standardisation was over the

combined sex and age distribution of the overall population. The NDEX=1
AC2 and NIEX=1

AC2

are still providing estimates of cancer-related differences among colon cancer patients in

the real-world setting, where other causes of death are present. Three years after diagnosis

a total difference of 2.94% was observed in probabilities of death (Figure 7.6). The indirect

effect, among the most deprived, that is driven by differences in stage at diagnosis was

1.12%. Thus, 38% of the difference, among the most deprived, in the all-cause setting was

mediated through stage.

7.7 AVOIDABLE DEATHS

An additional measure for reporting differences in a real-world setting is the avoidable

deaths under hypothetical interventions. These were initially introduced in Section 6.7

and can be extended for mediation analysis. The avoidable deaths is a time-specific

measure and has an interpretation of postponable deaths as eventually all deaths will occur.

Although the avoidable deaths can also be defined for the whole population, here focus will

be on the avoidable deaths within subsets of the population and in particular among the

exposed. This is derived by obtaining marginal estimates using a subset of the population.
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F IGURE 7.6: A) Total causal effect within the subset of most deprived patients, defined as the
difference in standardised all-cause probabilities of death, with 95% confidence intervals and B)
partitioning of the total causal effect among the most deprived to the natural direct and indirect
effect due to stage at diagnosis.

For example, assume that focus is on the avoidable deaths under an intervention that aims

to eliminate differences in the distribution of the mediator between exposed and unexposed.

First, the predicted number of deaths for the exposed should be derived. This is given by

multiplying the number of exposed patients diagnosed in a typical calendar year, N∗ with

the probability of death:

D1(t|X = 1,M1) = N∗×
(
1−E

[
S∗(t|X = 1,ZX=1

1 )R(t|X = 1,ZX=1
2 ,M1)

])
Then, the number of deaths under the intervention can be derived by shifting the mediator

distribution of the exposed to that of the unexposed (setting M to M0):

DM(t|X = 1,M0) = N∗×
(
1−E

[
S∗(t|X = 1,ZX=1

1 )R(t|X = 1,ZX=1
2 ,M0)

])
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The avoidable deaths from eliminating differences in the mediator distribution is given by:

D1(t|X = 1,M1)−DM(t|X = 1,M0) (7.12)

The expected survival of the exposed group remains unchanged and only the mediator

distribution of the exposed is shifted to that of the unexposed with no impact on other

cause mortality rates.

A key point for the interpretation of the avoidable deaths is the number of patients N∗ used

to derive the avoidable deaths. More details on this issue can be found in Section 6.7.

Identification of the avoidable deaths measure is possible under the same assumptions

discussed in Section 7.4.1 and estimates for each term are obtained using regression stan-

dardisation:

N∗×

[
1− 1

NX=1

NX=1

∑
i=1

S∗(t|X = 1,Zx=1
1 = z1i)R̂(t|X = 1,Zx=1

2 = z2i,Mx)

]

7.7.1 Example

The avoidable deaths under two hypothetical interventions were estimated for colon cancer

patients:

• Eliminating both differences in the stage at diagnosis distribution and relative sur-

vival between the least and most deprived groups (scenario 1)

• Eliminating differences in the stage at diagnosis distribution between the least and

most deprived groups (scenario 2)

For scenario 1, both the relative survival and stage at diagnosis distribution of the most

deprived patients were shifted to that of the least deprived, i.e. the most advantaged group.

For scenario 2, only the stage at diagnosis distribution of the most deprived was shifted

to that of the least deprived group. In both scenarios, the expected survival of the most

deprived remained unchanged.

Three years after diagnosis 92 avoidable deaths would be observed in total (i.e. 92 fewer
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death at 3 years), out of 3228 (i.e. N∗) patients from the most deprived group diagnosed

in 2013, the most recent year in the cohort study (scenario 1 in Figure 7.7). Partitioning

this further, 35 deaths out of the total deaths would be avoided after eliminating stage

differences (scenario 2 in Figure 7.7). The remaining 57 avoidable deaths would be the

result of removing relative survival differences.
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F IGURE 7.7: A) Total avoidable deaths by removing relative survival and stage differences
between the least and most deprived groups (Scenario 1) with 95% confidence intervals and B)
partitioning total avoidable deaths to those under an intervention of eliminating differences in the
stage at diagnosis distribution (Scenario 2).

7.8 DISCUSSION

In this chapter, mediation analysis methods were extended to the relative survival frame-

work. Mediation analysis enables the decomposition of the total effect of an exposure to

the direct and indirect effect due to a mediator. Using the relative survival setting, one can

focus either on relative survival differences or all-cause survival differences. Identifying

the factors that contribute to all-cause survival differences is a challenging task as both

cancer-related and other cause factors contribute to these. By utilising relative survival,

the focus is on cancer-related differences. Quantifying differences in a real-world set-
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ting, having focussed on eliminating cancer-related differences alone, is also possible by

incorporating the expected survival probabilities. For further exploration of the survival

differences, the potential impact of interventions that aim to remove differences can also

be estimated. An intervention that aims to eliminate cancer-related differences without

intervening on the other-cause mortality might be easier to identify. Such interventions

include those aimed at removing differences in relative survival or differences in the me-

diator distribution between exposure groups. For example, if survival differences were

driven by differences in stage distribution that might arise due to differential screening

uptake, then an intervention that aims to reduce differences in relative survival between

socioeconomic groups could focus on increasing awareness of screening services in the

most deprived groups.

The avoidable deaths under interventions, within a timeframe, were also defined as a

function of all-cause survival and the number of patients diagnosed in a typical year, N∗.

Any number relevant to the study population can be chosen as N∗. For instance, it could be

the number of exposed patients diagnosed in the most recent year in our data, or it could be

derived by adding all exposed patients diagnosed during the total duration of the follow-up

and dividing it by the number of years available. Some might also consider calculating

the avoidable deaths per 1000 patients. In general, using a number of patients, N∗, helps

quantifying the differences in survival probabilities with a more intuitive measure. When

interpreting the results it is important to keep in mind potential differences between the

population being marginalised over, which in the example 7.7.1 is all the exposed patients

of the study (over a range of calendar years), and the population used for N∗. In extreme

cases, the covariate pattern might have changed over calendar time suggesting that a

choice must be made over the most relevant information to present. It may be preferable

to marginalise over a specific restricted population, with the appropriately calculated N∗

for that population.

An algorithm for the estimation of the direct and indirect effects was also provided, using

regression standardisation. Two separate models are required: a model for the mediator

and a model for the survival outcome. Predictions based on the former model are used to

derive weights, which in turn are utilised to obtain the standardised estimates of interest

after fitting the latter model. To account for the uncertainty in the probability weights and
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the predictions of standardised survival (Step 3 and Step 4 of the estimation algorithm), a

parametric bootstrap for the parameter estimates of both models is performed [243, 244].

Confidence intervals are obtained using the relevant quantiles of the bootstrap samples

estimates distribution or their standard deviation. Non-parametric bootstrap could also be

applied, but this might be computationally intensive especially for large data. Alternative

approaches such as M-estimation methods [245] that would shorten the computational

time, while accounting for the population covariate variation, are explored in the next

chapter.

Identification of the natural direct and indirect effects depends on the validity of standard

mediation analysis assumptions that are now extended to the relative survival framework

[117, 154, 242]. These assumptions need to hold for both outcomes, cancer and other cause

survival times: no interference, consistency and conditional exchangeability. Adjusting for

sufficient confounders is essential and caution is required when interpreting the findings.

For instance, in the application of this chapter the analysis was only adjusted for age and

sex and having more detailed covariate information would be probably required to make

stronger conclusions. Achieving conditional exchangeability for the other cause mortality

depends on the availability of relevant population lifetables that are used to represent the

other cause mortality of the cancer population. For cases where important risk factors

are not available on a population level, adjustments of the expected mortality rates have

been suggested [75–77]. The identification assumptions cannot be tested formally and

their validity is based on subject-matter knowledge. Sensitivity analyses methods can

however be applied to assess how robust an association is to potential violations and this

consists part of future work. For instance, sensitivity analysis allows to explore the impact

of potential unmeasured confounding. Such approaches include the E-value measure

that is defined as the minimum strength of association required so that an unmeasured

confounder fully explain away the estimated association, conditional on the measured

covariates [246]. E-values in the mediation analysis can also be applied to assess the

required strength of the confounder–outcome relationship and the approximate strength of

the confounder–mediator relationship that can together explain away a direct or indirect

effect [247].

Another assumption is that of no intermediate confounders i.e. no mediator-outcome
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confounder affected by the exposure (cross-world independence assumption). For instance,

even though in the illustrative example of this chapter age at diagnosis was assumed to

be an exposure-outcome and mediator-outcome confounder, one might argue that age

at diagnosis might be affected by the exposure (i.e. socioeconomic status). In practice,

differences in the distribution of age at diagnosis between socioeconomic groups are

small and shifting the age distribution of one deprivation group to another is expected

to have a small impact on relative survival, as there are no large differences in relative

survival between patients with small age differences. Methods that do not require the cross-

world assumption have been suggested before by either using a weighting-based approach

with the limitation of the direct and indirect effects not adding to the total effect or a

Monte-Carlo based regression approach that applies also to multiple mediators [155, 158].

In principle, the methods described here can be extended to settings with intermediate

confounders and this consists part of future work.

In the same way as for causal inference methods described in Chapter 6, there should

also be well-defined interventions. One could argue that the intervention described here

are still not well-defined [118]. Changing the cancer mortality of one exposure group

while keeping the others the same might not be straightforward in practice. For instance,

an intervention that aims to increase cancer awareness in the most deprived patients will

most probably increase awareness also in the least deprived group. If this is the case, the

estimates will provide a lower bound of the actual population benefit of the intervention.

Another potential issue might be that changing cancer mortality might have an impact

on the probability of dying from other causes. For instance, an intervention that aims in

reducing survival differences between socioeconomic groups by removing differences in

comorbidities might also affect other cause mortality. However, an intervention that aims

in reducing survival differences by removing stage differences is less likely to affect other

cause mortality. Nevertheless, quantifying the impact of such a conceptual intervention in

a formalised causal framework gives a firm basis to improve our understanding on cancer

disparities even if such an intervention is difficult to be identified in practice [123–127].

Further assumptions that relate to relative survival should also hold: appropriate expected

mortality rates and conditional independence of the outcomes. The former highlights the

importance of representative population lifetables and the latter requires that relative sur-
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vival and expected survival are independent after adjusting for sufficient variables [21, 74].

Under these assumptions, relative survival can be interpreted in a net-world setting with

cancer being the only possible cause of death. If interest is in obtaining real-world proba-

bilities, we can estimate measures such as standardised crude probabilities and avoidable

deaths measures, by incorporating expected mortality rates.

In this chapter, all the measures of interest were defined within the relative survival frame-

work. However, in principle, interventions like the one discussed as part of this work, can

also be applicable in the competing risks framework where different models are fitted for

each cause. For instance, interventions that influence the impact of the exposure on a out-

come of interest without affecting its effect on the competing event have been suggested

before [232, 234].

Mediation analysis methods within the relative survival framework are a valuable tool

for improving understanding of cancer disparities. This chapter focussed on regression

standardisation to obtain marginal estimates of interest. Alternative approaches i.e. in-

verse probability weighting and doubly robust standardisation will be explored in the next

chapter.
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8

COMPARING METHODS FOR OBTAINING MARGINAL

ESTIMATES

8.1 CHAPTER OUTLINE

So far, the thesis has focussed on the regression standardisation approach as a way to esti-

mate several marginal measures of interest; this chapter will describe alternative methods

for obtaining marginal estimates. An introduction to the inverse probability weighting and

doubly robust standardisation approaches is given in Section 8.2. Issues that arise when

incorporating relative survival in the inverse probability weighting approach are discussed

in Section 8.3. A Monte Carlo simulation study that compares the three approaches in the

presence of model misspecification is described in Section 8.4. A discussion on standard

errors for the point estimates is provided in Section 8.4.6. Finally, Section 8.5 summarises

the findings of the chapter.

8.2 INTRODUCTION

To estimate a marginal causal effect with regression standardisation, first a survival model

is fitted and then predictions are obtained for every individual in the study population

under each fixed exposure level [231]. An average of the individual-specific estimate is

calculated, and the relevant contrasts between subgroups of the population (such as the

difference between exposed and unexposed) are formed. Under the usual identifiability

assumptions, regression standardisation yields an estimator that consistently estimates the
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causal effect, if the correct model has been fitted for the outcome conditional on exposure

X and confounders Z.

Alternative methods for obtaining marginal measures have also been suggested. These

include inverse probability weighting methods (IPW) and doubly robust standardisation.

IPW builds upon a regression model for the exposure including all relevant confounders

that is commonly referred to as the propensity score model [118]. The propensity score is

used to derive weights that will then be applied in the survival model (see Section 2.9.3).

Doubly robust standardisation combines the benefits of regression standardisation and

the IPW approach, without inheriting some of their limitations [248–250]. In population-

based cancer epidemiology, a doubly robust estimator for the relative survival ratio, under

covariate-dependent censoring, had been proposed recently [251].

The IPW approach is applied by first fitting the propensity score model for the exposure

given confounders, and then obtaining predictions for each exposure level given con-

founders P̂(X = x|Z = zi). These predictions are used to create a weighted dataset, with

weights
1

P̂(X = 1|Z = zi)
for the exposed and weights

1
1− P̂(X = 1|Z = zi)

for the un-

exposed. If large weights are allocated to some patients, the IPW estimator will have a

large variance [133]. Stabilised weights that result in narrower confidence intervals might

also be applied, by including the probability of being exposed or being unexposed in the

numerator;
P̂(X = 1)

P̂(X = 1|Z = zi)
and

P̂(X = 0)
1− P̂(X = 1|Z = zi)

for exposed and unexposed indi-

viduals, respectively. Finally, a marginal structural model is fitted to the weighted dataset

including only the exposure, and the relevant predictions are estimated. IPW yields an

estimate of the average causal effect under standard causal inference assumptions and if a

correct model has been fitted for the exposure X conditional on the confounders Z [252].

Doubly robust standardisation is applied as a two-step procedure. First, a propensity score

model is fitted in the same way as for IPW [248, 253]. Then, a survival model is fitted

on the weighted dataset, given exposure and relevant confounders. This is similar to the

survival model fitted in regression standardisation but this time the weights are being

used in the fitting procedure. After fitting the survival model, predictions are obtained

for each individual in the study population by setting X = 1 and X = 0 for the estimation

of the counterfactual outcomes. The individual predictions are then averaged and the

relevant contrasts are formed. Doubly robust standardisation requires that at least one
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of the propensity score model or the survival model is correctly specified and yields an

estimator that consistently estimates the causal effect even if one of the two models is

misspecified. Doubly robust estimators represent an important advance in methods for

estimating causal effects from observational data, as model misspecification is a very

common issue with that type of data. A trade-off between potentially reducing bias at the

expense of precision has however been reported for doubly robust estimators, although

doubly robust estimators have been suggested to be more efficient than the usual IPW

estimator [253, 254].

Applying regression standardisation in a relative survival framework was performed by

fitting a relative survival model rather than a standard survival model, and it was also ex-

tended to estimating all-cause deaths and crude probabilities of death. This will also be the

case with doubly robust standardisation. However, for the IPW approach, an adjustment

should be made to be able to fit a marginal model: as mentioned in Section 6.4.1, the esti-

mated relative survival from a relative survival model without modelling any confounders

does not estimate the marginal relative survival. The difference is that the relative survival

model is still a conditional model as it incorporates expected mortality rates that vary

across different individuals. An extension that enables fitting a marginal relative survival

model that incorporates marginal expected mortality rates, rather that individual expected

mortality rates, is discussed in more detail in the following section.

8.3 INVERSE PROBABILITY WEIGHTS IN THE RELATIVE SURVIVAL FRAME-

WORK

The IPW approach requires a marginal structural model to be fitted to the weighted dataset.

This will be straightforward in a standard survival setting, however, further consideration

should be given when interested in a relative survival setting. If interested on the marginal

effect on a population, then a standard survival model without confounders can be fitted

and the estimates should be in good agreement with the estimates of a non-parametric

Kaplan-Meier approach. However, this would not be the case for a relative survival model

and the estimates would differ from the estimates obtained from a non-parametric approach

(e.g. Pohar Perme) The reason for this is that even though the excess mortality will be

constant across individuals, the expected mortality rates that are incorporated in the model
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will vary between patients by the characteristics for which the lifetables are stratified.

8.3.1 A marginal model for relative survival

Let h(t|Z = zi) be the conditional all-cause mortality at time t for an individual i with a set

of confounder values zi. Similarly, let h∗(t|Z1= z1i) and λ (t|Z2= z2i) be the conditional

expected mortality and the conditional excess mortality for an individual respectively. Z1

and Z2 denote the confounders for the expected and excess mortality respectively. The

conditional all-cause mortality at time t can then be written as:

h(t|Z = zi) = h∗(t|Z1 = z1i)+λ (t|Z2 = z2i)

and the marginal excess hazard function can be derived by averaging the individual pre-

dictions using regression standardisation as discussed in Chapter 6. When no confounders

are included in the model, the all-cause mortality can be written as:

h(t|Z1 = z1i) = h∗(t|Z1 = z1i)+λ (t)

where the excess mortality remains constant across individuals but the expected mortal-

ity varies for individuals with different confounders Z1 (such as sex, age and calendar

year). Thus, even in the case where interest is in marginal estimates of relative survival,

confounders within the population lifetables should be modelled and the individual pre-

dictions should be averaged to yield the marginal estimates.

An alternative approach would be to find a suitable estimate for the marginal expected

mortality rates at time t, h̄∗(t), and incorporate this in the model rather than individual

expected mortality rates. This would result in the following all-cause mortality:

h(t) = h̄∗(t)+λ (t)

and under this approach it would not be necessary to include confounders from the popu-

lation lifetable in the relative survival model when interest is only on the marginal effect.

Given that under certain assumptions relative survival is interpreted in a hypothetical world
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where it is not possible to die from other causes, it is important to define an estimator for

marginal expected mortality that accounts for the fact that individuals with a higher risk

of dying from other causes will be underrepresented. Following the same idea as with the

Pohar Perme estimator (expression 2.11), the mean expected hazard at risk time t is:

h̄∗(t) =
∑ j∈R(t)w∗i (t)h

∗(t|Z1 = z1 j)

∑ j∈R(t)w∗i (t)
(8.1)

with weights w∗i (t) varying by individual and time and being equal to the inverse of the

expected survival at time t:

w∗i (t) =
1

S∗(t|Z1 = z1i)

The relevant log-likelihood, incorporating the weights is then given by extending expres-

sion 2.27:

lnLi = diw∗i (ti) ln[h∗(ti)+λ (ti)]−
∫ ti

0
w∗i (u)λ (u)du (8.2)

Marginal estimates of expected mortality can be obtained in Stata using the user-written

command mrsprep to setup the data. The integral of the log likelihood is estimated by

splitting the timescale into a number of intervals and then assuming that the weight is

constant within each interval, with the number of intervals being chosen by the analyst.

After obtaining the weights, standard parametric relative survival models can be fitted,

assuming that the weights can be incorporated in the likelihood.

8.3.2 Inverse probability weighting

The IPW approach can be implemented in a relative survival setting by utilising the above

marginal expected mortality estimator, in the following steps. First, a regression model is

fitted for the exposure given all relevant confounders (propensity score). For instance, a

logistic regression might be fitted for a binary exposure. For each level of the exposure,

predictions P̂(X = x|Z = zi) are obtained for each individual i based on the fitted model

and these are used to derive relevant weights (ws
i ); stabilised weights can also be calculated.

The marginal expected mortality is then derived, separately for each exposure group, as in
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equation 8.1, by replacing weights w∗i (t) with weights wi(t):

wi(t) = w∗i (t)×ws
i

The updated weights, wi(t), should also be incorporated into the likelihood of equation

8.2. A marginal relative survival model is then fitted in the weighted dataset (with weights

wi(t)) by incorporating the marginal expected mortality instead of the individual rates.

Under assumptions (discussed in Section 6.5.1) the estimates obtained from the model

yield the average causal effect.

8.4 MONTE CARLO SIMULATION STUDY

A Monte Carlo simulation study was performed to compare different methods for obtaining

marginal measures of interest. The main aim of this simulation study was to assess how

sensitive point estimates are to model misspecification. As a secondary aim, different ways

for obtaining standard errors for the point estimates are explored in Section 8.4.6. To plan

the simulation study the ADEMP structured approach was applied, according to which

special consideration should be given to the aims, data-generating mechanisms, methods,

estimands and performance measures [255].

8.4.1 Data generating mechanisms

Each simulated dataset included 2000 observations. For each dataset, three confounders,

L1,L2,L3 were generated from a Normal distribution. Variable L1 was generated from a

Normal distribution with mean 60 and standard deviation 13. Variables L2 and L3 were

generated from a Normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. There were

three data-generating mechanisms regarding the correlation between the confounders:

• DGM-1: High correlation with correlation matrix equal to
1 0.8 0.8

0.8 1 0.8

0.8 0.8 1
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• DGM-2: Medium correlation with correlation matrix equal to
1 0.5 0.5

0.5 1 0.5

0.5 0.5 1


• DGM-3: No correlation with correlation matrix equal to

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1


A binary exposure variable was also generated from a binomial distribution with the prob-

ability of being exposed equal to the inverse logit function of log(odds). The log(odds)

was calculated as log(odds) = β0 + β1L1 + β2L2 + β3L3, with β0 = logit(0.5), β1 =

log(1.01) = 0.010, β2 = log(1.3) = 0.262 and β3 = log(1.4) = 0.336.

As information from population lifetables needs to be incorporated in the model, and

these are stratified by sex, year and age, the relevant variables should be simulated. For

simplicity, all individuals were assumed to be male and diagnosed in one specific calendar

year i.e. 2009. Variable L1 was allowed to take values between 18 and 99 and was centred

around 60 to resemble age.

Both time to death from cancer and death due to other causes were generated for each

individual, with the minimum value taken as the time to death. For time to death due to

cancer, a Weibull disribution was assumed for the baseline survival:

T =

(
− log(U)

λ exp(βTZ)

) 1
γ

with Z denoting the set of all covariates and U is a random variable with U ∼U(0,1) For

time to death due to other causes, exponential distributions were assumed for the baseline

survival:

T =− log(U)

λ exp(βTZ)
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Further information on simulating survival times can be found elsewhere [256, 257]. More

specifically, time to death from cancer was generated from a Weibull distribution with

shape parameter γ = 0.5 and scale parameter λ = 0.2 (Section 2.7.2). Time to death from

other causes was generated from a piecewise exponential distribution using rates from

population lifetables in England in 2009. To account for the increase in attained age, a

different rate was applied for each year of follow up. If a value larger than 1 was generated,

then the individual was assumed to be alive at the start of the next interval. If the value

was less than one, then it was assumed that the individual had died in the interval.

The effect of L1,L2 and L3 were assumed to be proportional over time with excess hazard

ratios equal to 1.02, 1.3, and 1.5 per one unit increase, respectively. The effect of the

exposure was also assumed to be proportional with the hazard ratio equal to 1.2 for the

exposed versus unexposed.

8.4.1.1 Number of iterations

By conducting 1000 replications and allowing for an expected Monte Carlo standard error

for bias of 0.001, the expected variance of bias would be 0.001:

MCSE =

√
Var
nsim

with nsim the number of simulated datasets. After running a small number of initial iter-

ations, the variance for bias was observed to be lower than 0.001: therefore, the number

of replications was deemed to be adequate. This gives an Monte Carlo standard error of

0.001, so enables estimation of bias with sufficient precision.

Coverage is of secondary interest and thus for 1000 iterations and should coverage be

optimal at 95%, the expected Monte Carlo error for coverage would be 0.68%. This is

derived from the following equation:

MCSE =

√
Coverage× (1−Coverage)

nsim

When coverage is 50%, the Monte Carlo error would be maximised at 1.58%.
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8.4.2 Estimands

The estimands of interest include marginal measures within subsets of the population as

well as the difference between exposed and unexposed, both at 1-year and 5-years since

diagnosis. In particular, the estimands of interest are:

• 1-year marginal relative survival of the exposed

• 1- year marginal relative survival of the unexposed

• Difference in 1-year marginal relative survival between exposure groups

• 5-year marginal relative survival of the exposed

• 5- year marginal relative survival of the unexposed

• Difference in 5-year marginal relative survival between exposure groups

8.4.2.1 Obtaining the true values

To calculate the true values, a sample of 100,000,000 observations was generated following

the data-generating mechanisms described in Section 8.4.1 to generate the exposure and

confounder data. Then, the survival of each individual was obtained using the following

Weibull formula at the timepoints of interest:

S(t) = exp[−exp(β0X +β1L1 +β2L2 +β3L3)λ tγ ]

and replacing the β0, β1, β2, β3, λ and γ with the values assumed to generate the data. The

true values were then derived by obtaining the mean over the study population and can be

found in Table D.1.

8.4.3 Methods

The four methods compared are:

• Regression standardisation (RegStand)
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• Inverse probability weighting (IPW)

• Doubly robust standardisation (assuming a correct model for the survival outcome)

(DRsurv)

• Doubly robust standardisation (assuming a correct model for the exposure outcome)

(DRexp)

As the main aim of the simulation study was to assess the impact of model misspecification

on the point estimates, a range of models is fitted for each method with confounders

gradually omitted. In particular:

• Scenario 1: All confounders L1,L2,L3 are included in the relevant model.

• Scenario 2: Only confounders L1,L2 are included in the relevant model.

• Scenario 3: Only confounder L1 is included in the relevant model.

• Scenario 4: No confounders are included in the relevant model.

The above scenarios apply, either to the survival model of the RegStand approach, the

exposure model of the IPW approach, the exposure model of the DRsurv approach or the

survival model of the DRexp approach. Note, however, that for DRsurv and DRexp at

least one correct model is fitted under each scenario.

Variable L1, i.e. age, was included in the population lifetable and is a confounder that

affects both other cause and cancer mortality.

8.4.3.1 Modelling details

For the RegStand approach several relative survival FPMs were fitted, with each one

including a different set of confounders (scenarios 1–4). Each FPM was fitted assuming 3

df for the baseline excess hazard.

For the IPW approach, several logistic regression models were fitted for the exposure.

For each logistic regression model, a different set of confounders was included in the

model (scenarios 1–4). Next, for the marginal relative survival model, a marginal FPM
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was fitted (including only the exposure) using the weighted dataset, with 3 df for the

baseline excess hazard. The marginal expected mortality rates were incorporated in the

model as described in Section 8.3.2. The proportional hazards effect that was assumed

for the exposure and was simulated from the conditional model may not be proportional

for the marginal structural model [258]. Thus, time-dependent effects for the effect of

the exposure was allowed in the marginal structural model. These were modelled using

restricted cubic splines with 3 degrees of freedom.

For the DRsurv approach, several logistic models were fitted assuming a different set of

confounders(scenarios 1–4). Then, a FPM with 3 df for the baseline excess hazard was

fitted in the weighted dataset, including exposure and all confounders L1,L2,L3. Thus, for

DRsurv the relative survival model was always correctly specified.

For the DRexp method, a logistic model was fitted for the exposure including all con-

founders L1,L2,L3. Then, several FPMs with 3 df for the baseline excess hazard were

fitted in the weighted dataset, assuming a different set of confounders (scenario 1–4.).

Thus, for DRexp the exposure model was always correctly specified.

8.4.4 Performance measures

For each method and under each misspecification scenario bias is estimated at 1 and 5

years after diagnosis, together with the Monte Carlo errors to quantify the uncertainty in

the simulation process. Bias is defined as:

Bias =
1

nsim

nsim

∑
i=1

θ̂i−θ

with θ denoting the true value of an estimand and i indexing a particular simulation

iteration [255, 259, 260].

8.4.5 Results

Bias in the marginal relative survival of the exposed, the marginal relative survival of the

unexposed as well as the difference in survival between the exposed and unexposed can
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be found in Figures 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3, respectively. Data points depicted in orange refer

to an absolute bias larger than 0.01; this is an arbitrary value and was only chosen as a

reference for the comparison of the models. All Monte Carlo errors were reasonably small.

All methods gave unbiased results when the full model with all confounders L1,L2,L3 was

fitted, either for the relative survival model(RegStand approach), exposure model (IPW

approach) or both models (DRsurv and DRexp approach).

For the exposed, the RS approach had a small bias under scenario 2 when confounder

L3 was omitted from the relative survival model (Figure 8.1). The bias was larger when

both L2 and L3 were omitted from the survival model. The bias was also larger when a

lower correlation was assumed between confounders L1,L2,L3. However, this was not the

case for scenario 4, where all confounders were omitted. In this scenario, the bias was

larger than all other scenarios but it was decreasing with a lower correlation between the

confounders. This is because, under a high correlation scenario, the model that includes

one out of three variables is still explaining a lot of the variability. Omitting this variable

from the model would then yield a large bias. That is why, there is such a big gap

between the model where L2,L3 are omitted versus L1,L2,L3 are omitted. However, when

confounders are not correlated, the bias from a model with only L1 and the bias from a

model without any confounders would have a smaller difference. In general, the bias was

larger at 5-years.

A similar pattern was observed for the IPW approach. Bias under IPW was however

slightly smaller than the bias of the RegStand approach for all scenarios apart from scenario

4. When all confounders are omitted from the exposure model, a larger bias was observed

for IPW in comparison with the bias that is observed when all confounders were omitted

from the relative survival model of the RegStand approach.

The DRsurv approach, in which the correctly specified survival model was always fitted

but different scenarios were assumed for the exposure model, was unbiased even when

all confounders are omitted from the exposure model. The DRexp, in which the expo-

sure model was always correctly specified but different scenarios were considered for the

relative survival model, was unbiased for scenarios 1, 2 and 3. However, for scenario 4

when all confounders are omitted from the relative survival model, the estimates were

biased. This is the only bias that was positive, as for all the other methods, scenarios
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larger than 0.01 is shown in orange.
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and data-generating mechanisms a negative bias was observed and the true effect was

underestimated. Bias was larger at 5 years and under DGM-1 when a high correlation was

assumed between L1,L2,L3. The DRexp approach under scenario 4 is, actually, the equiv-

alent of a naive IPW approach where individual expected mortality rates are incorporated

in the model, rather than the marginal expected mortality rates as discussed in Section

8.3.2, so bias should not be surprising.

A similar pattern of results was also observed for the unexposed (Figure 8.2). This time,

positive values are observed under all scenarios. The absolute values for the bias were

slightly larger than the equivalent bias for the exposed.

The bias in the estimand of the difference after applying the RegStand and IPW approaches

had a similar pattern as for the exposed and the unexposed (Figure 8.3). The magnitude of

the bias was found to be very similar between RegStand and IPW approaches. Increasing

bias was observed for increasing level of model misspecification when more confounders

were omitted from the relative survival model or the exposure model. Bias was larger at

5 years after diagnosis and smaller when a higher correlation was assumed for L1,L2,L3.

However, when all confounders were omitted from the model, a larger bias was observed

under DGM-1 (high correlation). Finally, the bias of the difference was larger than that of

the exposed and the unexposed.

Approaches DRsurv and DRexp yielded unbiased estimates of the difference. Under

scenario 4, DRexp gave biased estimates for the exposed and the unexposed. A negligible

bias was however observed for the difference as the absolute values for the bias of the

exposed and unexposed were approximately equal and of the opposite direction.

Detailed tables with the actual values of the bias, together with values for the Monte Carlo

standard errors, can be found in Appendix D.

8.4.6 Comparing standard errors

The main aim of the simulation study was to compare the bias on the estimands of inter-

ests, after applying different methods. As a secondary aim, the standard errors obtained

from each method were also compared. As discussed in Section 6.4.4, standard errors
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of non-linear functions of the model parameters, after regression standardisation, can be

obtained by applying the delta method. Another method for obtaining the standard errors

is the M-estimation approach, also known as estimating equations method, which is a

generalised form of the delta method and takes into consideration the observed variation

in the confounder distribution of a population [231, 245].

An estimator θ̂ is an M-estimator if it solves the vector equation:

N

∑
i=1

φ(Yi, θ̂) = 0

where φ() is a p×1 function if there are p parameters to be estimated .

Assume that interest is on the standard errors of the standardised survival function of the

exposed and the standardised relative survival function of the unexposed, after fitting a

FPM. LetW be the full design matrix consisting of the baseline spline variables evaluated

at time t, exposure, X , and confounders, Z.

Let v = [θ0(t),θ1(t),β], with

θ0(t) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

S(t|W =wi, β̂) for fixed values X = 0

θ1(t) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

S(t|W =wi, β̂) for fixed values X = 1

and β the model coefficients. The estimator v̂ = (θ̂0(t), θ̂1(t), β̂) is an M-estimator if it

satisfies the estimating equation:

N

∑
i=1

Uv,i =
N

∑
i=1


Uθ0,i(β ,θ0(t))

Uθ1,i(β ,θ1(t))

Uβ,i(β )

= 0

with the estimating equations of individuals i being defined as

Uθ0,i(β ,θ0(t)) = S(t|W =wi, β̂)−θ0(t) for fixed values X = 0

Uθ1,i(β ,θ1(t)) = S(t|W =wi, β̂)−θ1(t) for fixed values X = 1
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Uβ,i(β ) =
dLi(ti,di,Wi,β)

dβ

Following standard theory of M-estimators, n
1
2 (v̂−v) is asymptotically normal with mean 0

and variance given by the sandwich formula:

Σ =ABA′

with

A= E
[

∂Uv,i

∂v

]−1

and B = var [Uv,i]

In practice, a consistent estimate of the variance of v̂, is obtained by replacing estimates

of v with v̂.

Construction ofA andB matrices is as follows. For matrixA:

A=

 A11 A12

A21 A22


A11 is the derivative of Uθ0,i and Uθ1,i with respect to θ0(t) and θ1(t) and gives

A11 =

 −1 0

0 −1


A12 is the derivative of Uθ0,i and Uθ1,i with respect to β and is the same as the G matrix

described in the delta method (Section 6.4.4). A21 is the derivative of Uβ,i(β ) with respect

to θ0(t) and θ1(t) and thus is a matrix of zeros. A22 is the derivative of Uβ,i(β ) with

respect to β which is the Hessian matrix. This has already been estimated when fitting

the model and can be derived from the variance matrix. Finally, matrixB is the variance

matrix of the estimating equations for θ0(t), θ1(t) and β (i.e. the score equations).

In the simulation study, standard errors for the regression standardisation were obtained by

applying either the delta method (RegStand-d) or the M-estimation (RegStand-m). IPW

has been found to result in biased estimators for the standard errors when a conventional

model-based variance estimator from the maximum likelihood estimator is applied. A

simulation study showed that bootstrapping yields appropriate standard errors while there
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is a bias when using robust standard errors [136]. In practice, when dealing with large

datasets, there is a trade off between computational time and small bias in standard errors.

In the simulation study described in this chapter, the standard errors of the IPW, DRsurv

and DRexp were obtained with the delta method while using robust clustered standard

errors, as the M-estimation is not implemented yet in Stata for these approaches.

The following section includes results regarding a range of performance measures:

• the empirical standard error (empSE) which is a measure of the precision of the

estimator and only depends on the point estimates of each simulation dataset

• the model standard error (modSE) that is derived as the average of the model stan-

dard error

• the relative error of the average model SE that is an informative performance mea-

sure for the model standard error, here defined as 100
(

modSE
empSE

−1
)

, and

• the coverage which gives the probability that a confidence interval contains the true

value

Further information on definitions, estimates and Monte Carlo standard errors of perfor-

mance measures can be found in [255, 259, 260].

8.4.6.1 Results

Even though the performance measures are shown for all scenarios, focus should be given

to the unbiased estimates: those obtained when the full model was fitted. Figure 8.4 shows

the empirical standard errors for the estimand of the difference in marginal relative survival

between the exposed and unexposed. For regression standardisation, the delta method and

the M-estimation gave very similar empirical standard errors. This is probably explained

by the large population of 2000 observations per simulated dataset that results in less

variation in the confounder distribution. Similar empirical standard errors were observed

also for the doubly robust standardisation approaches. However, the empirical standard

errors obtained for the IPW approach were larger. Larger empirical standard errors were
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also observed for the difference at 5 years since diagnosis. The values are similar across

different data-generating mechanisms.

A similar pattern was observed for the model standard error of the difference, and these

were similar between the RegStand and DR approaches. However, larger model standard

errors were obtained with the IPW method (Figure 8.5). As can be seen in Figure 8.6,

the relative error was small for most approaches, suggesting that the model yields an

appropriate standard error. The standard errors obtained from IPW were larger and for

instance, under DGM-1 that assumes a high correlation, the standard error that is obtained

for the difference at 5-years is 16% higher than the empirical standard error. The model

standard errors for IPW were also higher when a higher correlation was assumed for the

data generating mechanism.

Coverage was found to be good under the full confounder model. Larger coverage was

observed for the IPW approach. For instance, the coverage for the 5-year difference was

0.975 for the IPW under DGM-1 and the full model. More details on the actual values of

the performance measures (with Monte Carlo errors) for the difference at 1 and 5 years

can be found in supplementary Tables D.6 and D.7, respectively.

The pattern was also similar for the exposed and the unexposed. The differences between

the empirical and the model standard errors were slightly larger than those observed for the

difference, across RegStand and DR approaches, and especially when a higher correlation

was imposed in confounders L1,L2,L3. However, the relative error was lower for the IPW

in comparison with the one for the difference. For example, under DGM-1 the standard er-

ror that was obtained for the exposed at 5-years was 8% higher than the empirical standard

error. Details on the performance measures for the exposed can be found in supplementary

Tables D.2 and D.3 for 1 and 5 years, respectively. Similarly, for the unexposed these are

available in Tables D.4 and D.5 for 1 and 5 years, respectively.

8.5 DISCUSSION

This chapter introduced inverse probability weighting and doubly robust standardisation

in the relative survival framework as alternative methods for obtaining marginal estimates

of interest. Regression standardisation requires a correct model for the survival outcome,
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conditional on exposure and confounders, and, under the identifiability assumptions that

were discussed in Section 6.5, it yields an estimator that consistently estimates the causal

effect. Inverse probability weighting requires a correct model for the exposure conditional

on the confounders. Doubly robust standardisation combines a model for the survival

outcome with a model for the exposure and thus it only requires one of the two models to

be correctly specified to obtain an unbiased effect estimator.

IPW requires fitting a marginal survival model, but this is not directly applicable to a

relative survival model. For standard relative survival models, individual expected survival

probabilities are incorporated in the model rather than the marginal expected probabilities.

This will also be the case when no confounders are included in the model for relative

survival. To deal with this issue and enable the extension of IPW within relative survival,

an estimator of marginal expected mortality is required. This is available in Stata using

the command mrsprep. This marginal model was extended to IPW by incorporating the

weights of the propensity score model.

All three approaches, regression standardisation, inverse probability weighting and doubly

robust standardisation, were compared via a simulation study. In particular, the simu-

lation study explored the bias of model misspecification for the relative survival model

(regression standardisation), the exposure model (inverse probability weighting) or either

(doubly robust standardisation). The estimands of interest included both marginal relative

survival among subgroups of the population as well as the difference between exposed and

unexposed, both at 1 and 5 years after diagnosis. Different data-generating mechanisms

were also assumed, with a varying level of correlation between the confounders that were

omitted from the relevant models.

Both regression standardisation and inverse probability approaches yielded small biases

when one confounder was omitted from the models. The bias was increased similarly when

two confounders were omitted from the models. However, when all three confounders

were omitted from the model inverse probability weighting gave larger biases. The bias

was also larger with increasing time since diagnosis. Doubly robust standardisation was

unbiased for all scenarios, apart from when all confounders were omitted from the survival

model, even though these were modelled within the exposure model. This bias corresponds

to the bias that arises when fitting a naive inverse probability weighting approach, so it
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is not surprising. Omitting variables from the population lifetables (with the expected

mortality rates) from the weighted survival model will always yield biased estimates, as

individual expected mortality rates will be incorporated in the model. That is why, for

the IPW approach, the marginal expected mortality rates were obtained first and then

were incorporated in the weighted survival outcome rather than using individual specific

expected rates.

Standard errors for each of the approaches described above were also explored. For regres-

sion standardisation, standard errors were estimated by either applying the delta method or

M-estimation, using analytical formulas and therefore avoiding numerical approximation

and bootstrap procedures. M-estimation incorporates also the variation in the confounder

distribution of the population. The results of the simulations showed that the standard

errors were very similar between the delta method and the M-estimation, which is prob-

ably explained by the large sample of 2000 observations in each simulated dataset. In

smaller datasets there would be more uncertainty in the confounder distribution. The

model standard errors were also in good agreement with the empirical standard errors.

The standard errors of the IPW and doubly robust standardisation approaches were only

estimated by applying the delta method, as M-estimation is currently not implemented for

relative survival in Stata. However, the small difference that was observed between the

two methods for regression standardisation suggests that M-estimation would probably

yield similar estimates with the delta method. In general, IPW resulted in higher standard

errors than all other approaches. The model standard errors were also found to be larger

than the empirical standard errors for most scenarios which warrants further investigation.

Doubly robust standardisation yielded slightly larger standard errors than regression stan-

dardisation. Finally, all methods yielded good coverage for the full models, with slightly

higher coverage for the IPW approach which reflects the larger standard errors.

In general, all methods performed well when correctly specified models were fitted. How-

ever, in practice, when using observational data model misspecification is very common.

Thus, doubly robust standardisation might be preferable when this is applicable.

In this thesis, only time-fixed exposures and confounders were considered. However,

in the presence of time-varying exposures or confounders, causal parameters can also

be estimated using appropriate methodology. IPW and standardisation methods can be
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described in terms of marginal structural models to account for covariates that change over

time and this consists part of future work [133, 228, 252].
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9

D ISCUSSION

9.1 CHAPTER OUTLINE

This chapter discusses the main developments and findings of the previous chapters. A

summary of the work that was introduced in the thesis and a description of the strengths of

the proposed methods will be given in Section 9.2. Limitations of this work and potential

extensions and future developments will be discussed in Section 9.3. Final remarks will

be given in Section 9.4.

9.2 SUMMARY

This thesis involves the development of statistical methods for exploring and improving the

understanding of population variation in survival after a cancer diagnosis, using population-

based data. Applications of the newly-developed methods to cancer-registry data were also

conducted, as a way to explore and quantify cancer survival differences across population

groups. A key aim of this thesis was to communicate results in a meaningful way to a

broader audience and to encourage better ways of reporting cancer statistics. To achieve

this, alternative measures to those usually reported were utilised.

Chapter 1 introduced the non-technical background of the research area of interest. The

two main approaches for exploring population-based data were also introduced: crude

probabilities and net survival. The former approach accommodates competing events, but

in the latter approach these are eliminated. Chapter 1 also discussed the large variation in
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cancer survival across population groups for most cancers, and highlighted the importance

of identifying the underlying determinants that drive the differences. Identifying such

factors enables the implementation of health policies aimed at modifiable risk factors and

has the potential of reducing differences. Another issue that was pointed out, is that the

communication of cancer statistics is very often misinterpreted and that there is a need for

additional reporting measures with more intuitive interpretation.

In Chapter 2, special features of survival data and key mathematical functions for sum-

marising survival data were introduced. Net survival was also introduced; and under

assumptions this can be estimated using either cause-specific survival or relative survival.

The focus of this thesis has been on the relative survival approach. If certain assumptions

hold, relative survival is interpreted in a net-world setting where the cancer of interest is

the only possible cause of death. Non-parametric methods for estimating survival func-

tions were described, followed by modelling approaches. Flexible parametric models

have been used throughout the thesis and have several advantages as they model the base-

line hazard using restricted cubic splines, allowing to capture a wide range of underlying

hazard shapes. Finally, causal inference methods were described as a valuable tool for

exploring the causal structures of variables involved in an analysis. The mathematical

framework used to formulate statistical models and assumptions for causal inference is

that of counterfactual outcomes: outcomes that would be observed if a patient had received

a specific level of exposure. Identifying assumptions were outlined, and main approaches

for estimating the average causal effect were introduced. Directed acyclic graphs were

then introduced, followed by mediation analysis methods. The natural direct and indirect

(due to a mediator) effects were defined and assumptions for their identification were also

provided.

Chapter 3 includes the first findings of the thesis and describes a sensitivity analysis of

FPMs within relative survival. In particular, the sensitivity analysis investigated how robust

are the estimates obtained from FPMs with different number of knots for the splines, using

registry data. Ten cancer types were considered and for each cancer several degrees of

freedom were chosen to model the log-cumulative baseline excess hazard and the main

and time-dependent effects of age. This is an extensive sensitivity analysis that included

many different cancer types with varying prognosis, patient characteristics and 60 different
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FPMs for each cancer type. The estimates of interest included i) age-standardised estimates

for the whole population, ii) age-standardised estimates within age-groups and iii) age-

specific estimates, both at 1 and 5 years since diagnosis. Interactive graphs were also

produced to ease exploration of findings.

The results showed that FPMs are not over-sensitive to the specified number of knots

used to create the splines. Age-standardised estimates for the whole population obtained

from different models showed negligible differences. Age-standardised estimates within

age-groups yielded slightly larger differences, especially for the youngest group that had

fewer patients, but differences remained very small. As expected, age-specific estimates

were more sensitive to the number of knots selected for the splines. However, for most

of the cancers, the differences across different FPMs remained quite small. As a general

rule, more caution is required when interested in age-specific estimates, with special

consideration on the hazard and survival functions of the cancer of interest. The results

showed that in general is better to specify more knots than too few. This is more applicable

in settings when there is a lot of data (i.e. in the setting of population-based cancer data,

for instance) and it might be less valid in small studies (such as randomised clinical trials).

When too many df are chosen, overfitting issues might also arise.

Chapter 4 introduced additional measures for summarising cancer impact. These include

absolute, proportional and conditional measures of loss in life expectancy after a cancer

diagnosis. In contrast with measures such as 5-year relative survival that provide an

estimate of the cancer impact at a specific timepoint, LLE measures provide estimates for

the whole of the remaining lifespan. LLE measures can be obtained either for specific

covariate patterns or a whole population. Another measure that provides an estimate for

the impact of cancer in a population is the total years lost due to cancer in a specific

year. LLE measures refer to a real-world setting where both cancer and other causes of

death are present. They have a more intuitive interpretation and they might be preferable

for communicating cancer statistics to a broad audience including non-statisticians. For

individuals, LLE measures can be very useful for clinical research as they provide an

estimate of the reduction in life expectancy due to cancer. For whole populations, they can

quantify the disease burden in society and can be very useful for public health stakeholders.

They can also be applied to estimate the impact of removing cancer-related differences
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between population groups. This is a causal question that was addressed more formally in

a later chapter (Chapter 6). Even though LLE measures have such advantages, if interest is

in comparing populations, relative survival measures might be more useful as they account

for background mortality that might differ between the populations. Using a variety of

measures can help to understand different aspects of the impact of cancer.

An issue for the estimation of LLE measures is that they require extrapolation of both

the expected survival of the general population and the all-cause survival of the cancer

population. Extrapolating the all-cause survival curve is a challenging task and it might

be preferable to extrapolate the relative survival instead and incorporate the projected

expected survival probabilities after that [52]. This is because as time since diagnosis

increases the excess mortality is approaching zero and the other cause mortality dominates.

In Chapter 4, an evaluation of the extrapolation method was conducted. This compared

the above approach with and without period analysis, as well as the impact of applying

an additional constraint so that all excess hazard ratios be proportional beyond a given

timepoint. Period analysis resulted in lower estimates of LLE, however, adding the con-

straint did not affect the estimates. The former can be explained by the fact that period

analysis has been shown to capture recent advancements in survival and, thus, resulted

in less years lost. The latter can mainly be explained by the fact that excess mortality is

very low later on, and therefore differences in the relative effects at this point become less

important. Higher differences might be observed for other diseases with high long-term

excess mortality.

LLE measures were estimated for a range of cancer types, using English cancer registry

data, and large differences were observed across socioeconomic groups. Among the

cancers considered, lung and stomach cancers had the highest LLE while melanoma,

prostate and breast cancers had the lowest LLE. For most cancers, the least deprived group

had a higher LLE as a result of different background mortalities between socioeconomic

groups. However, this pattern was reversed on the proportional scale. The TYL in 2013

were also estimated and lung cancer was found to have the highest TYL, followed by breast

cancer. This is a measure that is affected by both LLE and the number of patients diagnosed

in 2013. The differences for colon and rectal cancers were, then, further explored by

quantifying the potential gain in life-years by removing such differences. The analysis
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showed that removing cancer-related differences would result in a substantial gain in life-

years. Colon and rectal cancers were also found to explain a large proportion of the total

survival differences across socioeconomic groups early on. However, conditioning on 1-

year survival, the gap between the least and the most deprived groups is mainly explained

by background mortality.

As a way to investigate the above differences, Chapter 5 focused on the partitioning of

the excess cancer mortality into components e.g. the excess DCS mortality and remaining

excess mortality. Excess mortality estimates the extra mortality that is observed in a

cancer population, but it does not provide any information about whether this is directly

or indirectly attributed to cancer. Eloranta et al. showed that is possible to partition the

excess mortality by fitting a joint FPM for both outcomes of interest [53]. To simplify

their approach and allow for more flexibility in a setting where shared covariates effects

is not a reasonable assumption, an alternative approach that fits separate models for each

outcome was proposed. In each model, the expected mortality rates (with respect to the

relevant outcome) of the general population should be incorporated. To provide measures

in a real-world setting where both cancer and other causes of death are present, crude

probabilities of death were also defined. Component specific crude probabilities, after

fitting separate models for each outcome, were implemented in Stata by adding the option

crudeprobpart in the standsurv command.

The methods were illustrated by partitioning the excess mortality that is associated with

Hodgkin lymphoma into excess DCS mortality and excess non-DCS mortality. The effect

of deprivation was also explored. As relevant population lifetables were not available,

these were constructed using data on the number of deaths by each cause in England.

The results showed a high initial excess mortality for both component-specific excess

mortalities. The excess non-DCS mortality was decreasing with time. The least deprived

had lower non-DCS mortality than the most deprived, apart from older patients, for whom

differences were no longer present. The contribution of total excess mortality that is due

to excess DCS mortality increased with time since diagnosis. Crude probabilities of death

were also estimated: excess DCS deaths constitute only a small proportion of the total

probability of death, while for older patients other causes of death, which are not attributed

to cancer, have a higher contribution to the overall mortality. However, there were lots of
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limitations in the analysis and only fairly simple models were fitted for the DCS mortality.

Consequently, the results might not reflect the true relationships in the data and should be

viewed as a simple demonstration of the methods.

Chapter 6 provided a more formal framework for exploring the population differences that

were described in the previous chapters, and utilised colon cancer registry data to illustrate

the methods. Causal inference methods were extended to the relative survival frame-

work and several marginal measures of interest were defined: marginal relative survival,

marginal all-cause survival and marginal crude probabilities of death. Contrasts between

these measures were also described and these refer to either the net-world setting or the

real-world setting. An advantage of using the relative survival framework is that all-cause

survival differences can be derived as either i) differences in a real-world setting that are

explained by cancer, other causes or both or ii) differences in a real-world setting that are

explained by cancer alone. Each of these contrasts is formed by incorporating the relevant

expected mortality rates and allowing these to either vary or remain the same between the

two contrasting terms. Contrasts can also be formed within subsets of the population and

are particularly useful for estimating the potential impact of hypothetical interventions

such as an intervention that aims to remove differences for groups with worse survival.

For example, what if the most deprived patients had the same relative survival as the least

deprived? Another useful measure for estimating the impact of hypothetical interventions

is the number of avoidable deaths that have an intuitive interpretation. Avoidable deaths

is a highly time-dependent measure as eventually all deaths will be realised. The total

avoidable deaths can also be partitioned further into the avoidable deaths due to cancer

and deaths from other causes by utilising the marginal crude probabilities measures.

Identification assumptions were discussed, and these include standard causal inference

assumptions that are now extended to hold in terms of both outcomes as well as assump-

tions that relate to the relative survival framework. The main issue is that conditional

exchangeability for other cause mortality can only be achieved if the population lifetables

are sufficiently stratified. All measures of interest can then be estimated by applying re-

gression standardisation, as an average of the individual predictions. Marginal estimates

within subsets of the population can be estimated by standardising over the covariate dis-

tribution of that subset. When estimating the avoidable deaths, a key point is to ensure that
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patients over whom the survival curves are standardised and the cohort used to generalise

the results have a similar covariate distribution.

Chapter 7 extended mediation analysis methods to a relative survival framework to delve

deeper into the reasons for survival differences between population groups. The natural

direct and natural indirect effects were defined within the net-world setting. These were

then extended to a real-world setting by incorporating the expected survival function and

were also extended to a real-world setting where survival differences are only due to cancer.

As in Chapter 6, the natural direct and indirect effects can also be defined within subsets

of the population. Once again, the avoidable deaths under interventions can be defined:

for instance, the avoidable deaths if we could remove differences in the distribution of the

mediator between exposed and unexposed.

The above measures can be estimated using observed data under certain assumptions: i)

standard mediation analysis assumptions that are extended to both cancer and other deaths

outcomes and ii) relative survival assumptions. Under these assumptions, the natural direct

and indirect effects can be estimated using regression standardisation. An algorithm for

estimating the effects of interest was provided, building on two separate models: a model

for the mediator that is utilised to derive weights for the mediator proportions, and a model

for the survival outcome from which weighted standardised survival functions are obtained.

To account for the uncertainty in the predictions, parametric bootstrapping was applied.

Chapter 8 explored alternative approaches for obtaining estimates of marginal measures:

IPW and doubly robust standardisation. Implementation of IPW within relative survival

required an extension to allow a marginal relative survival model to be fitted. This is

because, in a standard relative survival model, individual expected mortality rates are in-

corporated in the model even when no covariates are modelled for the relative survival.

The different approaches for obtaining marginal estimates were then compared by a Monte

Carlo simulation study. For regression standardisation and IPW, a small bias was observed

when one variable was omitted from the model and this bias increased when two covari-

ates were omitted. Bias was also larger when a lower correlation was assumed between

covariates. However, when all covariates were omitted, higher correlation yielded larger

bias. In general, the bias was larger at 5-years. For the doubly robust standardisation

approach, when the survival model was correctly specified the estimates were unbiased
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even when all covariates were omitted from the exposure model. Similarly, the doubly

robust standardisation approach when the exposure model was correctly specified was

unbiased in all scenarios except when all covariates were omitted from the survival model

(i.e. equivalent of a naive IPW approach).

As a secondary aim, the standard errors of the point estimates were explored. For regres-

sion standardisation, standard errors were derived by applying either the delta method

or M-estimation. For IPW and doubly robust standardisation only the delta method was

applied. Regression standardisation and doubly robust standardisation gave similar stan-

dard errors, while IPW resulted in larger standard errors. The model standard errors of

regression standardisation and doubly robust standardisation were in good agreement with

the empirical standard errors. However, the model standard errors obtained with IPW over-

estimated the empirical standard errors. Finally, there was good coverage for all methods,

with larger coverage for the IPW approach that could be explained by the larger standard

errors.

9.3 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this section, limitations of the proposed methods are acknowledged and future work to

address these issues is also discussed.

9.3.1 Model non-convergence and winsorising

A common issue encountered when modelling registry data with complex statistical mod-

els, including time-dependent effects and interactions, is the non-convergence of the model.

This is a problem caused by the smaller number of patients in the tails of a continuous

variable distribution (such as age). The issue will also be relevant as follow-up time in-

creases as there will be fewer patients still alive 10 years after diagnosis. To deal with

models that were not converging in this thesis, a winsorising approach was applied and

patients at the extremes of the age distribution were clustered together (Section 3.3) [172].

In particular, for each cancer type, the relative survival of patients who were younger than

the age corresponding to the 2nd percentile of the age distribution was forced to be the

same as patients of this cut-off age. The same was applied to patients older than the age
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corresponding to the 98th percentile. Even though the same relative survival was assumed

for the clustered patients, individual expected mortality rates were still incorporated in the

model. The remaining 96% of the age distribution was modelled continuously. In addition,

restricted cubic splines were applied and this allowed a non-linear effect to be modelled

for age.

Even though clustering patients might not be ideal, the impact of this winsorising approach

is expected to be negligible, as it only affects very few individuals at the extremes. An

alternative approach would possibly be to assume a proportional hazards model or include

age in the model as a categorical variable. Assuming proportionality is not optimal as it

is known that the effect of age on cancer survival changes over time from diagnosis. The

categorisation of continuous variables has also been found to be problematic as important

information is lost and it is not straightforward to define appropriate cutpoints [181, 182].

Furthermore, categorisation implies that the relationship with the outcome is the same

within categories, an assumption that is far less reasonable. Winsorising could potentially

provide a useful tool for improving stability in the tails of a continuous variable, in a range

of settings, and therefore it would be useful to assess the performance of this approach

formally by a Monte Carlo simulation study. Alternative methods where constraints are

applied on the time-dependent function could also be investigated.

9.3.2 Interactive graphs for sensitivity analysis

In Chapter 3, an extensive sensitivity analysis was conducted to assess how robust are

FPMs on the choice for the number of knots used for the spline function. The estimates

were found to be quite insensitive, especially for the age-standardised estimates, with

slightly larger differences for age-specific estimates. To enable an easier exploration of the

results and improve understanding of how different degrees of freedom affect the estimates,

interactive graphs were also produced.

Despite the small differences observed in the sensitivity analysis of Chapter 3, in other

settings, larger differences might be observed. In principle, a good practice when fitting

a FPM is to perform a sensitivity analysis for the degrees of freedom in order to ensure

the robustness of the model estimates. However, in practice, sensitivity analyses are often
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omitted. A potential future development would be to automate the procedure for per-

forming sensitivity analysis of FPM and provide a more general tool in which users, after

providing some basic information, would obtain interactive graphs like the ones produced

in this thesis, based on their own analysis. Interactive visualisations have several advan-

tages over static ones and they provide the user with a more flexible and engaging way

to navigate across findings. The availability of this tool will, hopefully, encourage more

sensitivity analyses and would improve understanding of the stability of the estimates.

9.3.3 Partitioning excess mortality

In Chapter 5 an existing methodology for partitioning excess mortality was extended to

allow for more flexibility. Data on Hodgkin lymphoma were utilised to partition the ex-

cess cancer mortality into DCS-related excess mortality and non-DCS excess mortality, as

well as to investigate differences in component-specific mortalities across socioeconomic

groups. However, follow-up was only available from 1998 onwards, omitting important in-

formation for earlier years when excess DCS mortality has been reported to be high. Thus,

there were very few excess DCS events and this resulted in models failing to converge.

The analysis was restricted to more simple statistical models and more realistic models

are needed to draw clinical conclusions.

Further exploration of the results is required. For example, a high increase in excess

mortality was observed right after diagnosis, and it might more appropriate to focus on

exploring differences at the first 3 months of diagnosis for specific age groups. Implemen-

tation of the extended methods to other applications should also be explored. For instance,

Weibull et al. investigated temporal trends in excess incidence rates, rather than mortality

rates, and absolute risks of DCS among Hodgkin lymphoma survivors [222]. The excess

incidence rate of DCS was defined as the difference between the DCS incidence rate that

was observed for the cancer population and the incidence rate in the general population,

matched on age, sex and year.

Finally, in Chapter 5 component specific crude probabilities were implemented in Stata

by adding the option crudeprobpart to the already available standsurv command. Cur-

rently, only point estimates can be obtained using this command and thus confidence
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intervals should also be implemented. This can be obtained by applying the delta method

for the standard errors as described in Section 6.4.4.

9.3.4 Missing data in a relative survival framework

For the illustrative example of Chapter 7 the role of stage at diagnosis as a potential

mediator in the relationship between socioeconomic status and survival was investigated.

However, because of a large proportion of missing data for earlier years and since this

example was only used for the demonstration of the methods, a complete case analysis was

conducted. Dealing with missing covariate data, such as stage at diagnosis, appropriately

is essential for conducting an analysis.

Several methods have been proposed for dealing with missing data in the all-cause sur-

vival setting, with these focusing on the proportional hazards Cox model [261–263]. The

most common approach for dealing with missing covariates is that of multiple imputation

[264]. Imputation is performed using a regression model for the incomplete covariates

on other covariates and the outcome. For a survival outcome, the event indicator and the

Nelson–Aalen estimator is usually included in the imputation model. In general, it is

difficult to choose directly specified imputation models for incomplete covariates that are

compatible with outcome models, when the incomplete covariates are assumed to have

non-linear effects or interactions in the survival model.

Previous work extended multiple imputation methods to relative survival models [265–

267]. However, these approaches perform the same multiple imputation method as would

be used if an all-cause analysis was performed. Also, only imputation under proportional

hazards is considered. Dealing with missing data in the relative survival setting can be

complex because (i) relative survival methods differ from standard survival models (ii)

there are multiple interactions between covariates and (iii) there are interactions with time

(non-proportional hazards). Recent approaches for dealing with missing data for compet-

ing risks have strong links with relative survival methods and may be more appropriate.

Under a MAR (missing at random) assumption, Bartlett and Taylor proposed a flexible

approach for multiple imputations of missing data in a competing risks framework [268].

The suggested approach is based on proportional hazards models for cause-specific haz-
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ards, while including interactions and nonlinear covariate effects. Even when the aim

is to fit a relative survival model, utilising information on the cause of death is likely to

be useful. Future work will build on ideas for handling missing data in competing risks

settings and extend this to the relative survival framework. An evaluation of the methods

should be performed via a simulation.

9.3.5 Extensions for mediation analysis

Chapter 7 described how mediation analysis methods can be extended to the relative sur-

vival setting to explore potential mediators between the exposure-outcome relationship.

An algorithm for estimating the natural direct and indirect effects was also provided. The

standard errors for the point estimates were obtained using parametric bootstrap to ac-

count for the uncertainty in the predicted mediator probabilities that are used to derive

the weights and the weighted standardised survival curves. By performing parametric

bootstrap, samples are obtained from a fixed covariate distribution. Even though standard-

isation was conducted, non-parametric bootstrap might be more appropriate in principle.

A comparison between parametric and non-parametric bootstrap should be performed to

ensure that this does not affect the estimates considerably.

Another possible extension of this work would be to develop a Stata command for the

implementation of mediation analysis in the relative survival framework, as this would

automate the estimating process and would encourage the use of the proposed methods.

However, an automated command might be less transparent. Implementing the suggested

algorithm step-by-step is more explicit and results in a better understanding of the methods

used by the analyst.

An assumption required for the identification of the natural effects is that there are no

intermediate confounders i.e. no mediator-outcome confounder affected by the exposure.

Methods that address this issue have been suggested before for all-cause survival. Van-

derWeele et al. suggested a weighting-based approach, with the limitation that the direct

and indirect effects no longer add to the total effect [155]. Vansteelandt and Daniel pro-

posed a Monte-Carlo based regression approach that applies to multiple mediators as well

[158]. As future work, the methods described in Chapter 7 can be extended to settings
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with intermediate confounders and multiple mediators using the above approaches.

Finally, all marginal measures of interest were obtained by applying regression standard-

isation. In principle, this could be extended to IPW and doubly robust standardisation

approaches.

9.3.6 Standard errors for inverse probability weighting using M-estimation

In Chapter 8, relative survival was incorporated within the inverse probability weighting

and doubly robust standardisation approaches. The primary focus of the chapter was on the

point estimates and how robust these approaches are to model misspecification. However,

the standard errors obtained from different methods were also explored. The standard

errors for IPW were calculated using the delta method and robust clustered standard errors.

These were found to overestimate the empirical standard error over the simulated datasets.

Further work is thus required to ensure that appropriate standard errors are obtained. IPW

has previously been reported to result in higher variance, as this is influenced by the

weights that are incorporated in the survival model from the propensity score model [133].

In the approach discussed in Section 8.3, additional weights for the marginal expected

mortality rates were also incorporated in the model. It is essential to derive standard

errors that reflect the uncertainty in both weights. Bootstrapping has been found to yield

correct standard errors but it can be very computational intensive for large datasets [136].

M-estimation approaches for obtaining standard errors should be explored, as these can

also incorporate the covariate variation in the population and overcome time-consuming

issues that arise in the context of bootstrapping.

9.3.7 Machine learning approaches for causal inference

Machine learning methods have become increasingly popular in recent years with applica-

tions of these methods focussing on prediction, thus circumventing the direct application

of machine learning methods in causal inference. In a recent paper, Kreif and Diaz-Ordaz

explored specific areas where machine learning methods might be appropriate when in-

terest is on estimating the average causal effect [269]. Specifically, the authors suggested

the use of machine learning approaches as a useful tool for i) achieving a balance between
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exposed and unexposed, ii) estimating nuisance models, such as the propensity score or

conditional expectations of the outcome, in semi-parametric estimators that target causal

parameters and iii) contributing in variable selection in settings with high dimensional

data.

Machine learning methods can improve the estimation of causal effects only under the

assumption of no unmeasured confounding and there are limitations of naively interpreting

the output obtained from machine learning prediction methods as causal estimates. How-

ever, recent developments that allow plug-in machine learning predictions for nuisance

parameters in the average causal effect estimators as well as their use to data-adaptively se-

lect balanced comparison groups is worth exploring further and, if possible, incorporating

in the methods discussed in this thesis.

9.3.8 Other applications

Further dissemination of the work developed in this thesis is important. A research visit at

the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) based in Lyon, France is planned

and during this research visit I will work on a project that will utilise the developed methods

to explore survival differences across countries/jurisdictions. Specifically, this work will

aim to further investigate survival differences between countries/jurisdictions as well as

differences in the life expectancy after a cancer diagnosis while using period analysis to

ensure results are as up-to-date as possible.

Mediation analysis methods will be applied to address questions about whether differences

in the distribution of stage at diagnosis are partly responsible for the variation in cancer

survival between countries. To look over the whole of the remaining lifespan rather than

a specific time-point e.g. 5-years after diagnosis, life expectancy measures will also be

applied. Such measures have a more intuitive interpretation and will help to quantify the

potential impact of an intervention that aims to equalise the life expectancy by stage across

countries. In this way, questions such as how many life years would be gained if countries

with worse survival had the same stage distribution as countries with better survival?

will also be addressed. Updated estimates such as loss in life expectancy after a cancer

diagnosis conditional on 5 years of survival will also be explored, as these are useful for
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presenting information to patients who have survived a given number of years.

9.4 FINAL CONCLUSIONS

Survival after a cancer diagnosis varies substantially across population groups. One such

example that receives considerable attention are differences across socioeconomic groups,

with the most deprived patients having a worse survival. This thesis explored cancer

survival variation on a population level, by incorporating the relative survival framework

to causal inference and mediation analysis methods and providing additional reporting

measures with a more intuitive interpretation. The developed methods provide valuable

tools that have the potential to improve our understanding of factors that drive survival

differences. They also contribute towards detecting and potentially targeting groups with

worse prognosis with health policies aimed at modifiable risk factors. For example, if

differences in survival across populations are largely driven by differences in stage at

diagnosis, then policies could be implemented to encourage earlier detection in the most

affected groups to try to reduce the differences and ultimately improve patients outcomes.

The methods developed as part of this thesis should have wide-ranging impact in cancer

(and other disease) epidemiology. There have been a number of examples of exploring

differences across population groups in the past, and this thesis sets those approaches into

an appropriate causal framework. There have also been various extensions proposed in

this thesis and a focus on a broad range of metrics to enable a wide variety of audiences

to understand the results of complex statistical analyses.
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A

ADDITIONAL RESULTS FROM APPLICATION ON

COLON AND RECTAL CANCERS

This Appendix includes supplementary figures and tables for the application described in

Section 4.5.2.
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F IGURE A.1: Colon cancer (males): number of patients diagnosed in 2013, the average life-years
lost, total years lost by deprivation and total years lost for all deprivation groups combined under
two scenarios.
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F IGURE A.2: Colon cancer (females): number of patients diagnosed in 2013, the average life-
years lost, total years lost by deprivation and total years lost for all deprivation groups combined
under two scenarios.
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F IGURE A.3: Rectal cancer (males): number of patients diagnosed in 2013, the average life-years
lost, total years lost by deprivation and total years lost for all deprivation groups combined under
two scenarios.
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F IGURE A.4: Rectal cancer (females): number of patients diagnosed in 2013, the average life-
years lost, total years lost by deprivation and total years lost for all deprivation groups combined
under two scenarios.
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TABLE A.1: Rectal cancer (males): Loss in life expectancy (both unconditional and conditional
on 1-year survival) if patients diagnosed at the ages of 50, 60, 70, 80 years old had (i) their own
relative survival or (ii) the same relative survival as the least deprived group.

Unconditional Conditional on 1-year Survival

Deprivation
Group

Loss in
Life Expectancy Years

Gained

Loss in
Life Expectancy Years

Gained
Keep
own
RS

RS =
As least
deprived

Keep
own
RS

RS =
As least
deprived

Age at diagnosis: 50
Least deprived 13.06 13.06 0.00 11.23 11.23 0.00

2 14.06 12.47 1.59 11.97 10.70 1.27
3 13.49 11.94 1.55 11.30 10.24 1.06
4 12.63 11.16 1.46 10.37 9.56 0.81

Most deprived 12.91 10.24 2.67 10.49 8.76 1.73

Age at diagnosis: 60
Least deprived 9.07 9.07 0.00 7.59 7.59 0.00

2 9.02 8.55 0.47 7.42 7.13 0.29
3 9.04 8.13 0.91 7.32 6.77 0.55
4 8.85 7.52 1.32 7.03 6.26 0.77

Most deprived 9.09 6.86 2.23 7.16 5.70 1.45

Age at diagnosis: 70
Least deprived 5.94 5.94 0.00 4.58 4.58 0.00

2 5.67 5.50 0.17 4.26 4.22 0.04
3 5.76 5.22 0.53 4.24 4.01 0.23
4 5.63 4.81 0.81 4.04 3.69 0.35

Most deprived 5.59 4.44 1.16 3.96 3.41 0.55

Age at diagnosis: 80
Least deprived 4.33 4.33 0.00 3.13 3.13 0.00

2 4.03 3.91 0.11 2.80 2.80 0.00
3 4.00 3.77 0.23 2.71 2.70 0.01
4 3.94 3.53 0.41 2.60 2.54 0.07

Most deprived 4.01 3.42 0.59 2.63 2.48 0.15
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TABLE A.2: Rectal cancer(females): Loss in life expectancy (both unconditional and conditional
on 1-year survival) if patients diagnosed at the ages of 50, 60, 70, 80 years old had (i) their own
relative survival or (ii) the same relative survival as the least deprived group.

Unconditional Conditional on 1-year Survival

Deprivation
Group

Loss in
Life Expectancy Years

Gained

Loss in
Life Expectancy Years

Gained
Keep
own
RS

RS =
As least
deprived

Keep
own
RS

RS =
As least
deprived

Age at diagnosis: 50
Least deprived 12.75 12.75 0.00 10.51 10.51 0.00

2 12.54 12.27 0.27 10.19 10.10 0.08
3 14.35 11.93 2.42 11.94 9.81 2.13
4 13.46 11.45 2.02 11.05 9.41 1.64

Most deprived 14.28 10.83 3.45 11.66 8.90 2.76

Age at diagnosis: 60
Least deprived 8.54 8.54 0.00 6.75 6.75 0.00

2 8.55 8.15 0.40 6.64 6.43 0.21
3 9.39 7.88 1.51 7.47 6.21 1.26
4 9.37 7.52 1.85 7.35 5.92 1.43

Most deprived 10.11 7.10 3.01 7.91 5.58 2.32

Age at diagnosis: 70
Least deprived 6.07 6.07 0.00 4.31 4.31 0.00

2 5.90 5.71 0.19 4.08 4.05 0.03
3 6.35 5.51 0.83 4.52 3.90 0.62
4 6.18 5.25 0.93 4.29 3.71 0.58

Most deprived 6.62 4.98 1.64 4.59 3.52 1.07

Age at diagnosis: 80
Least deprived 4.80 4.80 0.00 3.05 3.05 0.00

2 4.48 4.43 0.05 2.71 2.80 -0.08
3 4.72 4.31 0.41 2.98 2.73 0.26
4 4.47 4.14 0.33 2.70 2.62 0.08

Most deprived 4.68 4.03 0.65 2.84 2.56 0.28
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B

STATA CODE FOR OBTAINING ESTIMATES FOR THE

MARGINAL MEASURES AND CONTRASTS DEFINED IN

CHAPTER 6

This Appendix includes the Stata code used to obtain the estimates discussed in Chapter

6.
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All estimates were obtained using command standsurv. A pre-release version of standsurv

within Stata using

net from https://www.pclambert.net/downloads/standsurv

First, need to declare the data as survival data and then merge in the expected mortality

rates for the population life table (popmort.dta). Age was modelled as a continuous

non-linear variable using restricted cubic splines. This can be done with the following

command:

rcsgen ageadj, df(3) gen(rcsa) orthog

The fitted model included age (splines), deprivation status and gender. Time-dependent

effects for age and deprivation status were also allowed (option tvc()).

stpm2 rcsa1 rcsa2 rcsa3 dep5 gender , df(5) scale(h) bhaz(rate) ///
tvc(rcsa? dep5) dftvc(3)

B.1 MARGINAL ESTIMATES OF INTEREST

The standardised net probability of death (Figure 6.2.A) was obtained by:

standsurv, at1(.) timevar(timevar) atvars(stand_net) failure ci

The standardised all-cause probability of death and the standardised expected probability

of death are derived in a similar way but now the expected survival needs to be incorporated.

Using the expsurv option:

standsurv, at1(.) timevar(timevar) atvars(stand_obs) failure ci ///
expsurv(using(popmort.dta) ///
expsurvvars(expmort) ///
datediag(dx) ///
agediag(agediag) ///
pmrate(rate) ///
pmage(age) ///
pmyear(year) ///
pmother(dep sex) ///
at1(.))
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For the standardised crude probabilities of deaths (Figure 6.2.B), the function of interest

should be first defined:

mata function calc_allcause(at) return(at[1]+at[2])

Then, to obtain predictions:

standsurv, at1(.) timevar(timevar) atvar(crprob) ///
crudeprob stub2(cancer other) ci ///
expsurv(using(popmort.dta) ///
datediag(dx) ///
agediag(agediag) ///
pmrate(rate) ///
pmage(age) ///
pmyear(year) ///
pmother(dep sex) ///
at1(.)) ///
userfunction(calc_allcause) ///
userfunctionvar(allcause)

B.2 FORMING CONTRASTS

The difference in standardised relative survival between the least and the most deprived

patient groups (Figure 6.3.A) is obtained by:

standsurv, at1(dep5 0) at2(dep5 1) timevar(timevar) ///
contrast(difference) contrastvar(netdiff) ///
atvars(net1 net5) failure ci

The difference in standardised all-cause survival between the least and the most deprived

patient groups (Figure 6.3.B) is obtained by the following command. Here we change

both relative survival and expected survival.

standsurv, at1(dep5 0) at2(dep5 1) timevar(timevar) ///
contrast(difference) ///
atvars(obs1 obs5) contrastvar(obsdiff) ///
failure ci ///
expsurv(using(popmort.dta) ///
datediag(dx) ///
agediag(agediag) ///
pmrate(rate) ///
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pmage(age) ///
pmyear(year) ///
pmother(dep sex) ///
at1(dep 1 ) ///
at2(dep 5 ))

To focus on the all-cause setting but obtain only the cancer-related difference, the expected

survival of the most deprived is applied in both standardised all-cause survival functions.

For Figure 6.4:

standsurv, at1(dep5 0) at2(dep5 1) timevar(timevar) ///
contrast(difference) ///
atvars(obs1 obs5) contrastvar(obsdiff) ///
failure ci ///
expsurv(using(popmort.dta) ///
datediag(dx) ///
agediag(agediag) ///
pmrate(rate) ///
pmage(age) ///
pmyear(year) ///
pmother(dep sex) ///
at1(dep 5 ) ///
at2(dep 5 ))

B.3 FORMING CONTRASTS WITHIN SUBSETS OF THE POPULATION

The difference in standardised all-cause survival among the least deprived if we change

the relative survival to that of the least deprived but keep the expected survival unchanged

as in Figure 6.5:

standsurv, at1(dep5 0, atif(dep5==1)) at2(dep5 1, atif(dep5==1)) ///
timevar(timevar) contrast(difference) ///
atvars(rs_changed rs_own) ///
contrastvar(obsdiff_changed) failure ci ///
expsurv(using(popmort.dta) ///
datediag(dx) ///
agediag(agediag) ///
pmrate(rate) ///
pmage(age) ///
pmyear(year) ///
pmother(dep sex) ///
at1(dep 5 ) ///
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at2(dep 5 ))

B.4 AVOIDABLE DEATHS

For the avoidable deaths among the most deprived under a hypothetical scenario of re-

moving cancer-related differences, option per() should be added in standsurv and this

denotes the number of patients in a typical year, N∗. To answer the question what if the

most deprived had the same relative survival as the least deprived group, (Figure 6.6):

standsurv, at1(dep5 0 , atif(dep5==1)) at2(dep5 1 , atif(dep5==1)) ///
timevar(timevar) failure per(3267) ci ///
contrast(difference) contrastvar(ADa) ///
expsurv(using(popmort.dta) ///
datediag(dx) ///
agediag(agediag) ///
pmrate(rate) ///
pmage(age) ///
pmyear(year) ///
pmother(dep sex) ///
at1(dep 5 ) ///
at2(dep 5 ))

To partition this further to cancer and other cause deaths as in Figure 6.7:

standsurv , at1(dep5 0 , atif(dep5==1)) at2(dep5 1 , atif(dep5==1)) ///
timevar(timevar) crudeprob stub2(cancer other) per(3267) ///
contrast(difference) contrastvar(AD) nodes(125) ci ///
expsurv(using(popmort.dta) ///
datediag(dx) ///
agediag(agediag) ///
pmrate(rate) ///
pmage(age) ///
pmyear(year) ///
pmother(dep sex) ///
at1(dep 5 ) ///
at2(dep 5 ))
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C

STATA CODE FOR OBTAINING THE NATURAL D IRECT

AND INDIRECT EFFECTS

This Appendix includes the Stata code used to obtain predictions for the natural direct and

indirect effect defined in Chapter 7.
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For the estimation of the natural direct and indirect effects in Stata command standsurv

is required.

Following the steps discussed in section 7.4.2:

Step 1. Fit a parametric relative survival model for the time-to event outcome including the

exposure, mediator, potential confounders and appropriate interactions and time-dependent

effects.

For simplicity, assume that a FPM with 3 df for the baseline hazard was fitted, allowing for

the time-dependent effects (2df). More specifically, the model includes deprivation status

(dep5: equal to 1 for the most deprived patients and 0 the least deprived), age (rcsa1

rcsa2 rcsa3: continuous, non linear variable with 3 splines), sex (gender: 1 for females

and 0 for males) and stage at diagnosis (stage1 stage2 stage3 stage4: with stage1

the reference category). This model can be fitted in Stata after declaring the data (stset)

as survival data and merging in the expected mortality rates as:

stpm2 dep5 rcsa1 rcsa2 rcsa3 gender stage2 stage3 stage4, df(3) ///
tvc(rcsa1 rcsa2 rcsa3 dep5 stage2 stage3 stage4) dftvc(2) ///
scale(h) bhaz(rate)

//Store the model parameters
estimates store surv

In the above model we assumed no interactions for simplicity but this can easily be in-

cluded in the model. The bhaz(rate) option is applied to denote that this is a relative

survival model with rate being the expected mortality rates variable.

Step 2. Fit a model for the mediator including the exposure and confounders. For example,

for a binary mediator this could be a logistic regression model and for a mediator with

more categories this could be a multinomial regression model.

Here cancer_stage indicates the mediator variable with levels 1,2,3,4.

//Fit a multinomial regression model for the most deprived
mlogit cancer_stage rcsa1 rcsa2 rcsa3 gender if dep5==1
//Store the model parameters
estimates store ph1

//Fit a multinomial regression model for the least deprived
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mlogit cancer_stage rcsa1 rcsa2 rcsa3 gender if dep5==0
//Store the model parameters
estimates store ph0

Step 3. For each individual in the study population obtain predictions for the probability

of being in a specific level of the mediator, P̂(M = m|X = x,Z2 = z2i), at each level of

the exposure X = x.

To do so, first draw the parameters from a multivariate normal distribution:

//For the least deprived (dep5=0)
preserve

estimates restore ph0
matrix b0 = e(b)
matrix V0= e(V)
drawnorm b1_rcsa1 b1_rcsa2 b1_rcsa3 b1_gender b1_cons ///

b2_rcsa1 b2_rcsa2 b2_rcsa3 b2_gender b2_cons ///
b3_rcsa1 b3_rcsa2 b3_rcsa3 b3_gender b3_cons ///
b4_rcsa1 b4_rcsa2 b4_rcsa3 b4_gender b4_cons, ///
mean(b0) cov(V0) n(1) clear

list
local cnames: colfullnames b0
local rnames: rowfullnames b0
mkmat b1_rcsa1 b1_rcsa2 b1_rcsa3 b1_gender b1_cons ///

b2_rcsa1 b2_rcsa2 b2_rcsa3 b2_gender b2_cons ///
b3_rcsa1 b3_rcsa2 b3_rcsa3 b3_gender b3_cons ///
b4_rcsa1 b4_rcsa2 b4_rcsa3 b4_gender b4_cons, ///
matrix(b0_tmp)

matrix colnames b0_tmp = ‘cnames’
matrix rownames b0_tmp = ‘rnames’
erepost b = b0_tmp V=V0, noesample

restore

//Obtain predictions for stages 1,2,3 and 4
predict p01 p02 p03 p04
//Similarly obtain predictions, p11 p12 p13 p14, for the most deprived
group (dep5=1)

Step 4. Obtain predictions of the standardized relative survival functions at each level of

X = x, R̂(t|X = 1,Z2 = z2i,M = m), using the predictions of Step 3 as weights. Contrasts

of these predictions can be formed to obtain the (N̂DERS) and (N̂IERS).

Once again, in order to obtain the prediction, first draw the model parameters from a

multivariate normal distribution. This is done in a similar way as before:
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preserve
estimates restore surv
matrix bsurv = e(b)
matrix V3surv= e(V)
drawnorm b_dep5 b_rcsa1 b_rcsa2 b_rcsa3 b_gender b_stage2 ///

b_stage3 b_stage4 ///
b_rcs1 b_rcs2 b_rcs3 ///
b_rcs_rcsa11 b_rcs_rcsa12 b_rcs_rcsa21 ///

b_rcs_rcsa22 b_rcs_rcsa31 b_rcs_rcsa32 ///
b_rcs_dep51 b_rcs_dep52 ///
b_rcs_stage21 b_rcs_stage22 b_rcs_stage31 ///

b_rcs_stage32 b_rcs_stage41 b_rcs_stage42 ///
b_cons ///
b_d_rcs1 b_d_rcs2 b_d_rcs3 ///
b_d_rcs_rcsa11 b_d_rcs_rcsa12 b_d_rcs_rcsa21 ///

b_d_rcs_rcsa22 b_d_rcs_rcsa31 ///b_d_rcs_rcsa32 ///
b_d_rcs_dep51 b_d_rcs_dep52 ///
b_d_rcs_stage21 b_d_rcs_stage22 b_d_rcs_stage31 ///

b_d_rcs_stage32 b_d_rcs_stage41 b_d_rcs_stage42,
mean(bsurv) cov(V3surv) n(1) clear

list
local cnames: colfullnames bsurv
local rnames: rowfullnames bsurv

mkmat b_dep5 b_rcsa1 b_rcsa2 b_rcsa3 b_gender b_stage2 ///
b_stage3 b_stage4 ///

b_rcs1 b_rcs2 b_rcs3 ///
b_rcs_rcsa11 b_rcs_rcsa12 b_rcs_rcsa21 ///

b_rcs_rcsa22 b_rcs_rcsa31 b_rcs_rcsa32 ///
b_rcs_dep51 b_rcs_dep52 ///
b_rcs_stage21 b_rcs_stage22 b_rcs_stage31 ///

b_rcs_stage32 b_rcs_stage41 b_rcs_stage42 ///
b_cons ///
b_d_rcs1 b_d_rcs2 b_d_rcs3 ///
b_d_rcs_rcsa11 b_d_rcs_rcsa12 b_d_rcs_rcsa21

b_d_rcs_rcsa22 b_d_rcs_rcsa31 b_d_rcs_rcsa32 ///
b_d_rcs_dep51 b_d_rcs_dep52 ///
b_d_rcs_stage21 b_d_rcs_stage22 b_d_rcs_stage31 ///

b_d_rcs_stage32 b_d_rcs_stage41 b_d_rcs_stage42,
matrix(bsurv_tmp)
matrix colnames bsurv_tmp = ‘cnames’
matrix rownames bsurv_tmp = ‘rnames’
erepost b = bsurv_tmp V=V3surv, noesample

restore

The b_rcs1 b_rcs2 b_rcs3 denote the model parameters for the 3 splines used to model

the baseline excess hazard and b_d_rcs1 b_d_rcs2 b_d_rcs3 denote the derivatives
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of these splines. Please note that in flexible parametric models, the splines and their

derivatives are part of the model parameters and therefore should be included in the draw.

Prediction for the (N̂DERS) and (N̂IERS) can then be obtained using standsurv command

and specifying the at options to form the contrasts of interest:

//For the NDE we compare the most deprived with the least deprived
while setting M to M0 for everyone.
//Here each at option refers to a specific level of the exposure and
a specific stage at diagnosis. All the at options are then combined
to form the contrast of interest, indicated by the lincom() option.
//In this example, 8 at options are used. This is because there are 2
deprivation groups with 4 stage at diagnosis each.
//The option atindweights() is used to set the mediator distribution
to that of the unexposed group. This is done, by applying the weights
of Step 3.

standsurv, failure timevar(timevar) ///
at1(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 0 stage4 0 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 0, atindweights(p01)) ///
at2(dep5 1 stage2 1 stage3 0 stage4 0 stage2dep5 1 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 0, atindweights(p02)) ///
at3(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 1 stage4 0 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 1

stage4dep5 0, atindweights(p03)) ///
at4(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 0 stage4 1 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 1, atindweights(p04)) ///
at5(dep5 0 stage2 0 stage3 0 stage4 0 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 0, atindweights(p01)) ///
at6(dep5 0 stage2 1 stage3 0 stage4 0 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 0, atindweights(p02)) ///
at7(dep5 0 stage2 0 stage3 1 stage4 0 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 0, atindweights(p03)) ///
at8(dep5 0 stage2 0 stage3 0 stage4 1 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 0, atindweights(p04)) ///
lincom(1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1) lincomvar(tde)

//For the NIE we set everyone to have dep5==1 and form a contrast
if they had the M1 versus if they had M0.
//The option atindweights() is used to set the mediator distribution
M1 and M0.

standsurv, failure timevar(timevar) ///
at1(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 0 stage4 0 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 0, atindweights(p11)) ///
at2(dep5 1 stage2 1 stage3 0 stage4 0 stage2dep5 1 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 0, atindweights(p12)) ///
at3(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 1 stage4 0 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 1
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stage4dep5 0, atindweights(p13)) ///
at4(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 0 stage4 1 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 1, atindweights(p14)) ///
at5(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 0 stage4 0 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 0, atindweights(p01)) ///
at6(dep5 1 stage2 1 stage3 0 stage4 0 stage2dep5 1 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 0, atindweights(p02)) ///
at7(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 1 stage4 0 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 1

stage4dep5 0, atindweights(p03)) ///
at8(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 0 stage4 1 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 1, atindweights(p04)) ///
lincom(1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1) lincomvar(tie)

Step 5. Repeat from Step 3 for k times while performing parametric bootstrap for the

parameter estimates for both models.

Step 6. Calculate 95% confidence intervals either by taking the 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles

of the (N̂DERS) and (N̂IERS) estimates across the bootstrapped samples or by using the

standard deviation of the estimates obtained from the bootstrap samples.

Predictions in an all-cause setting, (N̂DEAC2) and (N̂IEAC2), are obtained by incorporating

the expected mortality in the contrasts of Step 4. This is done in standsurv using the

option expsurv(). For example, the (N̂IEAC2) is given by

standsurv, failure timevar(timevar) ///
at1(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 0 stage4 0 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 0, atif(dep5==1) atindweights(p11)) ///
at2(dep5 1 stage2 1 stage3 0 stage4 0 stage2dep5 1 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 0, atif(dep5==1) atindweights(p12)) ///
at3(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 1 stage4 0 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 1

stage4dep5 0, atif(dep5==1) atindweights(p13)) ///
at4(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 0 stage4 1 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 1, atif(dep5==1) atindweights(p14)) ///
at5(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 0 stage4 0 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 0, atif(dep5==1) atindweights(p01)) ///
at6(dep5 1 stage2 1 stage3 0 stage4 0 stage2dep5 1 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 0, atif(dep5==1) atindweights(p02)) ///
at7(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 1 stage4 0 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 1

stage4dep5 0, atif(dep5==1) atindweights(p03)) ///
at8(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 0 stage4 1 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 1, atif(dep5==1) atindweights(p04)) ///
lincom(1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1) lincomvar(tie_ac2) ///
expsurv(using(popmort.dta) ///

datediag(dx) ///
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agediag(agediag) ///
pmrate(rate) ///
pmage(age) ///
pmyear(year) ///
pmother(dep sex) ///
at1(dep .) ///
at2(dep .) ///
at3(dep .) ///
at4(dep .) ///
at5(dep .) ///
at6(dep .) ///
at7(dep .) ///
at8(dep .))

By applying expsurv(),the expected mortality rates included in popmort.dta file are

incorporated in the contrast and individuals are matched at age at diagnosis (age), calendar

year(year), and other characteristics (dep sex). By using options at(dep .) we allow

each patient to keep their observed expected survival as opposed to at(dep 1) that would

set everyone’s deprivation status to that of the exposed group and would therefore also

apply the expected mortality rates of the exposed to everyone.

The avoidable deaths under interventions are derived in a similar way as described above.

For example, the avoidable deaths for the most deprived by shifting the stage distribution

of the most deprived to that of the least deprived is obtained by including the option

per(3228) for the choice of N∗ equal to 3228 patients :

standsurv, failure timevar(timevar) per(3228) ///
at1(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 0 stage4 0 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 0, atif(dep5==1) atindweights(p11)) ///
at2(dep5 1 stage2 1 stage3 0 stage4 0 stage2dep5 1 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 0, atif(dep5==1) atindweights(p12)) ///
at3(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 1 stage4 0 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 1

stage4dep5 0, atif(dep5==1) atindweights(p13)) ///
at4(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 0 stage4 1 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 1, atif(dep5==1) atindweights(p14)) ///
at5(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 0 stage4 0 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 0, atif(dep5==1) atindweights(p01)) ///
at6(dep5 1 stage2 1 stage3 0 stage4 0 stage2dep5 1 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 0, atif(dep5==1) atindweights(p02)) ///
at7(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 1 stage4 0 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 1

stage4dep5 0, atif(dep5==1) atindweights(p03)) ///
at8(dep5 1 stage2 0 stage3 0 stage4 1 stage2dep5 0 stage3dep5 0

stage4dep5 1, atif(dep5==1) atindweights(p04)) ///
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lincom(1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1) lincomvar(ADb) ///
expsurv(using(popmort.dta) ///

datediag(dx) ///
agediag(agediag) ///
pmrate(rate) ///
pmage(age) ///
pmyear(year) ///
pmother(dep sex) ///
at1(dep 5) ///
at2(dep 5) ///
at3(dep 5) ///
at4(dep 5) ///
at5(dep 5) ///
at6(dep 5) ///
at7(dep 5) ///
at8(dep 5))

In the above prediction, the avoidable deaths are estimated only among the most deprived

patients by using atif(dep5==1). As a result, using at1(dep 5) is equivalent to using

at1(dep .) within the expsurv() option.
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D

ADDITIONAL RESULTS FROM THE S IMULATION

STUDY

This Appendix includes a table with the true values as well as detailed tables with infor-

mation on the performance measures for the simulation study of Chapter 8.
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TABLE D.1: True values by estimand and data-generating scenario.

Estimand 1-year 5-year

High correlation
Difference -0.03401 -0.04769
Exposed 0.74188 0.55281

Unexposed 0.77589 0.60050

Medium correlation
Difference -0.03391 -0.04928
Exposed 0.75105 0.55810

Unexposed 0.78496 0.60738

No correlation
Difference -0.03330 -0.05199
Exposed 0.76803 0.56968

Unexposed 0.80133 0.62167
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TABLE D.2: Performance measures with Monte Carlo errors for the exposed at 1 year after
diagnosis.

DGM Covs Perf. Measure RS-d RS-m IPW DRa DRb

DGM-1 1 bias -0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000)
DGM-1 1 cover 0.926 (0.008) 0.925 (0.008) 0.964 (0.006) 0.922 (0.008) 0.922 (0.008)
DGM-1 1 empse 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-1 1 modelse 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000)
DGM-1 1 relerror -8.243 (2.054) -8.991 (2.037) 3.420 (2.315) -8.621 (2.046) -8.621 (2.046)

DGM-1 2 bias -0.004 (0.000) -0.004 (0.000) -0.003 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000)
DGM-1 2 cover 0.915 (0.009) 0.912 (0.009) 0.948 (0.007) 0.921 (0.009) 0.925 (0.008)
DGM-1 2 empse 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-1 2 modelse 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000)
DGM-1 2 relerror -8.004 (2.059) -9.289 (2.031) 3.055 (2.306) -8.719 (2.044) -7.879 (2.063)

DGM-1 3 bias -0.009 (0.000) -0.009 (0.000) -0.009 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000)
DGM-1 3 cover 0.846 (0.011) 0.836 (0.012) 0.901 (0.009) 0.924 (0.008) 0.926 (0.008)
DGM-1 3 empse 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-1 3 modelse 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000)
DGM-1 3 relerror -7.157 (2.078) -9.160 (2.034) 2.873 (2.302) -8.528 (2.048) -6.746 (2.088)

DGM-1 4 bias -0.039 (0.000) -0.039 (0.000) -0.052 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) 0.010 (0.000)
DGM-1 4 cover 0.163 (0.012) 0.134 (0.011) 0.038 (0.006) 0.927 (0.008) 0.872 (0.011)
DGM-1 4 empse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000)
DGM-1 4 modelse 0.013 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000)
DGM-1 4 relerror -3.706 (2.155) -8.504 (2.048) -1.323 (2.208) -8.211 (2.055) 1.112 (2.263)

DGM-2 1 bias 0.001 (0.000) 0.001 (0.000) 0.001 (0.000) 0.001 (0.000) 0.001 (0.000)
DGM-2 1 cover 0.931 (0.008) 0.914 (0.009) 0.952 (0.007) 0.930 (0.008) 0.930 (0.008)
DGM-2 1 empse 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-2 1 modelse 0.011 (0.000) 0.010 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000)
DGM-2 1 relerror -5.053 (2.125) -8.211 (2.055) 3.591 (2.319) -4.141 (2.146) -4.141 (2.146)

DGM-2 2 bias -0.007 (0.000) -0.007 (0.000) -0.007 (0.000) 0.001 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000)
DGM-2 2 cover 0.897 (0.010) 0.880 (0.010) 0.933 (0.008) 0.929 (0.008) 0.938 (0.008)
DGM-2 2 empse 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-2 2 modelse 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000)
DGM-2 2 relerror -4.370 (2.140) -8.599 (2.047) 1.893 (2.280) -4.197 (2.145) -2.523 (2.182)

DGM-2 3 bias -0.017 (0.000) -0.017 (0.000) -0.017 (0.000) 0.001 (0.000) 0.001 (0.000)
DGM-2 3 cover 0.684 (0.015) 0.642 (0.015) 0.766 (0.013) 0.926 (0.008) 0.943 (0.007)
DGM-2 3 empse 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-2 3 modelse 0.012 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-2 3 relerror -2.689 (2.178) -7.940 (2.061) 1.260 (2.266) -4.759 (2.132) -0.309 (2.232)

DGM-2 4 bias -0.031 (0.000) -0.031 (0.000) -0.040 (0.000) 0.001 (0.000) 0.009 (0.000)
DGM-2 4 cover 0.319 (0.015) 0.277 (0.014) 0.163 (0.012) 0.932 (0.008) 0.893 (0.010)
DGM-2 4 empse 0.013 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-2 4 modelse 0.013 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-2 4 relerror -0.678 (2.222) -7.095 (2.080) -1.172 (2.211) -4.999 (2.126) 4.231 (2.333)

DGM-3 1 bias -0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000)
DGM-3 1 cover 0.943 (0.007) 0.915 (0.009) 0.950 (0.007) 0.942 (0.007) 0.942 (0.007)
DGM-3 1 empse 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000)
DGM-3 1 modelse 0.011 (0.000) 0.010 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000)
DGM-3 1 relerror -1.776 (2.198) -9.135 (2.035) 1.520 (2.272) -2.379 (2.186) -2.379 (2.186)

DGM-3 2 bias -0.012 (0.000) -0.012 (0.000) -0.013 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000)
DGM-3 2 cover 0.830 (0.012) 0.778 (0.013) 0.860 (0.011) 0.943 (0.007) 0.952 (0.007)
DGM-3 2 empse 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-3 2 modelse 0.012 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-3 2 relerror -0.636 (2.224) -9.271 (2.032) 1.001 (2.260) -1.949 (2.195) -0.058 (2.237)

DGM-3 3 bias -0.019 (0.000) -0.019 (0.000) -0.019 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000)
DGM-3 3 cover 0.675 (0.015) 0.595 (0.016) 0.725 (0.014) 0.939 (0.008) 0.956 (0.006)
DGM-3 3 empse 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-3 3 modelse 0.012 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-3 3 relerror -0.689 (2.222) -9.729 (2.022) 0.421 (2.247) -1.697 (2.201) 0.642 (2.253)

DGM-3 4 bias -0.018 (0.000) -0.018 (0.000) -0.022 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) 0.004 (0.000)
DGM-3 4 cover 0.698 (0.015) 0.633 (0.015) 0.636 (0.015) 0.943 (0.007) 0.933 (0.008)
DGM-3 4 empse 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-3 4 modelse 0.012 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-3 4 relerror -0.242 (2.232) -9.434 (2.028) -0.226 (2.233) -1.694 (2.201) 1.723 (2.277)
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TABLE D.3: Performance measures with Monte Carlo errors for the exposed at 5 years after
diagnosis.

DGM Covs Perf. Measure RS-d RS-m IPW DRa DRb

DGM-1 1 bias -0.001 (0.000) -0.001 (0.000) 0.000 (0.001) -0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000)
DGM-1 1 cover 0.933 (0.008) 0.947 (0.007) 0.960 (0.006) 0.930 (0.008) 0.930 (0.008)
DGM-1 1 empse 0.015 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-1 1 modelse 0.014 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000)
DGM-1 1 relerror -7.535 (2.069) 1.558 (2.272) 8.462 (2.427) -7.240 (2.076) -7.240 (2.076)

DGM-1 2 bias -0.006 (0.000) -0.006 (0.000) -0.005 (0.001) -0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000)
DGM-1 2 cover 0.909 (0.009) 0.932 (0.008) 0.954 (0.007) 0.926 (0.008) 0.931 (0.008)
DGM-1 2 empse 0.015 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-1 2 modelse 0.014 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000)
DGM-1 2 relerror -7.537 (2.069) 1.039 (2.260) 7.005 (2.394) -7.530 (2.070) -6.451 (2.094)

DGM-1 3 bias -0.014 (0.000) -0.014 (0.000) -0.013 (0.001) -0.000 (0.000) -0.001 (0.000)
DGM-1 3 cover 0.816 (0.012) 0.856 (0.011) 0.894 (0.010) 0.926 (0.008) 0.935 (0.008)
DGM-1 3 empse 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-1 3 modelse 0.015 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000)
DGM-1 3 relerror -6.786 (2.085) 1.113 (2.262) 5.940 (2.370) -7.684 (2.066) -5.289 (2.120)

DGM-1 4 bias -0.049 (0.001) -0.049 (0.001) -0.072 (0.001) -0.001 (0.000) 0.024 (0.001)
DGM-1 4 cover 0.192 (0.012) 0.204 (0.013) 0.020 (0.004) 0.933 (0.008) 0.728 (0.014)
DGM-1 4 empse 0.017 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000)
DGM-1 4 modelse 0.017 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000)
DGM-1 4 relerror -1.966 (2.193) 0.775 (2.254) 0.798 (2.255) -7.532 (2.069) 4.656 (2.342)

DGM-2 1 bias 0.001 (0.000) 0.001 (0.000) 0.001 (0.001) 0.001 (0.001) 0.001 (0.001)
DGM-2 1 cover 0.936 (0.008) 0.959 (0.006) 0.960 (0.006) 0.935 (0.008) 0.935 (0.008)
DGM-2 1 empse 0.015 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-2 1 modelse 0.015 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000)
DGM-2 1 relerror -5.745 (2.109) 2.176 (2.286) 5.890 (2.369) -5.975 (2.104) -5.975 (2.104)

DGM-2 2 bias -0.011 (0.001) -0.011 (0.001) -0.011 (0.001) 0.001 (0.000) 0.001 (0.001)
DGM-2 2 cover 0.868 (0.011) 0.900 (0.009) 0.929 (0.008) 0.932 (0.008) 0.942 (0.007)
DGM-2 2 empse 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-2 2 modelse 0.015 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000)
DGM-2 2 relerror -4.992 (2.126) 1.790 (2.277) 4.867 (2.346) -5.843 (2.107) -3.893 (2.151)

DGM-2 3 bias -0.026 (0.001) -0.026 (0.001) -0.025 (0.001) 0.001 (0.000) -0.000 (0.001)
DGM-2 3 cover 0.573 (0.016) 0.610 (0.015) 0.690 (0.015) 0.931 (0.008) 0.954 (0.007)
DGM-2 3 empse 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-2 3 modelse 0.015 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-2 3 relerror -3.005 (2.170) 2.710 (2.298) 4.014 (2.327) -5.962 (2.104) -1.557 (2.203)

DGM-2 4 bias -0.039 (0.001) -0.039 (0.001) -0.057 (0.001) 0.001 (0.000) 0.021 (0.001)
DGM-2 4 cover 0.368 (0.015) 0.381 (0.015) 0.091 (0.009) 0.937 (0.008) 0.784 (0.013)
DGM-2 4 empse 0.017 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000)
DGM-2 4 modelse 0.017 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000)
DGM-2 4 relerror -0.633 (2.223) 2.154 (2.285) 0.735 (2.253) -5.718 (2.110) 4.026 (2.327)

DGM-3 1 bias -0.000 (0.001) -0.000 (0.001) 0.000 (0.001) -0.000 (0.001) -0.000 (0.001)
DGM-3 1 cover 0.937 (0.008) 0.949 (0.007) 0.958 (0.006) 0.932 (0.008) 0.932 (0.008)
DGM-3 1 empse 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-3 1 modelse 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-3 1 relerror -1.783 (2.197) 3.939 (2.325) 3.936 (2.325) -2.673 (2.178) -2.673 (2.178)

DGM-3 2 bias -0.020 (0.001) -0.020 (0.001) -0.019 (0.001) -0.000 (0.001) -0.001 (0.001)
DGM-3 2 cover 0.761 (0.013) 0.783 (0.013) 0.814 (0.012) 0.932 (0.008) 0.941 (0.007)
DGM-3 2 empse 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-3 2 modelse 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-3 2 relerror -0.625 (2.223) 3.408 (2.313) 3.385 (2.313) -1.738 (2.198) -0.058 (2.236)

DGM-3 3 bias -0.030 (0.001) -0.030 (0.001) -0.029 (0.001) -0.000 (0.001) -0.001 (0.001)
DGM-3 3 cover 0.569 (0.016) 0.595 (0.016) 0.631 (0.015) 0.932 (0.008) 0.942 (0.007)
DGM-3 3 empse 0.017 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000)
DGM-3 3 modelse 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000)
DGM-3 3 relerror -0.205 (2.232) 3.141 (2.307) 2.490 (2.293) -1.731 (2.199) 1.372 (2.268)

DGM-3 4 bias -0.025 (0.001) -0.025 (0.001) -0.033 (0.001) -0.000 (0.001) 0.009 (0.001)
DGM-3 4 cover 0.693 (0.015) 0.708 (0.014) 0.535 (0.016) 0.936 (0.008) 0.923 (0.008)
DGM-3 4 empse 0.017 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000)
DGM-3 4 modelse 0.017 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000)
DGM-3 4 relerror 0.012 (2.237) 2.760 (2.299) 1.073 (2.261) -1.729 (2.199) 2.699 (2.297)
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TABLE D.4: Performance measures with Monte Carlo errors for the unexposed at 1 year after
diagnosis.

DGM Covs Perf. Measure RS-d RS-m IPW DRa DRb

DGM-1 1 bias 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000)
DGM-1 1 cover 0.956 (0.006) 0.950 (0.007) 0.971 (0.005) 0.949 (0.007) 0.949 (0.007)
DGM-1 1 empse 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-1 1 modelse 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-1 1 relerror -1.515 (2.204) -3.482 (2.162) 8.731 (2.436) -2.643 (2.181) -2.643 (2.181)

DGM-1 2 bias 0.004 (0.000) 0.004 (0.000) 0.004 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000)
DGM-1 2 cover 0.930 (0.008) 0.922 (0.008) 0.957 (0.006) 0.951 (0.007) 0.948 (0.007)
DGM-1 2 empse 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-1 2 modelse 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-1 2 relerror -1.463 (2.205) -4.050 (2.149) 8.611 (2.433) -2.076 (2.194) -2.034 (2.195)

DGM-1 3 bias 0.010 (0.000) 0.010 (0.000) 0.010 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000)
DGM-1 3 cover 0.840 (0.012) 0.820 (0.012) 0.889 (0.010) 0.951 (0.007) 0.953 (0.007)
DGM-1 3 empse 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-1 3 modelse 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-1 3 relerror -1.199 (2.211) -4.750 (2.133) 7.415 (2.406) -2.316 (2.188) -1.429 (2.208)

DGM-1 4 bias 0.048 (0.000) 0.048 (0.000) 0.047 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) 0.006 (0.000)
DGM-1 4 cover 0.007 (0.003) 0.004 (0.002) 0.026 (0.005) 0.956 (0.006) 0.941 (0.007)
DGM-1 4 empse 0.010 (0.000) 0.010 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-1 4 modelse 0.010 (0.000) 0.009 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000)
DGM-1 4 relerror 3.581 (2.319) -6.757 (2.089) 2.697 (2.299) -1.434 (2.207) 8.535 (2.432)

DGM-2 1 bias 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000)
DGM-2 1 cover 0.945 (0.007) 0.936 (0.008) 0.968 (0.006) 0.941 (0.007) 0.941 (0.007)
DGM-2 1 empse 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-2 1 modelse 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-2 1 relerror -3.323 (2.164) -7.279 (2.077) 6.476 (2.385) -2.081 (2.194) -2.081 (2.194)

DGM-2 2 bias 0.008 (0.000) 0.008 (0.000) 0.009 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000)
DGM-2 2 cover 0.858 (0.011) 0.826 (0.012) 0.905 (0.009) 0.947 (0.007) 0.948 (0.007)
DGM-2 2 empse 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-2 2 modelse 0.011 (0.000) 0.010 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-2 2 relerror -1.649 (2.201) -7.078 (2.082) 4.674 (2.344) -2.318 (2.188) 0.298 (2.247)

DGM-2 3 bias 0.018 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000)
DGM-2 3 cover 0.622 (0.015) 0.575 (0.016) 0.682 (0.015) 0.945 (0.007) 0.961 (0.006)
DGM-2 3 empse 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-2 3 modelse 0.011 (0.000) 0.010 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-2 3 relerror -0.294 (2.232) -7.283 (2.077) 3.766 (2.323) -2.400 (2.186) 2.149 (2.288)

DGM-2 4 bias 0.038 (0.000) 0.038 (0.000) 0.037 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) 0.004 (0.000)
DGM-2 4 cover 0.054 (0.007) 0.040 (0.006) 0.128 (0.011) 0.946 (0.007) 0.953 (0.007)
DGM-2 4 empse 0.010 (0.000) 0.010 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-2 4 modelse 0.010 (0.000) 0.009 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000)
DGM-2 4 relerror 0.422 (2.248) -9.991 (2.017) -0.566 (2.226) -3.262 (2.166) 6.868 (2.394)

DGM-3 1 bias -0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000)
DGM-3 1 cover 0.948 (0.007) 0.922 (0.008) 0.953 (0.007) 0.951 (0.007) 0.951 (0.007)
DGM-3 1 empse 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000)
DGM-3 1 modelse 0.011 (0.000) 0.010 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000)
DGM-3 1 relerror -1.619 (2.202) -9.505 (2.028) 1.289 (2.268) -1.599 (2.204) -1.599 (2.204)

DGM-3 2 bias 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) -0.001 (0.000)
DGM-3 2 cover 0.810 (0.012) 0.754 (0.014) 0.822 (0.012) 0.950 (0.007) 0.953 (0.007)
DGM-3 2 empse 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000)
DGM-3 2 modelse 0.011 (0.000) 0.010 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000)
DGM-3 2 relerror -0.475 (2.228) -10.383 (2.008) -0.148 (2.236) -1.840 (2.198) 0.506 (2.251)

DGM-3 3 bias 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) -0.001 (0.000)
DGM-3 3 cover 0.662 (0.015) 0.582 (0.016) 0.704 (0.014) 0.946 (0.007) 0.950 (0.007)
DGM-3 3 empse 0.010 (0.000) 0.010 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000)
DGM-3 3 modelse 0.010 (0.000) 0.009 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000)
DGM-3 3 relerror 0.017 (2.239) -10.737 (2.000) -0.688 (2.223) -1.410 (2.208) 1.639 (2.276)

DGM-3 4 bias 0.020 (0.000) 0.020 (0.000) 0.019 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) 0.001 (0.000)
DGM-3 4 cover 0.517 (0.016) 0.434 (0.016) 0.619 (0.015) 0.949 (0.007) 0.951 (0.007)
DGM-3 4 empse 0.010 (0.000) 0.010 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000)
DGM-3 4 modelse 0.010 (0.000) 0.009 (0.000) 0.012 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000) 0.011 (0.000)
DGM-3 4 relerror 0.619 (2.253) -10.862 (1.997) -0.709 (2.223) -1.537 (2.205) 2.330 (2.292)
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TABLE D.5: Performance measures with Monte Carlo errors for the unexposed at 5 years after
diagnosis.

DGM Covs Perf. Measure RS-d RS-m IPW DRa DRb

DGM-1 1 bias 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) -0.001 (0.001) 0.000 (0.001) 0.000 (0.001)
DGM-1 1 cover 0.932 (0.008) 0.951 (0.007) 0.966 (0.006) 0.938 (0.008) 0.938 (0.008)
DGM-1 1 empse 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-1 1 modelse 0.015 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000)
DGM-1 1 relerror -5.544 (2.114) 2.258 (2.288) 6.872 (2.392) -5.890 (2.108) -5.890 (2.108)

DGM-1 2 bias 0.006 (0.000) 0.006 (0.000) 0.004 (0.001) 0.000 (0.001) 0.000 (0.001)
DGM-1 2 cover 0.903 (0.009) 0.932 (0.008) 0.951 (0.007) 0.935 (0.008) 0.943 (0.007)
DGM-1 2 empse 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-1 2 modelse 0.015 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000)
DGM-1 2 relerror -5.156 (2.122) 2.113 (2.285) 5.772 (2.367) -5.738 (2.111) -4.929 (2.129)

DGM-1 3 bias 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.013 (0.001) 0.000 (0.001) -0.000 (0.001)
DGM-1 3 cover 0.822 (0.012) 0.855 (0.011) 0.890 (0.010) 0.935 (0.008) 0.941 (0.007)
DGM-1 3 empse 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-1 3 modelse 0.015 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000)
DGM-1 3 relerror -4.766 (2.131) 1.716 (2.276) 4.762 (2.345) -6.053 (2.103) -4.308 (2.142)

DGM-1 4 bias 0.085 (0.000) 0.085 (0.000) 0.067 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) 0.021 (0.001)
DGM-1 4 cover 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) 0.011 (0.003) 0.932 (0.008) 0.782 (0.013)
DGM-1 4 empse 0.015 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-1 4 modelse 0.015 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000)
DGM-1 4 relerror -0.136 (2.234) 1.413 (2.269) -0.052 (2.236) -5.461 (2.116) 5.873 (2.369)

DGM-2 1 bias 0.001 (0.000) 0.001 (0.000) -0.001 (0.001) 0.000 (0.001) 0.000 (0.001)
DGM-2 1 cover 0.934 (0.008) 0.948 (0.007) 0.962 (0.006) 0.931 (0.008) 0.931 (0.008)
DGM-2 1 empse 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-2 1 modelse 0.015 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000)
DGM-2 1 relerror -4.082 (2.146) 2.628 (2.296) 7.053 (2.396) -4.195 (2.145) -4.195 (2.145)

DGM-2 2 bias 0.013 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000) 0.012 (0.001) 0.000 (0.001) 0.000 (0.001)
DGM-2 2 cover 0.863 (0.011) 0.893 (0.010) 0.904 (0.009) 0.930 (0.008) 0.935 (0.008)
DGM-2 2 empse 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-2 2 modelse 0.015 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-2 2 relerror -2.392 (2.184) 3.179 (2.308) 4.899 (2.347) -4.380 (2.141) -1.638 (2.202)

DGM-2 3 bias 0.027 (0.000) 0.027 (0.000) 0.026 (0.001) 0.000 (0.001) -0.000 (0.001)
DGM-2 3 cover 0.591 (0.016) 0.622 (0.015) 0.686 (0.015) 0.935 (0.008) 0.939 (0.008)
DGM-2 3 empse 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-2 3 modelse 0.015 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-2 3 relerror -0.669 (2.222) 3.792 (2.322) 4.006 (2.327) -4.603 (2.135) 0.472 (2.248)

DGM-2 4 bias 0.070 (0.000) 0.070 (0.000) 0.055 (0.000) 0.001 (0.000) 0.017 (0.001)
DGM-2 4 cover 0.004 (0.002) 0.007 (0.003) 0.065 (0.008) 0.938 (0.008) 0.851 (0.011)
DGM-2 4 empse 0.015 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-2 4 modelse 0.015 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000)
DGM-2 4 relerror 0.837 (2.256) 2.584 (2.295) 1.229 (2.265) -4.066 (2.147) 6.866 (2.391)

DGM-3 1 bias -0.001 (0.001) -0.001 (0.001) -0.001 (0.001) -0.001 (0.001) -0.001 (0.001)
DGM-3 1 cover 0.946 (0.007) 0.955 (0.007) 0.962 (0.006) 0.949 (0.007) 0.949 (0.007)
DGM-3 1 empse 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-3 1 modelse 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-3 1 relerror -1.438 (2.205) 3.348 (2.312) 3.645 (2.319) -1.482 (2.205) -1.482 (2.205)

DGM-3 2 bias 0.018 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.017 (0.001) -0.001 (0.001) -0.001 (0.001)
DGM-3 2 cover 0.782 (0.013) 0.803 (0.013) 0.823 (0.012) 0.948 (0.007) 0.958 (0.006)
DGM-3 2 empse 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-3 2 modelse 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-3 2 relerror 0.180 (2.241) 3.421 (2.314) 2.025 (2.283) -1.504 (2.204) 2.019 (2.283)

DGM-3 3 bias 0.027 (0.000) 0.027 (0.000) 0.026 (0.001) -0.001 (0.001) -0.001 (0.001)
DGM-3 3 cover 0.616 (0.015) 0.633 (0.015) 0.656 (0.015) 0.944 (0.007) 0.957 (0.006)
DGM-3 3 empse 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-3 3 modelse 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000)
DGM-3 3 relerror 0.666 (2.252) 3.312 (2.311) 1.347 (2.267) -1.417 (2.206) 3.375 (2.313)

DGM-3 4 bias 0.038 (0.000) 0.038 (0.000) 0.030 (0.001) -0.001 (0.001) 0.007 (0.001)
DGM-3 4 cover 0.314 (0.015) 0.329 (0.015) 0.560 (0.016) 0.945 (0.007) 0.939 (0.008)
DGM-3 4 empse 0.015 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-3 4 modelse 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000)
DGM-3 4 relerror 1.845 (2.278) 3.882 (2.324) 1.876 (2.279) -1.401 (2.206) 4.458 (2.337)
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TABLE D.6: Performance measures with Monte Carlo errors for the difference between exposed
and unexposed at 1 year after diagnosis.

DGM Covs Perf. Measure RS-d RS-m IPW DRa DRb

DGM-1 1 bias -0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.001) -0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000)
DGM-1 1 cover 0.949 (0.007) 0.950 (0.007) 0.975 (0.005) 0.955 (0.007) 0.955 (0.007)
DGM-1 1 empse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000)
DGM-1 1 modelse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.020 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000)
DGM-1 1 relerror 0.844 (2.257) 1.001 (2.261) 12.876 (2.526) 0.755 (2.257) 0.755 (2.257)

DGM-1 2 bias -0.008 (0.000) -0.008 (0.000) -0.008 (0.001) -0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000)
DGM-1 2 cover 0.914 (0.009) 0.913 (0.009) 0.945 (0.007) 0.957 (0.006) 0.955 (0.007)
DGM-1 2 empse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000)
DGM-1 2 modelse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.020 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000)
DGM-1 2 relerror -0.088 (2.236) 0.181 (2.242) 11.531 (2.496) 0.832 (2.258) 1.850 (2.281)

DGM-1 3 bias -0.019 (0.000) -0.019 (0.000) -0.020 (0.001) -0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000)
DGM-1 3 cover 0.727 (0.014) 0.730 (0.014) 0.851 (0.011) 0.954 (0.007) 0.953 (0.007)
DGM-1 3 empse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000)
DGM-1 3 modelse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.020 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000)
DGM-1 3 relerror -0.499 (2.227) -0.122 (2.236) 10.131 (2.464) 0.753 (2.256) 2.442 (2.294)

DGM-1 4 bias -0.087 (0.000) -0.087 (0.000) -0.099 (0.001) -0.000 (0.000) 0.005 (0.000)
DGM-1 4 cover 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) 0.950 (0.007) 0.964 (0.006)
DGM-1 4 empse 0.016 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000)
DGM-1 4 modelse 0.015 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-1 4 relerror -1.509 (2.204) -0.816 (2.220) 0.685 (2.252) 0.919 (2.259) 13.864 (2.549)

DGM-2 1 bias 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) 0.001 (0.001) 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000)
DGM-2 1 cover 0.953 (0.007) 0.952 (0.007) 0.966 (0.006) 0.951 (0.007) 0.951 (0.007)
DGM-2 1 empse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000)
DGM-2 1 modelse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.019 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000)
DGM-2 1 relerror 1.156 (2.264) 1.283 (2.267) 8.218 (2.422) 0.800 (2.257) 0.800 (2.257)

DGM-2 2 bias -0.016 (0.000) -0.016 (0.000) -0.016 (0.001) 0.000 (0.000) 0.001 (0.000)
DGM-2 2 cover 0.801 (0.013) 0.800 (0.013) 0.875 (0.010) 0.949 (0.007) 0.951 (0.007)
DGM-2 2 empse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000)
DGM-2 2 modelse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.019 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000)
DGM-2 2 relerror 1.044 (2.261) 1.301 (2.267) 5.109 (2.352) 0.841 (2.257) 3.492 (2.317)

DGM-2 3 bias -0.035 (0.000) -0.035 (0.000) -0.035 (0.001) 0.000 (0.000) 0.001 (0.000)
DGM-2 3 cover 0.316 (0.015) 0.318 (0.015) 0.525 (0.016) 0.954 (0.007) 0.958 (0.006)
DGM-2 3 empse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000)
DGM-2 3 modelse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.019 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000)
DGM-2 3 relerror 2.768 (2.300) 3.106 (2.308) 4.138 (2.330) 1.063 (2.262) 6.644 (2.387)

DGM-2 4 bias -0.069 (0.000) -0.069 (0.000) -0.077 (0.001) 0.000 (0.000) 0.004 (0.000)
DGM-2 4 cover 0.003 (0.002) 0.004 (0.002) 0.013 (0.004) 0.952 (0.007) 0.965 (0.006)
DGM-2 4 empse 0.015 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000)
DGM-2 4 modelse 0.015 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.016 (0.000)
DGM-2 4 relerror 0.574 (2.251) 1.036 (2.261) -1.474 (2.204) 1.210 (2.265) 12.222 (2.512)

DGM-3 1 bias 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.001) 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000)
DGM-3 1 cover 0.952 (0.007) 0.953 (0.007) 0.956 (0.006) 0.950 (0.007) 0.950 (0.007)
DGM-3 1 empse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.017 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000)
DGM-3 1 modelse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000)
DGM-3 1 relerror 2.352 (2.291) 2.502 (2.294) 4.032 (2.328) 2.054 (2.285) 2.054 (2.285)

DGM-3 2 bias -0.023 (0.000) -0.023 (0.000) -0.024 (0.001) 0.000 (0.000) 0.001 (0.000)
DGM-3 2 cover 0.621 (0.015) 0.621 (0.015) 0.741 (0.014) 0.953 (0.007) 0.954 (0.007)
DGM-3 2 empse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000)
DGM-3 2 modelse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000)
DGM-3 2 relerror 2.114 (2.286) 2.324 (2.290) 1.863 (2.279) 2.312 (2.290) 5.402 (2.359)

DGM-3 3 bias -0.034 (0.000) -0.034 (0.000) -0.036 (0.001) 0.000 (0.000) 0.001 (0.000)
DGM-3 3 cover 0.309 (0.015) 0.311 (0.015) 0.476 (0.016) 0.953 (0.007) 0.958 (0.006)
DGM-3 3 empse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000)
DGM-3 3 modelse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000)
DGM-3 3 relerror 1.797 (2.278) 1.976 (2.282) 0.593 (2.251) 2.524 (2.295) 6.763 (2.390)

DGM-3 4 bias -0.038 (0.000) -0.038 (0.000) -0.041 (0.001) 0.000 (0.000) 0.002 (0.000)
DGM-3 4 cover 0.227 (0.013) 0.228 (0.013) 0.343 (0.015) 0.953 (0.007) 0.954 (0.007)
DGM-3 4 empse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000)
DGM-3 4 modelse 0.014 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.018 (0.000) 0.014 (0.000) 0.015 (0.000)
DGM-3 4 relerror 1.776 (2.278) 1.935 (2.282) -0.016 (2.237) 2.450 (2.293) 7.618 (2.409)
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TABLE D.7: Performance measures with Monte Carlo errors for the difference between exposed
and unexposed at 5 years after diagnosis.

DGM Covs Perf. Measure RS-d RS-m IPW DRa DRb

DGM-1 1 bias -0.001 (0.001) -0.001 (0.001) 0.001 (0.001) -0.000 (0.001) -0.000 (0.001)
DGM-1 1 cover 0.950 (0.007) 0.950 (0.007) 0.975 (0.005) 0.957 (0.006) 0.957 (0.006)
DGM-1 1 empse 0.020 (0.000) 0.020 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000) 0.020 (0.000) 0.020 (0.000)
DGM-1 1 modelse 0.020 (0.000) 0.020 (0.000) 0.025 (0.000) 0.020 (0.000) 0.020 (0.000)
DGM-1 1 relerror 1.176 (2.264) 1.255 (2.266) 16.519 (2.607) 1.076 (2.263) 1.076 (2.263)

DGM-1 2 bias -0.011 (0.001) -0.011 (0.001) -0.009 (0.001) -0.000 (0.001) -0.000 (0.001)
DGM-1 2 cover 0.919 (0.009) 0.920 (0.009) 0.958 (0.006) 0.954 (0.007) 0.953 (0.007)
DGM-1 2 empse 0.020 (0.000) 0.020 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000) 0.020 (0.000) 0.020 (0.000)
DGM-1 2 modelse 0.020 (0.000) 0.020 (0.000) 0.025 (0.000) 0.020 (0.000) 0.021 (0.000)
DGM-1 2 relerror 0.304 (2.244) 0.473 (2.249) 13.845 (2.547) 1.202 (2.266) 2.170 (2.287)

DGM-1 3 bias -0.028 (0.001) -0.028 (0.001) -0.026 (0.001) -0.000 (0.001) -0.001 (0.001)
DGM-1 3 cover 0.722 (0.014) 0.724 (0.014) 0.851 (0.011) 0.953 (0.007) 0.952 (0.007)
DGM-1 3 empse 0.021 (0.000) 0.021 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000) 0.020 (0.000) 0.020 (0.000)
DGM-1 3 modelse 0.021 (0.000) 0.021 (0.000) 0.025 (0.000) 0.020 (0.000) 0.021 (0.000)
DGM-1 3 relerror -0.108 (2.235) 0.118 (2.240) 12.025 (2.506) 1.113 (2.264) 2.691 (2.299)

DGM-1 4 bias -0.134 (0.001) -0.134 (0.001) -0.139 (0.001) -0.001 (0.001) 0.003 (0.001)
DGM-1 4 cover 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) 0.950 (0.007) 0.969 (0.005)
DGM-1 4 empse 0.023 (0.001) 0.023 (0.001) 0.023 (0.001) 0.020 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000)
DGM-1 4 modelse 0.023 (0.000) 0.023 (0.000) 0.023 (0.000) 0.020 (0.000) 0.025 (0.000)
DGM-1 4 relerror 0.170 (2.240) -0.076 (2.235) 1.228 (2.264) 1.253 (2.266) 14.313 (2.557)

DGM-2 1 bias 0.000 (0.001) 0.000 (0.001) 0.002 (0.001) 0.001 (0.001) 0.001 (0.001)
DGM-2 1 cover 0.952 (0.007) 0.953 (0.007) 0.973 (0.005) 0.950 (0.007) 0.950 (0.007)
DGM-2 1 empse 0.020 (0.000) 0.020 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000) 0.021 (0.000) 0.021 (0.000)
DGM-2 1 modelse 0.021 (0.000) 0.021 (0.000) 0.025 (0.000) 0.021 (0.000) 0.021 (0.000)
DGM-2 1 relerror 1.251 (2.265) 1.305 (2.267) 13.732 (2.544) 0.971 (2.260) 0.971 (2.260)

DGM-2 2 bias -0.024 (0.001) -0.024 (0.001) -0.022 (0.001) 0.001 (0.001) 0.000 (0.001)
DGM-2 2 cover 0.798 (0.013) 0.799 (0.013) 0.880 (0.010) 0.949 (0.007) 0.951 (0.007)
DGM-2 2 empse 0.021 (0.000) 0.021 (0.000) 0.022 (0.001) 0.021 (0.000) 0.021 (0.000)
DGM-2 2 modelse 0.021 (0.000) 0.021 (0.000) 0.025 (0.000) 0.021 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000)
DGM-2 2 relerror 1.144 (2.263) 1.260 (2.266) 10.738 (2.477) 0.984 (2.260) 3.643 (2.319)

DGM-2 3 bias -0.053 (0.001) -0.053 (0.001) -0.051 (0.001) 0.001 (0.001) -0.000 (0.001)
DGM-2 3 cover 0.311 (0.015) 0.309 (0.015) 0.456 (0.016) 0.950 (0.007) 0.956 (0.006)
DGM-2 3 empse 0.021 (0.000) 0.021 (0.000) 0.022 (0.001) 0.021 (0.000) 0.021 (0.000)
DGM-2 3 modelse 0.022 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000) 0.024 (0.000) 0.021 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000)
DGM-2 3 relerror 2.867 (2.301) 2.964 (2.303) 9.070 (2.440) 1.251 (2.266) 6.757 (2.389)

DGM-2 4 bias -0.109 (0.001) -0.109 (0.001) -0.112 (0.001) 0.000 (0.001) 0.003 (0.001)
DGM-2 4 cover 0.002 (0.001) 0.002 (0.001) 0.003 (0.002) 0.953 (0.007) 0.964 (0.006)
DGM-2 4 empse 0.023 (0.001) 0.023 (0.001) 0.023 (0.001) 0.020 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000)
DGM-2 4 modelse 0.023 (0.000) 0.023 (0.000) 0.023 (0.000) 0.021 (0.000) 0.024 (0.000)
DGM-2 4 relerror 0.537 (2.249) 0.373 (2.245) 1.748 (2.276) 1.310 (2.267) 12.339 (2.513)

DGM-3 1 bias 0.000 (0.001) 0.000 (0.001) 0.002 (0.001) 0.001 (0.001) 0.001 (0.001)
DGM-3 1 cover 0.953 (0.007) 0.952 (0.007) 0.967 (0.006) 0.950 (0.007) 0.950 (0.007)
DGM-3 1 empse 0.021 (0.000) 0.021 (0.000) 0.023 (0.001) 0.021 (0.000) 0.021 (0.000)
DGM-3 1 modelse 0.022 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000) 0.025 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000)
DGM-3 1 relerror 2.341 (2.289) 2.418 (2.291) 7.696 (2.409) 2.125 (2.285) 2.125 (2.285)

DGM-3 2 bias -0.038 (0.001) -0.038 (0.001) -0.036 (0.001) 0.000 (0.001) 0.000 (0.001)
DGM-3 2 cover 0.605 (0.015) 0.607 (0.015) 0.677 (0.015) 0.954 (0.007) 0.958 (0.006)
DGM-3 2 empse 0.022 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000) 0.023 (0.001) 0.021 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000)
DGM-3 2 modelse 0.022 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000) 0.024 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000) 0.023 (0.000)
DGM-3 2 relerror 2.082 (2.283) 2.150 (2.285) 4.960 (2.348) 2.337 (2.289) 5.421 (2.358)

DGM-3 3 bias -0.057 (0.001) -0.057 (0.001) -0.054 (0.001) 0.000 (0.001) -0.000 (0.001)
DGM-3 3 cover 0.275 (0.014) 0.275 (0.014) 0.370 (0.015) 0.951 (0.007) 0.955 (0.007)
DGM-3 3 empse 0.022 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000) 0.023 (0.001) 0.021 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000)
DGM-3 3 modelse 0.022 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000) 0.024 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000) 0.023 (0.000)
DGM-3 3 relerror 1.853 (2.278) 1.860 (2.278) 3.801 (2.322) 2.536 (2.294) 6.786 (2.389)

DGM-3 4 bias -0.063 (0.001) -0.063 (0.001) -0.063 (0.001) 0.000 (0.001) 0.002 (0.001)
DGM-3 4 cover 0.199 (0.013) 0.199 (0.013) 0.236 (0.013) 0.952 (0.007) 0.956 (0.006)
DGM-3 4 empse 0.022 (0.001) 0.022 (0.001) 0.023 (0.001) 0.021 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000)
DGM-3 4 modelse 0.023 (0.000) 0.023 (0.000) 0.024 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000) 0.024 (0.000)
DGM-3 4 relerror 1.741 (2.276) 1.683 (2.274) 2.827 (2.300) 2.438 (2.292) 7.574 (2.406)
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